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Abstract
This report presents the author’s research work as a contribution to his PhD degree. The 
major objective o f the research is to develop and simulate comprehensive and efficient vehicle 
dynamics models o f rigid and articulated vehicles for sensitivity analyses o f tyres/wheels and 
vehicle suspension parameters. These dynamics models include both linear and non-linear 
formulations and rigid and articulated configurations.
Previous research work in the same field has been reviewed and a literature survey o f the 
work carried out by several authors is presented. Especially, the material regarding the effects 
o f tyres/wheels, suspension parameters and vehicle layouts on handling performance is dis­
cussed. In the first part o f the report simpler but generic versions o f linear vehicle models for 
rigid and articulated vehicle are developed and simulated for the analyses o f the effect vehicle 
layout and number o f axles/tyres.
A detailed discussion on the structure and behaviour of the linear models inclusive o f tyre 
delay/lag is present. These linear models are used to analyse the performance o f different lay­
outs of heavy vehicles, including rigid and articulated configurations. Frequency response 
(i.e. using Bode diagrams) analyses for the handling characteristics, specifically vehicle yaw 
rate, vehicle body sideslip angle and towing-angle (in case of articulated vehicles only) have 
been carried out. The linear models are further extended by introducing the tyre lag/delay dy­
namics within the vehicle models and effect o f first order and second order tyre dynamics on 
vehicles dynamic response in time and frequency domain is examined. It has been noticed 
that the tyre lag characteristics significantly alter the vehicle handling behaviour specifically 
in terms o f damping of the vehicle yaw rate response.
Further to the advancement o f linear vehicle models, more comprehensive non-linear vehi­
cle dynamics models are developed and simulated. Non-linear simulations for vehicle 
handling behaviours are carried out to investigate the effects o f a range o f vehicle non- 
linearities present in tyres, suspension and overall structure o f the vehicles. These non- 
linearities include the profiles lateral force vs. tyre slip angle characteristics, toe angles, static 
and dynamic camber angles, suspension stiffness, dampers characteristics and vehicle centre 
o f gravity position. Non-linear studies also include rigid and articulated vehicle layouts. Final­
ly conclusions and a future plan for the research activity are presented.
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Longitudinal distance o f the centre o f gravity o f the semi-trailer 
from the articulated link
Longitudinal distance o f  the first rear tractor/rigid-vehicle
w heel from  the centre o f  gravity o f  the truck/tractor
Longitudinal distance o f the articulated link from the centre of
Rolling resistance coefficient
Rolling resistance coefficient at zero vehicle velocity
Rolling resistance coefficient as a function vehicle velocity
Height o f centre o f gravity o f the vehicle
Longitudinal distance o f the /th semi-trailer axle
from the articulated link
Wheel base o f the vehicle
Slip ratio o f the tyre
Mass o f the vehicle, in the case o f an articulated vehicle it includes
the mass o f tractor and semi-trailer
Mass o f the tractor
Mass o f the semi-trailer
Total number o f tyres o f the vehicle
Total number o f tyres o f the tractor
Total number o f axles o f the semi-trailer
gravity o f the truck/tractor
Laplace variable
Tractor/rigid-vehicle longitudinal velocity 
Semi-trailer longitudinal velocity 
Truck/tractor lateral velocity 
Semi-trailer lateral velocity
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Xi [m] Longitudinal distance o f /th tyre from CG
Ax [m] Distance from the tyre centre point to the sum of normal force
y i [m] Lateral distance o f /th tyre from CG
z [-] State space formulation states
Zss [-] Steady-state states vector
a [rad] Tyre slip angle
«D [rad] Delayed tyre slip angle
«F [rad] Front tyre/axle slip angle o f the rigid vehicle
a\ [rad] Tyre slip angle o f the /th tyre
OCR [rad] Rear tyre/axle slip angle o f the rigid vehicle
octh [rad] Theoretical tyre slip angle (without delay)
<5C Toe,static[Fad] Tyre static toe angle
^T oe,ç) [rad] Tyre toe angle variation due to vehicle roll
[rad] Body sideslip angle o f the vehicle
Yin [rad] Static negative camber
T ou t [rad] Static positive camber
S f [rad] Steering angle o f the front wheel o f truck/tractor
S i [rad] Steering angle o f the /th wheel o f truck/tractor
/s ta t ic [rad] Static tyre camber angle
y ç [rad] Tyre camber angle variation due to vehicle roll
c [-] D am ping ratio o f  the vehicle m odel
^ T yre [-] D am ping ratio o f  the second order tire m odel
[iy [-] Lateral force coefficient
e [rad] Towing/Hitch angle
p [kg/m^] Air density
<3 [m] Tyre relaxation length
TlT [sec] Tyre relaxation time constant
G, [m] Relaxation length of the /th tyre
<P [rad] Roll angle o f the vehicle
¥ [rad] Absolute yaw angle o f the truck/tractor
COd [rad/sec] Damped frequency o f the linear rigid vehicle model
COn [rad/sec] Natural frequency o f the linear rigid vehicle model
CO [rad/sec] Braked/ driven wheel angular velocity
COq [rad/sec] Free rolling wheel angular velocity
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N um erator frequency for yaw  rate transfer function o f  rigid 
vehicle
Input frequency where output amplitude of the variable is 
highest
Cut-off frequency o f relaxation length tire model 
Spatial frequency for second order tyre model 
Damped natural frequency for second order tire model 
Suspension roll stiffness
Note:- Single dot on a variable shows first time derivative whereas the double dot represents 
the double time-derivative o f a particular variable. Italic letters show the variables and non- 
italic letters are used for the constants.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The invention o f internal combustion engine and pneumatic tyre brought a great revolution and 
laid the foundation o f automotive industry and the large scaled production o f these two motor 
components helped to pace up the motor industry in the very beginning o f 20* century. Design, 
development and diffusion o f automobiles were then rapidly increased. Different types and designs 
for passenger and cargo vehicles have been proposed since the development o f the first car. Engi­
neers and scientists are constantly involved in improving the vehicle designs. When experts talk 
about automotive technologies such as power, fuel economy, comfort, dynamics, handling capabil­
ity, aerodynamics, safety, agility, environmental issues, aesthetics and chassis, tyres and suspension 
are among the most commonly addressed subjects. Electrical and electronic systems are also the 
subjects o f interest. Drive-by-wire, active suspension, driver assistance systems, vehicle control 
systems and infotainment (information + entertainment) are domains o f the recent importance in 
modem vehicle industry.
The complete vehicle is traditionally divided into three components: powertrain, chas­
sis/suspension and body. The powertrain systems are responsible for the propulsion o f the vehicle, 
the body accommodates passengers and/or cargo and the chassis/suspension serves for the vehicle 
ride, handling, braking etc. In addition to the other parts and properties o f a vehicle, tyres are also 
key components in determining the vehicle dynamics, ride comfort and safety.
Alongside the advancement in automotive industry and the diffusion o f all types o f vehicles on 
large scale, technological improvement in the road and highway engineering also gave a significant 
boost to the transportation especially in last sixty years. Increasing population, classical freight uti­
lization, modem consumerism, environmental concem and economical issues are few o f the many 
important factors responsible for multiplying the needs o f urban as well as motorway transporta­
tion in recent times. Moreover the improvement in vehicle technology was continuous and ever­
growing process, therefore over the years, various vehicle designs have been introduced including 
light, medium and heavy good vehicles (HGVs). Theses designs were proposed and developed de­
pending on the needs and utilization of everyday transportation e.g. passenger vehicles (vans and 
school buses for urban usage or large coaches for inter-continental commuting) and cargo lorries
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(e.g. industrial goods, food, fuel or construction materials).
As the trucking industry advanced, various rigid (trucks, dumpers and oil tankers) and articulat­
ed vehicle (tractor towing trailer/semi-trailers) layouts were introduced and some of the designs 
were adopted as standards on European and American roads. Beside the usage o f rigid vehicles 
(RV) as means o f transportation, articulated vehicle (AY) designs are also contributing to a large 
proportion o f the overall global roads and motorways transportation. Articulated vehicles are char­
acterized by their heavy loading capabilities, better manoeuvrability in congested areas and high 
speed on long routes. Due to their complex structural designs, articulated vehicles always are more 
prone to directional instabilities particularly on high speed, [l]-[3]. High rollover propensity is an­
other major cause o f the accidents of the goods vehicles. According to the US National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration, 13% of all the road accidents were the results o f rollover o f com­
mercial vehicles in 2000, [4] [5].
Study o f the vehicle lateral dynamics and directional stability has always been o f great im­
portance to automotive manufacturers and researchers. The importance o f the vehicle lateral 
dynamics is twofold. On the one hand it has always been a tool for the analysis and optimization of 
vehicle design, whereas on the other hand it provides the fundamental bases for the design and im­
plementation of different driver assisting systems such as lane departure warning system, lane 
keeping systems and excessive yaw limitation control systems. Mostly such automated systems 
existing in modem vehicles exploit the lateral vehicle dynamics which are otherwise hard to esti­
mate with simple sensors [6]. Vehicle lateral dynamics are significantly dependent up on the tyre 
characteristics along with the other vehicle stmctural and inertial properties, or in other words ‘tyre 
lateral properties are the dominating factor in determining the vehicle handling characteristics and 
stability features’.
Dynamic stability (specifically directional stability) o f an articulated vehicle is also one o f the 
important design factors which if  not dealt with care can lead to vehicle directional instability re­
sulting into severe accidents on highways and motorways. This directional instability for 
articulated vehicles could cause different unwanted conditions such as jack-knifings, tail snaking 
and trailer swing etc. According to a study conducted in 2004 in the United Kingdom only from 
1999 to 2000 the most recursively occurring factor causing road accidents was failure to avoid ve­
hicles or objects on the road (28% of all accidents) followed by loss o f control o f the vehicle 
(19%)[7]. This insufficient ability to control the vehicle on driver side or short comings in the de­
sign o f vehicle structures and control systems instigates the motivation to investigate the vehicle 
handling dynamics and other factors prominently affecting the performance, which may help to 
improve the future design of vehicles.
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1.2 Motivation
In the past mostly intuitive or trial and error based techniques were used to improve the designs 
o f vehicles until the sophistication o f digital computers evolved enough to assist engineers and sci­
entists in design and manufacturing technologies. Use o f computerized mathematical and 
empirical models, for simulation purposes, is a common practice in modem day vehicle design 
technology. A lot has been worked out for the modelling and simulation o f rigid vehicles, especial­
ly for the normal sedan cars and sports vehicles, but the existing literature is still having much 
space to accommodate the investigation and analyses for multi-axle rigid vehicles and multi-body 
and multi-axle articulated vehicles, i.e. tmcks or tractors towing semi-trailers. Therefore this re­
search activity emphasises on the effects o f vehicle overall structure (rigid or articulated), number 
o f axles, tyre and wheel properties (i.e. force characteristics, and tyre force lag phenomena) and 
suspension characteristics on vehicle handling behaviours in term of lateral dynamics and roll 
properties.
1.3 Research Objectives
Based on the context o f discussion in previous sections the research objectives are summarized as 
under;
Tyre comering properties significantly contribute to vehicle handling behaviour and stability. 
Especially comering stiffness (the gradient o f the lateral force characteristic as a function o f slip 
angle) is a varying function o f longitudinal and lateral tyre force, hence indirectly o f lateral and 
longitudinal vehicle acceleration. This affects the vehicle handling response in steady-state (al­
ready analysed by the existing literature) and dynamic conditions. One of the objectives o f this 
research activity is to analyse these effect o f vehicle accelerations on vehicle handling performance 
by evaluating the yaw rate gain in dynamic situations. For this purpose, the frequency response 
characteristics (Bode plots) are examined, including the analysis o f the dynamic variation o f vehi­
cle over/understeer properties. A comparison and contrast of the handling qualities o f front/rear 
wheel drive vehicles in the frequency domain is also included. It is also of particular interest to 
study the occurrence o f instabilities in specific conditions and also the effect o f the natural modes 
on yaw handling.
Heavy goods vehicle presently available on the roads are mainly designed aecording to their 
payload capacity. Number o f axles on such multi-axle vehicles (whether rigid or articulated) are 
chosen to support the weight carrying capacity. Researchers in the past have addressed the steady 
state behaviour o f heavy good multi axle rigid and articulated vehicle but a thorough study on the 
vehicle dynamic response in frequency domain is not present in the previous state o f the art materi-
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al available. Therefore there is still space available to fill in this gap to scrutinize and rate the vehi­
cle lateral handling performance based on the number o f axles/ layout and multi steering axles. 
More specifically it is required to study the steady-state and dynamic yaw motion behaviour o f var­
ious designs o f available vehicles. Moreover it is also needed to quantise the lateral dynamics 
based on the measure o f lateral stability and degree o f under/oversteering.
Existence o f lag between tyre lateral force and slip angle has a considerable effect on the vehi­
cle handling properties. This lag is measured as a function o f space rather than time. Commonly 
this tyre lag is modelled as a first order transfer function having the cut-off frequency depending 
upon a parameter called as relaxation length, but rarely a second order transfer function has also 
been used to model the tyre lag. Existing literature elaborates the effect o f tyre lag on transient 
properties o f tyre as individual component and/or vehicle handling characteristics. Most o f the 
studies in the past are carried out in time domain. However, an in-depth and quantitative analysis o f 
the effect o f tyre relaxation length on vehicle handling performance is missing. In this research 
time as well as frequency domain analyses o f the effect o f tyre force lag as a function relaxation 
length has been carried out. Results from two different tyre models (first order and second order 
transfer factions) are considered in the research. Detailed discussion regarding the effect o f relaxa­
tion length on vehicle handling behaviour for different vehicle speeds is present. Changes in the 
dynamic yaw rate response due to tyre relaxation length and effect o f the tyre lag on the transient 
under/oversteering properties has also been analysed in the frequency and time domain. Tyre relax­
ation length effects on the handling performance o f articulated vehicles are not widely addressed in 
the literature, therefore one o f the main objectives is to include the heavy goods articulated vehicle 
in this research to study the dynamic behaviour with respect to the variation in the parameter. Con­
clusions regarding the variation o f the front and rear axle tyre delays are also derived.
Apart from the tyre force lag and the axle-number/layout, other non-linear parameters affect the 
handling performance o f a vehicle. Most important among such factors are the non-linear tyre 
force vs. slip angle characteristics, toe and camber angles, suspension properties (i.e. roll stiffness, 
shock absorber characteristics) and height o f centre o f gravity. Adequate research has been done 
regarding the effect o f these parameters, which is also discussed in the later chapters o f this report, 
but a comprehensive characterisation o f the vehicle dynamic handling behaviour is not present. 
Moreover suspension components are usually parameterised regarding their effect on vehicle ride 
quality and performance but they do have significant effect on the vehicle handling/lateral dynam­
ics. Therefore this research also focuses on the effect o f the vehicle non-linearities on vehicle 
handling properties. The conclusion o f the activity could provide better understanding o f vehicle 
dynamics and improved designs for the future vehicles.
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1.4 Scope
The simulations and analyses produced during the research activity refer to rigid and articulated 
vehicles, covering a wide range o f payload capability. The vehicle data sets include sedan cars and 
heavy goods vehicles. The simulations assume that the vehicles are moving on a plain straight road 
surface with constant forward velocity. The tyre parameters used for the simulations are for con­
ventional on-road driving conditions and do not cover all-terrain, rain or snow tyres. Furthermore 
ambient and vehicle temperature and tyre inflation pressure are considered constant during the 
simulations. In the non-linear simulations tyre vertical load is variable (load transfers included). 
The complete mathematical description o f lateral and longitudinal load transfer and their effect on 
tyre response is given in chapter 3 o f this thesis.
1.5 Activity Outline
Based on the context presented in previous sections this research activity focuses on the devel­
opment o f vehicle models which can fully serve the purpose o f modem day needs o f vehicle 
designers and help them to analyse the vehicle lateral dynamics. The models should be capable o f 
producing the results in time and frequency domain, as the frequency domain analyses are rarely 
found in the exiting literature. Moreover the literature is still lacking the articulated vehicles stud­
ies because comprehensive and easy to use articulated vehicle models do not readily exist. 
Therefore, development and testing o f generic vehicle models is eminent need o f the time.
The main objectives o f this research activity are:
To develop linear and non-linear vehicle dynamics models for rigid and articulated vehicles.
To analyse the structures o f linear vehicle models transfer functions and their effects on vehi­
cle handling features.
To analyse and compare the effect o f linear and non-linear tyre properties on vehicle handling 
characteristics.
To simulate the effect o f tyre dynamics on the overall vehicle handling properties in frequency 
and time domain.
To investigate the influence o f tyre traction forces on vehicle handling in dynamic conditions. 
To analyse and compare the effect o f various suspension and tyre parameters on vehicle han­
dling performance.
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1.6 Novel Contributions
This research activity has the following three major novel contributions to the state o f the art.
A detailed and incisive simulation based comparative analysis o f steady-state and dynamic 
steering response o f various layouts o f rigid and articulated vehicle models has been produced. The 
comparison for the handling performance has been made for the number o f axles o f the vehicles 
(which include four rigid and four articulated layouts). For the steady state analyses, vehicle lateral 
velocity and yaw rate gain (hitch angle in case o f articulated vehicles as well) against the vehicle 
longitudinal speed haves been compared and discussed. The yaw rate performance in dynamic 
conditions was compared using the Bode plots. Comparison o f the steady-state and dynamic gain, 
damping o f the response and phase lag o f the vehicle layouts are compared and contrasted and the 
advantages and disadvantages o f different vehicle layouts are examined. The effect o f vehicle 
speed on the dynamic response is also observed in this analysis.
Time delay in the tyre force generation is a well know concept and has significant effect on the 
dynamic handling behaviour o f the vehicle steering response. This delays dynamics between the 
tyre slip angle and lateral force generation has been modelled in this research activity as first order 
transfer function and a second order transfer function model. The effect o f the variation o f relaxa­
tion length (in case o f first order tyre model) and vehicle speed on vehicle handling characteristics 
in frequency domain and time domain has been analysed for under and over steered vehicles. Simi­
larly a comparison o f the handling behaviour o f vehicles has been produced for the second order 
tire model and the effect o f the variation o f damping and spatial frequency as function o f vehicle 
speed has been studied. Articulated vehicles are also included in this part o f the research activity.
To study the effect o f vehicle non-linearities, non-linear model based simulations have been ana­
lysed. The sensitivity analyses of non-linearities on vehicle handling and roll dynamic 
characteristics o f rigid and articulated vehicle characteristics has been carried out. More specifical­
ly plots o f step steering manoeuvre response for vehicle handling characteristics and roll dynamics 
have been compared and contrasted for the tyre and suspension non-linearities. These non- 
linearities include tyre lateral force profiles, toe and camber angle variation (including static and 
dynamic variations), and suspension stiffness, various damper characteristics which include damp­
ing behaviour and friction values. The height o f centre o f gravity o f the vehicle is also included in 
this non-linear investigation. The results obtained in this part o f the research activity lead to better 
understanding o f the overall vehicle handling behaviour or may also contribute to the improvement 
o f various control and driver assistance systems design where precise vehicle models are needed to 
reproduce the vehicle behaviours.
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1.7 Thesis Structure
This report consists of five chapters and is organised in the following order;
C hap ter 1 -  Introduction: This first chapter is the introduction and presents the summarized con­
text o f the research activity carried out by the author.
C hap ter 2 -  Review of State of The A rt: The second chapter starts with the basics o f vehicle dy­
namics and later sections explore the detailed review o f the vehicle dynamics modelling and effect 
o f various parameters on the vehicle handling characteristics. Special consideration has been given 
to the selection o f literature for articulated vehicles as the research activity is especially concerned 
with the mathematical modelling o f such vehicles. Structure, layout o f vehicles, kinematics, steered 
axles, camber angle, tyre forces and centre o f gravity and fifth wheel characteristics are discussed 
in detail in the chapter.
C hap ter 3 -  Vehicle Models: Chapter three, named as ‘Vehicle dynamics models’, presents a de­
tailed overview of the vehicle dynamics models developed and simulated in this research. It starts 
with the development o f a linear model for rigid vehicles and then this model is expanded for mul­
ti-axle articulated vehicles. A Lagrangian method is also used to derive the equations of motion to 
verify the model developed for articulated vehicles. Finally, more comprehensive, yet generic, non­
linear models for the rigid and articulated vehicles are detailed in the chapter.
C hapter 4 -  L inear Vehicle Simulations: This chapter presents the Matlab and Simulink based 
linear model simulations carried out in this research. Detailed analyses and discussions are present­
ed on the effects of vehicle layouts and configurations, effect o f tyre dynamics on performance o f 
the vehicle handling characteristics.
C hap ter 5 -  N on-Linear Tyre Characteristics and Simulations: In this chapter the effects o f 
non-linear tyre properties on vehicle dynamic and steady state behaviours are simulated and dis­
cussed. Moreover the influence o f other wheel and suspension non-linear properties such as 
toe/camber angles, suspension compliance, damper characteristics and orientation o f centre o f 
gravity (CG) are also addressed in the chapter. The non-linear discussion is presented for rigid as 
well as articulated vehicles.
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C hapter 6 -  Conclusions and Fu ture  W ork: Chapter 6 summarizes the analyses and results ac­
complished in this research activity and also outlines the future perspective o f the study.
1.8 Publications
Following is the list o f publications produced as the part o f this research activity 
Jou rnal papers
- Laghari, N. Somiotti, A. and Parker, G. A., “Comparative Linear Analysis o f Alternative Layouts 
o f Heavy Goods Vehicles”, Journal o f Commercial Vehicles SAE, ISSN: 1946-3928, March 2010.
- Laghari, N., “Analysis o f the Effect o f Tire and Suspension Non-Linearities on the Handling Re­
sponse o f Rigid and Articulated Vehicles”, SAE International Journal o f Passenger Cars - 
Mechanical Systems’ ISSN: 1946-3995, February 2012.
Conference papers
- Laghari, N. Somiotti, A. and Parker, G. A., “Comparative Linear Analysis o f Alternative Layouts 
o f Heavy Goods Vehicles”, SAE 09CV-0106, SAE 2009 Commercial Vehicle Engineering Con­
gress & Exhibition.
- Laghari, N. Somiotti, A. and Parker, G. A., “Linear Analysis o f the Effect o f Tire Dynamics on 
the Overall Vehicle Performance”, SAE paper number: 2010-01-0090, SAE 2010 World Congress 
& Exhibition.
- Laghari, N., “Analysis o f the Effect o f Tire and Suspension Non-Linearities on the Handling Re­
sponse of Rigid and Articulated Vehicles”, SAE paper number: 2011-01-0962, SAE 2011 World 
Congress & Exhibition.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF STATE OF THE 
ART
2.1 Vehicle Definition
A vehicle is a device/machine capable o f transporting passengers and/or cargo. A vehicle that 
travels on ground is called ground or land vehicle. Ground vehicles can further be categorised into 
two types, i.e. track restricted vehicles (e.g. railway and trams) and vehicles not restricted by tracks 
(e.g. cars, busses, tracks and lorries). In this research all vehicles are assumed to be ground vehi­
cles not restricted by tracks.
2.2 Vehicle History
Man started life on earth without any significant means o f transportation/logistics. Only lifting 
with the hands, pulling and dragging the objects were considered as the methods o f moving the 
things from one place to another. In the known history, agricultural revolution posed the challenge 
of proper transportation o f goods between villages/town and farms. Sleigh pulled with the help o f 
tamed animals were then used as a basic technique o f transportation, evidences are found that 
sleigh were used in parts o f north Europe about 5000 BC[8].
Potter wheel was first used to make symmetrically round pots about 3500 B.C. and can be con­
sidered as the invention o f first wheel. Early usage o f wheeled vehicles (sleigh on two/four wheel) 
is found in Mesopotamia, but the diffusion o f wheeled vehicle remained slow until 2000B.C. when 
Egyptian stared to use "spoked’ wheel chariots driven by horses especially for war purposes. Large- 
scale diffusion o f war chariots pertains to Assyrians from 1100 B.C onwards.
Later water wheels were introduced as mechanical prime movers in Christian era (first century), 
another form of prime movers introduced in tenth centaury was windmill. Both forms o f prime 
movers were initially used for stationary jobs, but wind mill had the theoretical potential to provide 
traction for mobile units (vehicle/boats). The first wind wagons used for war engines were pro­
duced in the fourteenth century [8]. These wind wagons were not provided with any kind o f 
steering systems. A basic operating steering mechanism was then introduced in the second half o f
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the fifteenth century. Coaches with the body suspended on belts or chains were introduced in the 
beginning o f sixteenth century. All the prime movers whether stationary or mobile were not rea­
sonably efficient in terms of power availability and consumption.
For a properly functional vehicle a practicable thermal engine was long awaited. Various de­
signs o f steam engines were available in seventeenth century but most o f them were low pressure 
engines and some o f them were being used as stationary power plants. In eighteenth century some 
experiments were performed to propel ground vehicles with the help of steam engines but no sig­
nificant success was achieved.
The invention o f internal combustion engines and pneumatic tyre in the late 19* century 
brought a real revolution in the motor vehicle industry. In 1888 John Boyed Dunlop invented a 
pneumatic rubber tyre which proved to be practical for high speed and heavy payloads. But it was 
not until early twentieth century that pneumatic tyre found its place in the motor industry. Another 
remarkable achievement in the late nineteenth century was the invention o f gasoline powered in­
ternal combustion engine. In Germany, in 1885 Karl Benz first built a tricycle propelled by an 
internal combustion engine capable to compete with some o f the steam road vehicles still rarely 
available on the roads. The Benz’s tricycle could travel at 13 km/h. Later the same year again in 
Germany Gottlieb Daimler built an engine capable of operating at higher speeds, the engine was 
then used to power a motor bicycle and a four wheeled vehicles.
Some electric vehicles were also developed in late nineteenth century. Lower/no emission and 
reduced noise were the important features for the success o f these vehicles. A public service based 
on electrically operating coaches was also introduced in London in 1897 having a range o f 80 km 
on single charge.
2.3 Tyre History
The history o f tyre maybe accounted for as old as human civilization [10]. The earliest version 
o f tyre was an iron band wrapped on wooden wheel used with carts or wagons. A techni­
cian/ skilled-worker, known as a ‘wheelwright’, would heat a forged iron ring and quench it after 
placing it on wooden wheel pieces to firmly "tie ’ them together. The word “tyre/tire” then surfaced 
associated with the ring o f metal band used to tie the wooden pieces of the wheel. In the early nine­
teenth century various rubber tyres were introduced but those premature designs were not really 
successful inventions for the coming years, for example in 1845 Robert William Thomson made a 
leather tyre inflated with rubber tube, but the design did not proved to be useful for practical usage. 
Thomas Hancock in 1846 devised a solid rubber tyre to be supplemented to steel wheels. These 
tyres were useful in reducing noise and improved comfort was also observed but again could not
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make a place in the industry.
Table 2-lMilestones in the tyre development 
Sources: Adapted from[9]
Year Development
1839 Charles Goodyear: vulcanization
1845 Robert William Thompson: first pneumatic tire
1888 John Boyd Dunlop: patent for bicycle (pneumatic) tires
1893 The Dunlop Pneumatic and Tyre Co. GmbH, Hanau, Germany
André and Edouard Michelin: pneumatic tires for Peugeot 
1895 Paris-Bordeaux-Paris (720 50 tire deflations.
Miles): 22 complete inner tube Changes
1899 Continental: “long-lived” tires (approx. 500 Kilometre)
1904 Carbon added: black tires.
1908 Frank Seiberling: grooved tires with improved road traction
1922 Dunlop: steel cord thread in the tire bead
1943 Continental: patent for tubeless tires
1946 Radial Tire
Before the invention o f pneumatic tyre automobiles used to have solid rubber tyres and maxi­
mum speed achieved with these tyres was 30 km/h [10]. 1888 was the year o f the birth o f first 
pneumatic tyre, when, a veterinary surgeon, John Boyed Dunlop invented a rubber tyre for a tricy­
cle o f his three year old son [8]. A historical timeline o f different improvements in the tyre designs 
are summarized in the Table 2-1.
2.4 Types of tyres
There are various types of tyres available according to their martial and tread pattern, few o f the 
main types are discussed here.
2.4.1 All-season tyres
All-season tyres are normally designed to be used in summer and winter conditions and dry or wet 
roads. The tread pattern and material used for these tyres however better performs in warm and dry 
operating conditions but these tyres do not perform well on icy roads. These tyres can also be used 
on muddy track for limited use [99].
2.4.2 All terrain tyres
All terrain tyres are made to perform well in both off-road and on-road conditions and are normally 
used with four wheel drive sports utility vehicles (SUVs). These tyres can be used on rocky, sandy
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or muddy road and can also provide good traction and reduced noise on motorways [99].
2.4.3 Snow tyres
Snow tyres are specially designed for the snowy and icy conditioned roads and they also per­
form better in lower ambient temperatures even on diy roads but a reduced grip can be observed 
while driving on the wet roads. Snow tyres are made with the blend of rubber and softer synthetic 
material. These tyres are normally used as the replacement for the snow chains.
2.4.4 Heavy duty tyres
Tyres for heavy duty vehicles are also known as truck/bus tyres. These large size tyres are used 
for commercial vehicles such as freight trucks, dump trucks, trailers/semi-trailers and passenger 
buses. These heavy duty tyres can further be divided into special categories according to their utili­
ty and position, like steering wheel, drive/rolling axles and trailers/semi-trailers. Each of the genres 
of these tyres is designed and manufactured considering the special needs of their utility. A newer 
concept emerging for the heavy duty tyres is the use of ‘super singles’ or ‘wide singles’ which 
helps to reduce the weight and construction material of tyres [100]. The use of these single tyre 
also reduces the contact patch which ultimately helps to reduce the rolling resistance and hence the 
fuels consumption of the vehicle as well.
2.4.5 Modern developments
Recently (2005) the French tyre company Michelin introduced a concept design and named it as 
Tweel (a merger of words o f tyre and wheel). Figure 2-1. Tweel is a non-pneumatic design charac­
terized as tubeless and fatless tyre. Structurally, a Tweel is a shear (advanced material) band, 
playing as carcass, connected to central hub (solid rubber or metal) with multiple flexible polyure­
thane spokes which serve as the air pressure on typical pneumatic tyres [101][102]. 
or you include this into a sentence
..J. - x » ' K *  s<\
Figure 2-1: Michelin Tweel ™ Airless Tyre Source: |103j
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Table 2-2: Comparison o f advantages and disadvantages o f Tweel
Benefits Shortcomings
No m aintenance: No service/maintenance is 
required because o f absence o f inflation 
pressure, hence whether independent
Lack of adjustability: These cannot be ad­
justed once manufactured as it is independent 
of the inflation pressure
Flat-less: These tyres remain stiff even after 
the piercing o f sharp object through the belt
V ibrations: Significant vibrations can be ex­
periences specially when operating above 50 
km/h
Independence of a ir  pressure: No need to 
maintain tyre inflation pressure hence vary­
ing weather conditions do not experience
Expensive: Manufacturing cost is high, fuel 
consumption could be high because o f high 
value o f rolling resistance
High lateral stiffness: Tweels are designed 
to provide five times the lateral stiffness as 
compared with the pneumatic counterparts, 
hence better handling performance is 
achieved.
2.5 Tyre Dynamics
2.5.1 Tyre and vehicle handling
In any vehicle tyres provide the forces and moment necessary for the handling and control o f the 
vehicle. These forces are directly responsible for the traction, braking and cornering o f the vehicle. 
Tyres also provide the forces to control and handle the vehicle against external disturbance from 
road and wind [9]. The combined behaviour o f tyre is too complex to comprehend. Therefore, 
when discussing properties and characteristics o f a tyre and its effect on the vehicle dynamics, of­
ten different parameters are considered and dealt as separate and isolated entities. The most 
prominent tyre properties influencing the vehicle handling behaviour include lateral force, aligning 
torque and traction/braking forces.
When a tyre is operating as a vehicle component there exists a single vector between the tyre and 
road surface. The length, origin and angle o f the vector is defined by the operating condition o f the 
tyre (vertical load, coefficient o f road friction, inflation pressure, etc.). Normally for the sake o f 
simplicity this vector is split into six parts for measurements and analysis. Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2: SAE tyre reference frame systems
iT
The tyre axis reference system is adopted from SAE J670 [11], and is presented with small changes 
for simplicity. From the Figure 2-2 it is shown that, O is the origin of the reference system, at the 
centre of footprint of the tyre with ground. The x-axis lies at the intersection of wheel plane and 
road plane. The z -axis is vertical to the road and passes through the road and centre plane o f the 
tyre. The y-axis is perpendicular to the x-axis and z-axis plane and lies in the road plane. Other pa­
rameters shown in the figures are described as F ,^ Fy and F  ^are tyre forces present in the tyre print 
along the x y and z tyre reference frame respectively. F% is called the longitudinal force, Fy is called 
lateral force and F  ^ is called vertical force or the normal tyre load. M^, My and are called tyre 
moments. Mx is known as overturning moment. My, the rolling resistance and M%, the aligning 
torque are further discussed in the later sections of the report.a is called slip angle o f tyre and y is 
known as camber angle of the tyre.
2.6 Tyre Lateral Dynamics
2.6.1 Lateral force
The patch of the tyre tread in contact with the ground at any given time is called the print or foo t­
print [12], Figure 2-3. Acceleration, braking/traction and handling (steering) o f a vehicle at any 
given moment are originated by the forces present at the tyre foot print.
According to the SAE vehicle dynamic terminology [11], a lateral force is produced at the centre of
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the tyre foot print and is directionally perpendicular to the heading of tyre provided that no tyre 
inclination and camber prevail. Terms like side force or central force are interchangeably used with 
the term lateral force. Applied lateral forces are mainly responsible for vehicle turning and these 
forces are limited by the operating conditions of the tyre.
1 n n  m m
EE
o
Figure 2-3: Tyre footprint of a passenger car at normal loading conditions, Continental 205/55/R16 90H, 2.5
bar, Fz =4700N Source: [9]
When driving in straight line or in a circular path a side force may be produced in the centre line of 
tyre due to road banking, wind gusts or applied centrifugal force (while moving in circular mo­
tion), therefore a relative reaction force is also developed at the contact patch/foot print of the tyre 
and this force is called lateral force or cornering force conventionally represented by Fy or fy in the 
literature as shown in the Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-4.
L a A
Figure 2-4: Development of later force and tyre tread/carcass deformation
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2.6.2 Tyre slip angle
When a tyre is rolling under the influence o f lateral force there exists a directional deviation at an 
angle to the wheel plane or heading due to the sideway elasticity/deformation o f the tyre material 
(i.e. tread and/or carcass). This angle is called slip angle or side-slip angle normally represented by 
a in the existing literature [8] [14]. The occurrence of side slip angle is due o f the tyre lateral elas­
ticity.
2.6.3 Lateral force vs. Slip angle
The value o f slip angle is (linearly/non-linearly) proportional to the lateral force or cornering force. 
Empirically it has been established that for a vehicle travelling on a high friction road at a lateral 
acceleration not more than 0.4g, there exists a linear relationship between slip angle and lateral 
force for small values o f slip angle (i.e. about 3-4 degrees).The linear relationship between tyre 
lateral force and slip angle is defined in equation(2.1)[13].
Fy =  (2 1 )
Where the constant o f proportionality Cstifr is known as slip stiffness or cornering stiffness o f the 
tyre. It is also established that large value of tyre cornering stiffness guarantees the better direction­
al stability o f the vehicle. Tyre cornering stiffness is a crucial parameter in defining the overall 
vehicle directional stability and this parameter alone as a tyre characteristic or combined with other 
vehicle parameters and characteristics is often studied by engineers and scientists.
Structure, size and material o f the tyre altogether define the stiffness of the tyre, for example radial 
tyre with wide contact patch has high cornering stiffness as compared with the bias-ply tyre.
As already mentioned in the above paragraph, tyre lateral force is a direct function o f tyre slip an­
gle. A typical tyre lateral force vs. slip angle (Fy-a) characteristic curve is presented in Figure 2-5. 
As shown in the figure the lateral force characteristic curve is divided into three regions, i.e. elastic 
(linear), transitional and frictional regions. In the linear region lateral force is almost a linear func­
tion o f the slip angle and equation (2.1) is quite applicable when tyre is operating within this 
region. The second region is categorized as transition region where the profile o f lateral force char­
acteristics curve starts changing from the linear fashion to non-linear pattern as function o f slip 
angle. The friction region o f the tyre Fy-a curve starts when lateral force value attains its peak for a 
certain value of slip angle. This curve may saturate to a constant peak value o f lateral force or a 
slight drop down may be observed as the value o f slip angle is further increased within the friction 
region. Cstifr is actually the slope o f the F-a characteristic curve at a =0°.
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It is also worth noting that there are two important parameters affecting the relationship be­
tween lateral force and tyre slip angle i.e. tyre lateral elastic properties and ‘traction’ between the 
tyre and road.
For any set o f operating condition (vertical load, coefficient of friction, inflation pressure etc.) 
and small slip angle, lateral force is mainly (exclusively) manipulated by tyre elastic properties and 
is virtually independent of the tyre road traction properties, whereas for large slip angle range (near 
the peak/frictional region) the value of the lateral force is majorly dominated by tyre road traction 
and is effectively independent of the elastic properties o f the tyre print and carcass [14] [15].
The lateral force characteristics of a tyre in the transitional zone are generally dependent upon 
the design parameters. The profile of the lateral force curve for transitional range could have either 
gradual (extended up to large range of slip angle) or abrupt (short range) and this is implicated by 
many factors which cannot be generalized for simple discussion and analysis. For example, radial 
tyres exhibit a sudden transition because o f the presence of a belt which allows sliding in the tyre 
print. On the other hand, bias-ply tyres attain their peaks gradually and there exists a small rate of 
change of the F y -a  characteristics within the transition region.
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Figure 2-5: Tyre lateral force vs. Slip angle 
Source: [14]
Inflation pressure
Tyre inflation pressure also moderately influence the tyre cornering stiffness for a certain range o f 
the pressure values. Once a specific high inflation pressure value is reached it will not have any 
significant effect on the cornering stiffness for any further tyre inflation pressure [13]. Vehicle ve­
locity has noticeably small effect on the tyre cornering stiffness.
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Normal load
Tyre normal load (F J  significantly affects the cornering/lateral force characteristics o f the tyre. In 
general tyre lateral force is increased as direct function of tyre normal load i.e. lateral force is in­
creased with the increasing lateral load on the tyre, Figure 2-6.Lateral force may decrease if the 
normal load on the tyre is increased to a very high value, due to the existence o f inhomogeneous 
distribution of the ground-tyre pressure [13].
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Figure 2-6: Tyre lateral force vs. Slip angle for varying loads 
Source: [14]
The load sensitivity o f the tyre lateral force may also be analysed in a dimensionless form as 
shown in Figure 2-7, where the lateral force Fy is normalised by the normal load F  ^and the result­
ing factor is called lateral force coefficient.
p
Lateral fo rce  c o e ffic ien t = py (2.2)
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Figure 2-7: Normalized lateral force vs. Slip angle 
Source; [14]
From Figure 2-7 it can be observed that peaks o f the lateral force characteristics come closer 
when plotted in dimensionless form. It can also be observed that peaks of lateral force coefficient 
show a decreasing trend (tyre load sensitivity) for increasing values o f normal load. The tyre load 
sensitivity majorly influences the lateral dynamics of a vehicle for extreme values o f slip angles 
and is of special concern for the researchers carrying out directional stability analyses o f the vehi­
cles.
The peak of the lateral force is attained when most o f the tread/print starts sliding due to ex­
treme lateral force (frictional region in the figures).
2.6.4 Aligning torque
The moment (Figure 2-2) is known as aligning torque and it helps to steer the tyre in effort 
to align the wheel plane with the heading of its path through the centre of the print. The aligning 
torque is produced from the uneven distribution of the lateral forces along the distorted print o f the 
tyre as shown in Figure 2-8. The distortion is non-symmetric in nature along the for-aft axis o f the 
print centre. Furthermore this distortion is almost triangular in shape and is in increasing pattern 
from back to front of the print. Therefore this uneven force distribution of lateral force produces
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Figure 2-8: Distribution of lateral ground force in the contact patch
Aligning torque is also known as self-aligning torque and may be considered as the principal 
moment responsible to help aligning the steered tyre with its direction of motion. The aligning 
torque for a tyre may also be evaluated as a function of slip angle, Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9: Tyre aligning torque vs. slip angle, Source: [14]
The aligning torque increases with the increase in slip angle for small range o f values. It attains 
its maximum value for the slip angle of 4°-6° and if slip angle values are further increased it starts 
decreasing. Because of the partial or full sliding of the tread and reduced or negative value o f
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pneumatic trial this value may reach to zero or even to a negative number if  slip angle is further 
increased.
Larger tyres tend to have high value o f aligning torque for a given tyre slip angle because of 
large print patch have larger for-aft axle o f the tyre. Tyre inflation pressure has negative effect on 
the aligning torque i.e. low inflation pressure give rise to the value o f aligning torque because o f 
the increase length o f print/patch. Radial tyre also exhibits large value o f aligning torque as com­
pared with the bias-ply tyre.
In normal driving conditions, driving torque results in the increased value o f aligning torque for 
a given values o f slip angle and the braking torque has the reverse effect o f the driving torque on 
the aligning torque Figure 2-9.
Pneumatic trail
As already discussed the aligning torque is produced due to the asymmetry present in the print 
o f the tyre. Therefore the centre o f tyre print and centre o f action o f the lateral force do not coin­
cide with each other, hence the longitudinal (along the centre line) distance between the two 
centres is called pneumatic trail. Computationally aligning torque is equal to the value o f lateral 
force times the pneumatic trail length.
2.7 Tyre Longitudinal Dynamics
The main components o f the longitudinal tyre dynamics are traction force, braking force, rolling 
resistance and slip ratio.
2.7.1 Traction force
Longitudinal forces between road and tyre print are mainly responsible for the acceleration and 
braking o f the vehicle. The force needed to accelerate the vehicle is called tractive force or driving 
force. Tractive force is produced as a result o f the reaction force to the driving torque through the 
tyre print. This longitudinal force tends to shift the print forward relative to the wheel axle hence 
moving the axle and producing the acceleration in same direction. The driving force is produced as 
a result (reaction) of shear stress (roads to tyre, [16]), in forward longitudinal direction due to the 
applied driving torque in the compressed elements entering the print. As this is a continuous pro­
cess, when the vehicle is moving, a constant shear stress builds up resulting in a continuous 
forward tractive force.
Longitudinal sheer stress also exists in the print o f a free rolling tyre because o f the change (re­
duction) o f effective radius o f the tyre.
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2.7.2 Braking force
A braking force, responsible for the deceleration, exists in the print of a tyre when the applied 
torque through the axle is in opposite direction to that of forward motion o f the wheel. As a result 
this force pushes the print back relative to the axle and produce a compression in the trailing half of 
the print. A typical braking force curve may be represented as a function o f the slip ratio as shown 
in the figure below, i.e. Figure 2-10.
Maximum normalized force
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Figure 2-10: Normalized braking force vs. slip ratio 
Sources; [14]
2.7.3 Slip ratio
According to the SAE J670 [11], the slip ratio is defined as the longitudinal slip velocity o f the 
wheel/tyre normalized by the angular velocity o f the free rolling wheel, whereas longitudinal slip 
velocity is defined as the difference between the rotational speed of driven (or braked) wheel and 
the angular velocity of the free wheel, i.e.(m -  co^), this relation can be mathematically expressed 
as below, equation (2.3):
slip ratio  = k =
CO — Ù).o
CO, (2.3)
If the free rolling tyre rate is defined as cOo=U/R„ where R,\s the effective radius o f the tyre and 
u is the velocity of the vehicle, equation (2.3) may be redefined as under:
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ù)R,
-  1
u
(2.4)
The slip ratio is positive for driving state o f the vehicle (acceleration) and assumes negative 
value for braking conditions, moreover the existence of slip velocity ù) — does not necessarily 
mean the occurrence of actual sliding o f the contact patch as whole. From the above equations it 
can also be concluded that for free rolling wheel SR^O and SR=-\ for the locked (braked) 
wheel/tyre
2.7.4 Rolling resistance
The resistance present in a rolling tyre due to the deformation of the tyre print in contact with 
the road is called rolling resistance. Normal pressure distribution within the tyre print is not uni­
form, this is because there prevails a compression in leading (fore) part and recovery (aft) in the 
trailing part of the print, therefore this deformation utilizes energy and this factor is termed as re­
sistance, Figure 2-11. In a forward rolling tyre the normal force applied to the tread print is higher 
in value in the leading (fore) half o f than that of trailing (aft) half o f the in the direction of move­
ment of tyre. The action point o f the sum of all the normal forces is at an offset to the centre point 
of the rolling, therefore there exists a (resistive) moment which is called rolling resistance moment, 
defined by the expression;
Mf =  AxFz (2.5)
AZ’
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H
Figure 2-11 : Moments, forces and rolling resistance of a rolling tyre
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For a free rolling wheel having zero slip and camber angle and no traction and braking moments 
except the moment due to the aerodynamics and bearing resistance, is the only applied force to 
the wheel described by the equilibrium equation for steady state as below;
AxFz +  Mf
^   0 .6)
Practically equation (2.6) is o f not wide use as Mf and Ax are no t conveniently m eas­
ured/defined, therefore rolling resistance is generally expressed as:
Fr = fF z  (2.7)
Table 2-3: Coefficient of rolling resistance Source: [13]
Road surface Rolling resistance
______________________________________________________coefficient______
Pneumatic tyre a car rolls
on a coarse stone road surface 0.015
on a fine stone road surface 0.015
on a rolled asphalt mixed aggregate road surface 0.015
on a impact coarse gravel road surface 0.012
on a mixed bituminous macadam road surface 0.025
on a soil road surface 0.05
on a field road surface 0 .1 -  0.35
Pneumatic truck tire rolls on an asphalt mixed .  , _ „ ^
aggregate road surface
steel wheel rolls on a field road surface 0.14 ~ 0.24
steel wheel on a railroad surface 0.001 ~ 0.002
Where /  is called rolling resistance coefficient and is a positive number, /  is generally found 
through experimentation of tyres. This coefficient depends upon many factors such as vehicle 
speed, inflation pressure, normal load, type, size and make o f the tyre. Other factors influencing the 
coefficient may include operating conditions, lateral and longitudinal tyre forces.
Table 2-3 presents approximated values o f coefficient o f rolling resistance for different combi­
nations o f tyres/wheels and roads/tracks surfaces.
The rolling resistance coefficient /  is a direct function o f vehicle speed v i.e. its value is in­
creased with the increase in o f vehicle speed. The value off(v) increases slowly for the initial low 
range values o f vehicle speed and then its rate o f change starts risings swiftly with the increase in 
vehicle speed after a certain critical speed o f tyre is passed. The function /( t ;)c a n  be expressed as 
in under:
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n
f ( v )  = ~ Y ^ fv ‘ (2.8)
i=0
Generally two term s of the expression in (2.8) are considered enough for rolling resistance 
modelling and the  one of the  following two expressions is usually adopted in m athem atical 
modelling of tyres.
f  =  fo  +  Kv (2.9)
f  = fo + Kv^ (2.10)
The value o f /qand K are obtained through the tyre tests.
2.7.5 Longitudinal and lateral force coupling
The normal load on the tyre is due to vehicle weight and suspension components (during transi­
ent conditions). In cornering conditions (i.e. lateral force already exists between the tyre and road) 
if  the vehicle is accelerated or braked the sum of the lateral and longitudinal force is limited by the 
classical friction law;
Fx +  F  ^ < =  fiFz (2.11)
Where is the coefficient o f friction; therefore the longitudinal and lateral force acting on the 
tyre must satisfy the criterion in inequality (2.11). The relationship defined in inequality (2.11) may 
also be express in graphical form as shown in Figure 2-12. This implies that the resultant o f longi­
tudinal and lateral force should always be limited within circle having radius /tF^. In the other 
sense the maximum available lateral force {Fyjj^ax) when vehicle is experiencing any traction or 
braking is expressed by the following relation;
Fy,max ~  J f F /  Fy (2 . 12)
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Figure 2-12: Friction Circle
Based on the theory o f classical mechenics, friction ellipse diagrams (Figure 2-13) are used to 
describe the coupling/ interaction between the lateral and longitudinal forces and limit of the oper­
ating region of any tyre.
&
I
Figure 2-13: Tyre friction circle diagram, source: [14]
2.8 Thermal Properties of Tyres
Various studies in the literature describe the influence of temperature on tyre performance. In 
[108] Chaligné experimentally studied (through tests on a tyre testing machine) the factors influ­
encing tyre temperature. The author concluded that tyre temperature is highly influenced by slip 
angle, because o f the slip power losses. Due to the increase of tread temperature, a significant de­
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crease in the transmissible lateral force is experienced. This phenomenon is prominently observed 
in the non-linear operating region of the tyre, for slip angles larger than 4 deg. This reduction of 
tyre lateral force is caused by a substantially linear and concurrent decrease of tyre cornering stilf- 
ness and friction coefficient as a function o f temperature.
Mizuno et al[109], [110] developed a tyre simulation model incorporating a lumped parameter 
thermodynamic model within Pacejka magic formula. As a consequence, magic formula coeffi­
cients are varied as functions o f tyre temperature. The research showed that the lateral force values 
predicted by the developed model are in good agreement with the measured test results. An exam­
ple of comparison of simulation and measured tyre lateral force characteristics is shown in the 
following figure.
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Figure 2-14: Validation results o f Mizuno model, Source [110]
Based on experimental tests on a tyre testing machine, Somiotti [111] observed the significant 
error of the Pacejka magic formula model when the operating temperature of the tyre is different 
from the one at which the derivation of the magic formula coefficients has been carried out. More­
over, the same author presents two simplified lumped parameter models for the estimation o f tyre 
tread temperature, including their experimental validation. The parameters o f a brush tyre model 
are then modified as functions o f the estimated temperature. The simplicity o f the brush model and 
its correspondence with the physics of the real component makes the variation o f its parameters 
easier than for the case presented in [109], [110]. The initial comparison o f the model results in 
[111] with experimental results and Pacejka Magic formula results is very promising. Finally, the 
article shows the potential impact of tyre temperature during typical vehicle dynamics simulations.
Rosa et al. [112] studied the temperature distribution on tyre tread. They developed an analyti­
cal model, called ThermoTyre, based on Fourier heat equation. The one-dimensional model is
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characterised by low computational cost. Experimental (obtained on a tyre testing machine and a 
test vehicle) and simulation results for two types o f test (sudden brake application and ABS brak­
ing test) are compared and a close agreement between the two is observed.
2.9 Notes on Tyre Dynamical Properties and Vehicle Handling
Tyre cornering stiffness may be considered as one o f the most significant properties o f tyre in­
fluencing the lateral/directional characteristics of a vehicle.
There are concrete evidences proving that steady state and transient tyre behaviours are differ­
ent. Walter [15] identified and analysed steady-state and transitional properties o f tyre influencing 
the vehicle directional response. His study was limited to the association o f lateral force and slip 
angle. Walter conducted a series o f tests on multiple production tyres using the following inputs;
1. Ramp steer
2. Speed and steer rate
The following important conclusions were asserted as the result o f the study. In steady-state lat­
eral force is the function o f cornering stiffness and slip angle for a given set o f test conditions (i.e. 
vertical load and coefficient o f friction) and cornering stiffness is a constant value but not a func­
tion o f tyre speed. For transient vehicle manoeuvres for a given set o f transient test conditions it 
was found that cornering stiffness is a function o f dynamics lateral force offset, along with the slip 
angle and cornering stiffness. Moreover in transient condition cornering stiffness is not a constant 
but a variable as a function o f tyre speed and steer rate. Dynamic lateral force offset is also slow 
varying property depending up on the speed and steer rate and it alters the lateral force in a reverse 
direction o f the wheel steering angle. Furthermore cornering stiffness and dynamic lateral offset are 
also inter-dependable variables.
A similar experimental study was later presented by Furuichi and Sakai in 1978[17]. They used 
a static tyre testing machine and dynamic tyre testing machine to conduct their experiments. A 
summary o f the specifications o f these test beds is also present in their paper [17]. These tests were 
performed on both low and high forward speeds. Four different types of tyres were included in the 
experimental setup i.e. bias-ply, radial (textile belt), belted bias and radial (steel belted). A larger 
range o f slip angle (0-90 degree) was tested for steady-state tyre cornering properties whereas tran­
sient properties were tested for a range o f 0-15 degrees of tyre slip angle. They concluded their 
research activity with following four vital points;
1. Behaviours o f tyre steady-state and transient properties (cornering force, drag force and align­
ing torque) were found different.
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2. Tyre transitional cornering properties also depended upon the initial value o f the property set 
for the steady-state conditions.
3. An empirical differential equation model was also developed relating the cornering force, drag 
force and aligning torque to slip angle. Slip angle was also formulated as a function o f tyre 
longitudinal distance travelled after the steering angle was first applied.
4. For a range o f slip angles smaller than the value where cornering force was reached a maxi­
mum (i.e. within linear region) cornering coefficients were found to have smaller slopes as 
compared with the higher slip angle values.
2.9.1 Tyre forces and lag
As already discussed, transient changes to tyre lateral forces are crucial for vehicle lateral dy­
namics and chassis control synthesis as well. In the case o f transients applied to the tyre operating 
states (e.g. slip angle, slip ratio, camber angle, tyre vertical load, etc...), a specific run-in period is 
required before a new steady-state equilibrium is obtained in the time domain. This transient re­
sponse concept is inappropriately called ‘tyre lag’ or ‘delay’ in the existing literature, for example 
by [8], [25] and [33]. These transient changes are governed by the run-in behaviour o f the tyre 
[10]. In reality, tyre dynamics do not correspond to a pure time delay, but to a behaviour described 
by a transfer function. To this purpose, in common vehicle dynamics simulation studies a first or­
der formulation is adopted. The problem is made more complex by the fact that the experimental 
practice shows that tyre dynamic properties can be functions o f the operating condition, and as 
such tyre dynamics can be accurately described only through non-linear equations. In practice, 
however, the literature is missing a consensus about the detailed parameterisation o f tyre dynamic 
properties as functions o f the operational state. Frequency based rig tests show that tyres exhibit a 
phase lag in the tyre forces response [18]. This phase lag is more prominently observed at lower 
wheel speed or higher frequency slip angle inputs, significant gain decrease is also observed for 
high frequency tests [19] [20]. The phenomenon of lag between slip angle and tyre force and mo­
ment has long been acknowledged, e.g. Lippmann [21]established in 1954 that “/w the dynamic 
behaviour o f a tyre, there are delays which can affect the control o f the c a f \  This lag concept has 
been address by many other researchers in the past [22] [23]. In general a tyre develops the lateral 
force rolling through a certain longitudinal distance called the relaxation length (in spatial domain). 
More specifically from a mathematical viewpoint the relaxation length is the rolling distance re­
quired to build up 63% of the steady-state lateral force when the system is subject to a step input:
Fy -  F y o [ l - \ ]  (2.13)
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Relaxation length is also known as run-in length and is highly dependent upon tyre parameters 
such as mass, damping and friction at the tyre print [10] .Common values for a normal passenger 
car tyre lie between 0.2 and 0.7 m. In some cases relaxation length can be approximated using the 
following relation [24];
O’ Cstiff/Cy (2.14)
Relaxation length is generally denoted by o in existing literature where Cgtiff is the cornering 
stiffness and Cy is the lateral stiffness o f the tyre. The relaxation length concept was first introduced 
for lateral force only but later it was extended to the longitudinal tyre forces as well [25] [26]. In 
general there exist relaxation lengths for all the directions o f tyre forces [19] but we will remain 
focused to the relaxation length related to the lateral force only. Another approximation presented 
by Pacejka [25] states that at the nominal vertical load the relaxation length o f a tyre is o f the order 
o f the size o f the radius o f wheel.
In the present literature, there exists no general analytical or empirical relation regarding the 
dependence o f relaxation length on tyre parameters and operating conditions but various authors 
have studied the tyre relaxation length characteristics and their effect on overall vehicle dynamics 
[18][23][27][29].
Schuring performed an experimental study to analyse the dynamic response o f tyres. Schuring 
tested G78-14 belted tyre with a range o f time varying spatial frequencies having maximum value 
up to 20 rad/m. Tests were carried out under varying vertical load and slip angle conditions either 
separate, in periodic fashion or in the combination at low tyre rolling speeds. The study concluded 
that insignificant attenuation o f lateral force and aligning torque was reported for smaller values 
(0.7 rad/m) o f spatial frequencies but a considerable lag in static values causing dynamic offset in 
both quantities was recorded. The research highlighted a difference in behaviour o f dynamic and 
static response o f tyre, emphasising the need o f further investigation of the tyre dynamics effects 
on vehicle handling characteristics.
Muarice compared the relaxation length estimated by pendulum experiment (in addition to the 
linear tyre model) [23] to the values found from frequency response tests. There existed a correla­
tion between the two types o f results and a non-linear dependency o f relaxation length on tyre 
normal load and average slip angle was established. Relaxation length was observed as a increas­
ing function o f normal load and decreasing function o f average slip angle in the research. It was 
observed that vehicle speed had prominent influence in experimental result as eompared with the 
tyre model analyses. One of the reasons suggested by authors was that increase in tyre temperature
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and inflation pressure and ultimately affecting the relaxation length calculations.
0,61
0.2
Figure 2-15: Figure: Relaxation length as function o f normal load (Fz) and slip angle a (V=20 km/h), ac­
cording to pendulum experiments =dashed, tyre model=solid and tyre model step response (dotted), Source:
[23]
As it has already been mentioned there exit different relaxation length for different directional 
parameters (forces and moments) of the tyre and each of these relaxation length is regarded as in­
dependent function o f tyre operating properties. Braghi [28] developed a longitudinal tyre dynamic 
model to better simulate the ABS condition and include the longitudinal relaxation length as intrin­
sic parameter. Braghin discussed the shortcomings of Pacejka’s magic formula not performing 
adequately in transient conditions and presented a tyre model base on relaxation length. The author 
termed the relaxation length itself as a varying function o f tyre operating conditions such as slip 
ratio, normal load and actuation frequency o f operating torques/forces (braking/driving). In the re­
search an empirical formula based on the only static normal load of tyre was developed to 
determine the relaxation length:
o- =  FziPTxi  +  P rx2 df z )e (2.15)
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Freq = 1 Hz
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Figure 2-16: Relaxation length vs. normal load: experimental results (dots) and tire model fitting
(line).Source: [28]
In the equation pTxl and pTx2 are parameters which needed to be experimentally identified. It 
was observed that the longitudinal relaxation length was an increasing function of tyre normal 
load. This trend seems to be opposite to the research done by Muariee, where the lateral relaxation 
length showed a decreasing trend as a function o f normal load. Braghin also experimentally 
showed, increasing values of Ok as functions of the slip ratio, Figure 2-17:
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Figure 2-17: Relaxation length vs. slip ratio at 2000N (Right) and 3500N (left) o f normal load
Source: [281
Higuchi and Pacejka [29] did a parametric study of relaxation length for large wheel slip and 
camber angles. They used series of experiments in the study. They also used the “stretched string” 
tyre model [29] for the theoretical analyses. In their study the relaxation length was incorporated as 
a first order delay within the simulation model. An important finding of their study was the exist­
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ence o f a ‘non-lagging’ part o f lateral force and apparent peak in aligning torque to the camber an­
gle step input. However usual lag in the transient response was also observed while analysing the 
effect of step camber input to the wheel.
2.9.1.1 Relaxation length tyre models
Commonly used tyre models are based on empirical relations derived from the steady-state tyre 
data o f lateral/longitudinal forces and slip angle/ratio and hence these models do not account for 
the tyre transient characteristics. The absence o f tyre transient behaviour ([30][31][62]) within the 
complete vehicle model adopted in some well-known publications can impact longitudinal and lat­
eral dynamics and control techniques developed using such models may lack the realistic 
performance in some cases. Therefore it is important to include the transient tyre dynamics for the 
pragmatic analyses of vehicle dynamic response and appropriate control systems development.
2 9.1.2 First order tyre dynamics
Conventional dynamic models for the simulation o f tyre behaviour are based on the concept of 
relaxation length. Relaxation length is incorporated into the steady-state tyre models using a first 
order differential equation. The mathematical description of the model is presented in a later sec­
tion. This is equivalent to model the tyre as a first order transfer function, characterized by cut-off 
frequencies linearly dependent on vehicle velocity [19] [25]. Relaxation length has a different value 
when considering tyre delays for longitudinal and lateral forces. It was recommended by Heyding- 
er [33] to represent the tyre slip angle as a first order delayed function, which will lead all the 
dependent parameter to adopt to the delay, rather than just simply introducing a lag to the tyre forc­
es.
As reported by Koo and Tan [19] there are two aspects o f the relaxation length based tyre model 
that limit the model applications:
1- The relaxation length tyre model (RLT) relates the relaxation-length-based slip ratio and the 
traditional-velocity-dependent slip ratio by adding a first-order lag, hence restricting the 
modelling o f the dynamic tire behaviours.
2- The tire force in the RLT equation is defined as a longitudinal stiffness coefficient times the 
longitudinal slip— a conventional relation used for stationary tire models. Tire force in the 
conventional stationary tire models acts as a dampened force to the vehicle, while the tire 
force from RLT model exhibits spring behaviour at very low speeds and causes oscillations.
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2.9.1.3 Second order tyre dynamics
Because o f the absence o f natural tyre damping in relaxation length tire model (being a first or­
der delay model) there prevails an undamped resonant tire mode at low vehicle velocity [34]. This 
concept is further elaborated in later sections o f this report.
Heydinger et al.[33] have carried out experimental tests in order to validate a vehicle model, 
with particular attention to tyre dynamics. According to their results, tyre dynamics are better simu­
lated by a second order transfer function, with decreasing damping ratio as a function o f vehicle 
velocity. Recently, Salaani [35] has also carried out extensive series o f experimental tests on pas­
senger car tyres, and has concluded that tyre dynamics can be represented by a first order model 
based on relaxation length. However, one o f the tyres involved in the frequency response analysis 
carried out by Salaani, shows a slight increase in the response for low values of input frequency, in 
comparison with the steady-state condition, which would prove the validity o f Heydinger’s model.
Despite all these experimental and theoretical analyses, a complete analytical formulation of 
the effect o f tyre dynamics on the transfer functions simulating rigid and articulated vehicle re­
sponse to a steering wheel input is still missing. The frequency response analysis can be carried out 
in the linear working range o f the tyre, by adopting linear bicycle vehicle models, considering one 
equivalent tyre for each axle. Guiggiani [36] carries out the analysis o f the variation o f the natural 
frequencies o f the system for an understeering vehicle (rigid), but there is no discussion about the 
sensitivity o f the Bode plots o f vehicle frequency response as functions o f vehicle longitudinal ve­
locity, nor any analysis of the structure o f the related transfer functions is present. In literature 
there are several articles related to vehicle dynamic analysis for rigid vehicles ([33][35][37]), but a 
comprehensive deseription o f the results o f linear models for frequency response evaluation is still 
absent. The subject becomes even more indefinite in case o f articulated vehicles.
Various other researches have also been conducted regarding the development o f tyre models 
including relaxation length effeet. For example [113] describes the PAC2002 tyre model. PAC2002 
is a semi-empirical tyre model as it includes both the empirical (mathematical formulas) and physi­
cal modelling components. This model is able to describe the tyre behaviour over relatively smooth 
road surfaces. Its range o f validity extends up to 12 Hz. The model includes the stretched-string 
formulation to describe tyre dynamics. Moreover, an alternative and more advaneed contact-mass 
model is explained in the article. The paper shows that this formulation results in considerable im­
provements compared to the magic formula tyre model with the first-order relaxation model. 
Moreover, the model can be adopted for the analysis o f parking behaviour, low- and zero-speed 
applications, in which the reliability o f conventional tyre models is low.
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[114] discusses three simulation models for the longitudinal behaviour o f a passenger car tyre 
that may be used for ABS simulation. Simulations with a quarter vehicle model that includes load 
transfer effects are carried out to determine the deviation in results between the tyre models during 
a manoeuvre with ABS activation. The results show that the steady-state model may only be used 
below 10 Hz and that the transient model is reliable up to about 30 Hz. The results from the ABS 
simulations with the so-called rigid ring model clearly differ from the ones performed with the 
steady-state and transient models. This indicates that ABS simulations should be carried out with 
the rigid ring model. Additionally the paper demonstrates that the influence o f the tyre belt cannot 
be neglected in the simulation o f vehicle response on uneven road surfaces.
[115] analyses the same aspects as [116] during ABS simulations, and in particular it deals with 
the comparison between a stretched-string-based relaxation model, a modified stretched-string re­
laxation model, and a contact mass model. The particularly demanding situation o f combined 
eomering/ABS braking is investigated. It is shown that although all tyre models have similar 
bandwidth (-15 Hz), the simple string tyre model has problems in coping with the non-linearities 
involved in combined braking/cornering conditions. Moreover, a significant variation o f the stop­
ping distances is noticed between the simulation models. In particular, the most advanced model 
predicts a lower stopping distance in braking conditions.
2.10 Tyre Dynamics and Vehicle Handling
Previous vehicle handling and stability simulation analyses have had no tyre lag dynamics at all 
or very simple tyre models were used, this was because o f the following two main reasons [33];
1. Testing o f dynamical properties o f tyres is complicated and costly, and most o f the tyres test­
ing equipment are not capable to conduct dynamic tests.
2. The effects o f tyre dynamics on overall vehicle stability and handling characteristics have not 
been generally comprehended by the researchers
As the lag o f tyre forces and moments due to relaxation length is a phenomenon pertaining to 
the transient conditions o f tyre forces and moments. Therefore traditional steady-state analysis 
methods are not sufficient to deal with the effect o f tyre relaxation length on the vehicle handling 
performance. In the past Heydinger et al [33]carried out a significant research work related to the 
effect o f tyre dynamics and tyre lag on the transient vehicle handling characteristics, especially 
yaw rate response prediction capabilities o f the vehicle models. Heydinger proved that the intro­
duction o f appropriate tyre dynamics within the vehicle model can significantly improve the 
dynamic response prediction. In an earlier study (1991) results from the Vehicle Dynamics Analy­
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sis, Non-linear (VDANL) model [38][39], developed by Systems Technology Corp., simulations 
were compared with experimental vehicle data. VDANL was actually designed with first order tyre 
dynamics incorporated. To better simulate the vehicle lateral dynamics a second order tyre lag 
model was introduced, which could account for the underdamped tyre characteristics. Second order 
lag dynamics were introduced to the tyre slip angle so that all the dependent parameters (i.e. force 
and moments) are also characterized by the lag behaviour as well.
Introduction o f the tyre dynamics model within the vehicle model (VDANL) showed improved 
prediction performance in the time and frequency domain in terms o f yaw rate response. The tyre 
model used in VDANL was an empirical type and was based on four inputs, i.e. slip angle, longi­
tudinal slip ratio, camber angle and vertical tyre deflection. In this study Heydinger et al identified 
the following main points:
Predicted yaw rate gain in frequency domain from the vehicle model with first order tyre dy­
namic showed lower damping and higher bandwidth as compared with the vehicle model 
without any tyre dynamics.
The simulated response with first order tyre dynamic lag was more close to the experimental 
response and lagged response also showed improved high frequency roll off response and 
phase angle (for bode diagram of steering input to yaw rate response gain) were also found to 
have close agreement with the manoeuvre results.
Simulation yaw rate results from vehicle model with second order tyre dynamics shown lower 
effective damping and delayed response as compared with results without tyre dynamics. 
Within the second order tyre dynamics model specifying a constant tyre path natural frequen­
cy and vehicle speed based damping ratio produce better results.
Later, in a very similar activity (1994), a study was presented by Heydinger et al [40]. In this study 
another vehicle model known as Improved Digital Simulation, Fully comprehensive (IDFC) [41], 
was simulated without any tyre dynamics. IDFC yaw rate (frequency and time domain) simulations 
were also compared with the VDANL predictions and experimental data. It was identified in the 
research that yaw rate responses produced by the IDFC model were simply the same as produced 
by VDANL without tyre dynamics. Therefore the difference o f response between the two set o f 
simulations could be characterized by the tyre dynamics introduce within the vehicle model.
Mavros [42] studied the influence o f tyre lag and suspension damping on the transient handling 
response of a vehicle. Three different vehicle models, i.e. a linear bicycle model, a non-linear bicy­
cle model and a 10 DOF non-linear model were specifically employed in the research. Three 
models were used to identify and differentiate the effects o f tyre force lag, tyre non-linearities and 
other inter-related tyre and vehicle properties. The vehicle models were simulated through step 
steering response and it was observed that an intrinsically understeering vehicle may also show an
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initial oversteering yaw rate behaviour as the tyre response is delayed, but as the transient eondi- 
tions die out the vehicle response quickly shapes into the original inherent (understeering) 
behaviour. It was assumed by the researcher that the specific behaviour of the yaw response is due 
to the initial suppression of damping owing to the tyre lateral force lag, possibly because o f the 
load and/or slip-related relaxation length[25].
Sill and Ayalew [32] used frequency domain approach (Bode plots in particular) to analyse the 
effeet of the tyre relaxation length model. In the research the authors use a single track (bicycle 
model) two degree-of-freedom (lateral acceleration and yaw rate) model to analyse the effect of 
relaxation length on vehicle lateral handling performance. Sill also proposed to use the ‘understeer­
ing angle’ transfer function to assess the performance of on-centre handling characteristics of the 
vehicle. The ‘under steering angle’ parameter defined in the article is expressed as the difference of 
front and rear axle tyre slip angle and is described by the equation
UA = Œp — Œf
(2.16)
The tyre dynamic model embedded within the vehicle model was a first order relaxation length 
based transfer function. The frequency domain analyses were carried out for understeering and 
oversteering medium sized rigid vehicles (normal sedan ears).
Using the unconventional transfer function of the understeering angle it was observed that under­
steering vehicle approached a larger values of understeering as high as 1 degree per degree of 
steering angle for higher frequencies of steering angle input (around 3 Hz) Figure 2-18.
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Figure 2-18: Understeer angle transfer function of understeering vehicle with and without tyre relaxation for
increasing velocity (arrows) source: [32]
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The Bode plot (Figure 2-19) for the understeering angle parameter for an oversteering vehicle 
show that phase angle for over steering is 180 degree out of phase in steady-state condition, which 
is a natural property as negative value of the parameter is achieved in case of oversteering vehicle. 
The Bode plot also shows that the magnitude and phase plots of the oversteering vehicle are con­
verging to small values as for the understeering vehicle, implying that two vehicles experience 
negligible effect of tyre dynamics at higher excitation frequencies o f steering angle input and both 
of the vehicle show similar under-steered vehicle for high values o f steering input.
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Figure 2-19: Understeer angle transfer function of oversteering vehicle with and without tyre relaxation for
increasing velocity (Arrows) source; [32]
Significant outcomes of this research activity are:
Introduction o f relaxation length increases magnitude ratios for the understeer angle transfer 
function for understeering as well as oversteering vehicles;
A study of the locus of the poles depicts that with the increase in vehicle velocity, poles of the 
model with and without tyre relaxation length converge. Alternatively it can be interpreted 
that relaxation length has most significant effect for the low vehicle velocities due to the exist­
ence of highly dominant and strongly oscillatory poles;
As the relaxation length has small effect for the higher vehicle velocities (around 145 km/h), 
stability and critical velocity values for the studied oversteering vehicle are not substantially 
changed;
For increasing values of steering angle excitation frequencies, understeering as well as over­
steering vehicles show understeering behaviour;
In steady state conditions tyre relaxation length has no effect on the vehicle response.
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The research presented by the author was a considerable work but with limited scope. In this ac­
tivity only light weight rigid vehicles were considered. Moreover, the model adopted for the tyre 
dynamics was a first order tyre relaxation length model, whilst other researchers have also adopted 
the second order tyre models in their tyre dynamic studies. A detailed frequency response analysis 
of tyre dynamics including the first and second order tyre mode is the present in chapter 4 of this 
report. The analyses presented by the author of this thesis also cover the lateral dynamics of ar­
ticulated vehicle. A comparison o f two different tyre models is also presented in chapter 4 o f this 
report.
2.11 Suspension
The suspension system of a vehicle consists of springs, dampers and other linkages which con­
nect the vehicle body (sprung mass) to the wheel (unsprung). The suspension system of the vehicle 
has two main purposes described as:
Keeping the vehicle occupants (passengers and payload) isolated from the noise of uneven 
road surfaces, knocks and unwanted vibrations of tyres by not allowing the excessive weight 
transfer and high frequency accelerations to the vehicle body.
Managing the vehicle load distribution in such a manner that it provides vehicle with the 
proper road grip and handling capabilities required by the design aims.
To handle the first point the suspension needs to be elastic in a linear or non-linear manner but 
to achieve the second task the suspension should also have damping properties. Initial versions of 
automobiles were not very promising and they were only comprised o f springs. Mors in 1901 first 
experimented an automobile suspension with shock absorbers in his car named as 'Mors machine". 
First independent suspension for front axle wheels was introduces in 1932 and progressively be­
came the standard in motor industry.
Figure 2-20: A typical suspension system, Source: [104]
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2.11.1 Suspension Components
A suspension system has two main components to control the motion o f wheels (unsprung 
masses) relative to the vehicle body (sprung mass) that is springs and dampers. Both o f these com­
ponents have intense effects on the vehicle comport and handling properties. The choice o f these 
two components is majorly defined by the vehicle design and performance parameters. Other fac­
tors which may influence the selection o f suspension components include cost, maintenance, 
durability and packaging.
2.11.1.1 Springs
Suspension systems require a range o f compliances to offer better ride, good handling and 
proper noise vibration and harshness (NVH) control. Suspension springs provide the essential elas­
ticity required to prevent the transfer o f unnecessary accelerations to the vehicle chassis/body. A 
suspension spring is fitted between the vehicle body and suspension linkages or any other 
tyre/wheel carrier components. For the good ride qualities a spring should be as soft as possible but 
on the other hand it should have proper strength to support the vehicle load and should be con­
sistent with the handling requirements. Soft springs cause larger roll angles therefore suspension 
systems are provided with additional anti-roll bars or other equivalent components.
Suspension springs may have different types like coil spring, leaf springs, torsion bar springs or 
modem vehicle (most o f the heavy goods vehicle HGV) may have gas or pneumatic springs. A 
common characteristic o f all the springs is to produce rebound force F when deformed (com­
pressed) by a distance Az. typical force vs. displacement characteristic non-linear curve is showing 
in figure. The strength or of a spring is defined by spring stiffness constant defined as;
dF
dzCsPring ~  "TT (2 .1 7 )
For better ride quality a linear or nearly linear force displacement curve is required. In general coil 
springs show linear force characteristics.
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ex
a. Local spring stiffness
AF
Spring compression
Figure 2-21: Definition of spring stiffness
Roll stiffness
Suspension springs support the weight of the vehicle and help controlling the vertical, roll and 
pitch motion o f the chassis/body. The resistance (anti-roll moment) offered by the suspension is 
called roll stiffness.
The ratio o f the front suspension roll stiffness to the rear axle suspension is called roll stiffness 
distribution. The roll stiffness as a vehicle design parameter is set to reduce the vehicle roll angle 
and improve the vehicle handling performance. Roll stiffness is measured in Nm/rad.
2.11.1.2 Dampers
Suspension dampers also known as the ‘shock absorbers’ are the components which control the 
motions of the suspension elastic components (i.e. spring). Dampers are energy dissipating devices. 
Dampers control high frequency motion (vibrations) by damping the springy motions o f the sus­
pension system. Ideally dampers should provide a good compromise between low wheel (unsprang 
mass) accelerations relative to the vehicle body/chassis and proper control of the vehicle chassis to 
provide good handling characteristics. Dampers are connected between the wheel and chassis of 
the vehicle to produce the damping force which is a function of relative velocity o f the damper. 
Figure shows damper types in modern vehicles.
An asymmetrical profile of damper foree-velocity curve is required. In the case o f suspension 
compressing lower damping is vital to reduce the transfer of high acceleration components to vehi­
cle body while in the case of rebound an increased level o f damping is required to control the
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abrupt motion. The damping moment offered by the dampers to the roll motion is called anti-roll 
damping and is measured in Nm sec/rad.
Vehicle Suspension types, kinematics and dynamics are out of the scope of this research/report, 
but following are a few concepts considered necessary to be included as they are used in the non­
linear modelling and simulations within this research.
Rod Seal
Gas
Piston rod
Piston and 
Valves Floating
piston
Valves
Gas
(b)
Figure 2-22: Damper types (a) dual tube damper (b) free piston mono tube damper 
Typical damper force vs. velocity characteristics are shown in Figure 2-25.
Damping Force
Compression
Relative Velocity
Rebound
Figure 2-23: Figure Non-linear damper Characteristics
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Toe angle
Toe angle is defined as the angle, within the road surface plane, of the tyre/wheel plane and 
longitudinal axis (x-z plane). If the front ends of the two wheels/tyres on same axle are close to 
each other it is called ‘toe-in’ and if the rear ends are closer to each other it is called ‘toe- out’. Toe 
angle greatly affects vehicle straight line stability, lateral dynamics and suspension movements. 
Static toe is kept large enough only to compensate for the dynamic changes in toe angle due to sus­
pension deformation in normal driving conditions. But for high performance requirements large toe 
angle are also selected.
toe-in
toe-out
Figure 2-24: Toe angle definition
Camber Angle
The angle between the centre plane of tyre/wheel and the perpendicular surface plane through 
the longitudinal axis is called the camber angle as shown in Figure 2-25. Camber angle is said to be 
positive if the top comers o f the two tyres of the same axle are apart as compared with the bottom 
or print and it is called negative camber if opposite is true [10].
Camber alters the lateral dynamic behaviour of the vehicle as it significantly influences the lat­
eral force generation o f the tyre, it also affects tyre aligning torque and suspension movement.
A small negative camber of outer wheel, during the cornering, improves the lateral load transfer
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and provides a better cornering performance. Camber angle is also changed with the loading condi­
tions o f the vehicle. Camber angle is generally represented by y in the literature.
Vehicle Front
Figure 2-25: Camber angle definition
Roll centre
The roll centre of a vehicle is defined as a point in the axle plane (y-z, plane) about which the 
vehicle roll motion takes place (Figure 2-26). This roll centre point is regarded as instantaneous 
and changes its position due to the motion o f suspension components. A high roll centre position 
(i.e. above the ground and near the vehicle centre o f gravity), causes small roll angle motion due to 
short lever arm between the vehicle centre o f gravity height and roll centre, whereas small or low 
roll centre reduces the dynamic camber etfect and half-track changes during the suspension move­
ments. Normally roll centre heights are between 0 and 130 mm for front axle and 80 to 250 mm for 
rear axle. The line connecting the front and rear axle roll centres is called the roll axis. Independent 
suspensions also allow the lateral movements o f roll centers, which may cause undesired forces 
being exerted on the vehicle body. The position of the roll centre also defines the vehicle lateral 
load transfer profile on wheels during the cornering.
Roll centre
Figure 2-26: Roll centre definition
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Following are the two important terms used in vehicle dynamics literature;
C entre of gravity
Vehicle centre o f gravity is a virtual point where the vehicle whole mass acts upon or it is a 
point where all the forces exerted upon vehicle body impact. A low height o f centre o f gravity is 
required as it gives good handling and safety, reduces the pitch and roll motion. Load transfer vari­
ations are also reduced if  CG is moved toward the ground/road. On the contrary high centre of 
gravity also causes an increase in rear axle load on inclined road. The position o f CG is function of 
vehicle loading conditions.
Track width.
The distance between the centers o f tyres of the same axle is called track width. Significant 
track width for a vehicle is required for better driving behaviour and small roll motion [10].
2.12 Vehicle Dynamics
2.12.1 Definition
A very concise definition o f vehicle dynamics may be described as under;
“Vehicle Dynamics, as we use the term, is the branch o f engineering which relates tyre and aero 
dynamic forces to overall vehicle acceleration, velocities and motion using Newton’s laws o f Mo­
tion. ”[Milliken][14].
In general vehicle dynamics is an enormous field and includes various aspects o f vehicle behav­
iour and characteristics under normal (ordinaiy) and extreme (extra-ordinary) conditions. The 
subject o f vehicle dynamics commonly deals with the effects o f the following components on vehi­
cle behaviour which ultimately leads engineers to analyse, predict and improve the specific 
performance:
• Type: cars, racing cars, vans or heavy commercial vehicles
• Tyres: structure and characteristics
• Load: vehicle static and dynamic loading conditions
• Shape: Kinematics, elasto-kinematics, wheel base
• S tructure: Rigid or articulated
• Axles: Number o f axles, track width etc.
• Suspension: Type, shape, stiffness and compliance
• C entre of gravity: Orientation and height
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In later sections o f this report, the effects o f almost all o f the above components are discussed 
and analysed in detail in the context o f linear and non-linear vehicle models. Vehicle lateral dy­
namics during cornering is o f particular interest in this research as it helps engineers to interpret the 
vehicle handling and performance characteristics.
2.12.2 Types of models
Vehicle models have significant importance in research and analysis activities. Models must al­
ways be considered separate entities from the data and different models may behave differently for 
the same data. A good model may be one which is simple but still able to replicate the system be­
haviour in focus without the loss o f significant information. The choice o f model may depend upon 
the intensity o f details o f the system to be modelled and also the characteristics o f the system to be 
reproduced mathematically.
2.12.2.1 Linear vehicle dynamics
For limited applications and analyses o f vehicle dynamics, manually derived linear models are 
usually practiced and are being widely used by many researchers. These models are quite useful for 
the analysts as they can benefit from linear analysis tools and techniques available for the testing 
such as state-space implementation, root locus and bode diagrams etc. In this research activity ge­
neric but comprehensive linear models (discussed in next chapter) are developed which provide the 
above mentioned assistance for linear simulations and analyses and the results published in [43] 
and [44] are based on these linear models.
2.12.2.2 Non-linear vehicle dynamics
For the simulation and analyses o f extreme conditions and more detailed and complex model­
ling linear models are not considered capable enough, for such conditions non-linear models are 
used for the modelling and simulations. Different techniques are used to find the solutions o f such 
models and modem toolkits like Simulink may be used for this purpose. The later sections o f next 
chapter present the development o f non-linear vehicle models and all the results incorporated in 
[45] are obtained from the simulations o f these models.
2.12.2.3 Stability
In terms o f control system the stability o f a system is defined as;
” The characteristics o f a system defined by a neutral response that decays to zero as the time 
approaches to infinity”.
A system is said to be ‘stable’ under equilibrium condition, if  it attains or try to attain its previ­
ous state if  perturb by an external disturbance. A system is pronounced statically stable when it
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states is perturbed and it shows a tendency to return to its original (previous) state. Further if  this 
tendency o f returning to the original state continues and the system attains its previous equilibrium 
position (state) even asymptotieally it is categorized as dynamically stable system. According to 
the above discussion a vehicle is said to be stable if  any o f its state variable (yaw rate and/or vehi­
cle body sideslip angle) if  perturbed tend to attain the original equilibrium states
Or in simple words if  the transient response o f a vehicle handling characteristics converges to a 
steady state value then the vehicle is said to have stable behaviour.
Various methods have been adopted in the exiting literature for the stability analyses o f vehicle 
handling e.g. Hao [117] deals with the phase plane analysis o f vehicle handling and stability. Phase 
plane analysis discusses vehicle stability as a function o f the phase plots o f vehicle yaw rate as a 
function o f sideslip angle and vehicle sideslip rate as a function o f sideslip angle. In [117] the dia­
grams are presented starting from a 2 DGF vehicle model including a non-linear magic formula 
tyre model.
2.12.2.4 Complexity of dynamics
The degree of complexity o f a vehicle dynamics model is also one of the parameters influencing 
the performance in terms o f accuracy o f the results produced and also the time required to execute 
the simulations. A trade-off is often made between the two parameters when simulations are carried 
out for a specific task. Many researchers, therefore, use more than one model in their studies and 
try to compare the results from different models to find the correlation, especially when experi­
mental data are not present for the validation o f these models. Multiples models are also used for 
the comparison o f complexity/simplicity o f different models.
For example El Madany [46] compared the results from mathematical models o f varying degree 
o f complexity (degrees o f freedom, even if  the degrees o f complexity are not degrees o f freedom 
strictly speaking) regarding the motion of various components of an articulated vehicle, composed 
o f a tractor and a semi-trailer. The first model considered in his study was a nineteen degree o f 
freedom (DOF) linear mathematical model. In the model both tractor and semi-trailer were capable 
of translational and rotational motions. In addition each o f the axles was able to move vertically 
and laterally at both ends and each one o f them could rotate along the longitudinal axis. All o f the 
tyres (two for ach axle) were also considered as vertical and lateral moving springs and dampers 
systems. In the second case a six DOF model was considered for a single axle semi-trailer towed 
by a two axle tractor in such a manner that it could only have symmetrical kinematical parameters 
along the longitudinal axis. The model had two rotational motions and the translational motion for 
sprung masses and vertical movement for each axle. The third model was a three degree o f free­
dom model, capable o f only pitch motion o f the tractor and semi-trailer whereas heave o f the
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tractor was allowed. Therefore mass and elasto-kinematics o f the axles and wheels were not con­
sidered in the system. Three models were then simulated through road surface perturbations as 
inputs. A fair correlation o f results o f pitch response was found among the results from three mod­
els and it was then concluded that relatively simple models can also be used for simple analyses 
which will help to save the cost and time of design and analysis process ultimately. Though reason­
ably simple models can serve the purpose o f many researchers within the limited domain of 
parameters, but when comprehensive sensitivity analyses involving the inter-dependency o f meas­
urable and variables are required the need of complex non-linear models is inevitable. Therefore in 
the first part o f this activity special emphasis has been given to the development o f models with 
diversified comprehension and complexity (i.e. from linear two-axle rigid vehicle to fully non­
linear multi-axle articulated vehicles).
2.13 Parameters influencing the vehicle handling performance
Many researchers have been working on parametric studies of articulated vehicle response in 
normal driving conditions ([47]-[55]). Esheleman et al [56]used Articulated Vehicle Dynamic Sim­
ulation (ADVS II) model for their study o f various parameters on vehicle handling. The model 
facilitates the inclusion of vehicle suspension and geometry, loading condition, fifth wheel damp­
ing, road conditions, aerodynamic effects and vehicle braking/acceleration. In this study primarily 
the effect o f road tyre friction coefficient, vehicle velocity and accelerations were simulated along 
with the secondary parameters such as vehicle geometry and loading conditions. The authors re­
ported the following results;
Tyre braking/acceleration, jackknifing and aerodynamic forces are the factors o f great im­
portance for vehicle handling dynamics;
Tractive/braking and cornering forces along with road surface effects are the major parameters 
for vehicle stability/unstability;
Single and double articulated vehicles are equally stable and the location o f hitching point af­
fects the vehiele manoeuvrability;
Loading conditions also influence the stability o f the vehicle.
2.13.1 Effect of kinematics and number of axles
The articulated vehicle configuration (structure, kinematics and number o f axles etc.) is also 
one o f the important factors influencing the vehicle handling behaviour. To choose the specific 
configuration for a particular activity according to the loading condition and goods type to be
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transported is a complicated job. El-Gindy [51] evaluated the steady-state steering response for 
various configurations o f articulated vehicle. The author studied the effect o f vehicle configura­
tions (tractor with semi-trailer and tractor with full trailer), tyre characteristics and axle 
arrangement for the vehicles. El-Gindy also found analytically, that the semitrailer tyre cornering 
stiffness has no effect on the tractor steady state yaw response, stability and critical vehicle speed, 
for single axle semi-trailer. Also the directional stability o f the tractor is improved by reducing the 
distance between the tractor centre o f gravity (CG) and hitching point and also by moving the 
semi-trailer CG near to its axle. Directional stability may also be improved by changing the values 
o f tyre cornering stiffness, which is a veiy usual phenomenon for rigid vehicles as well, [13] [14]. 
Authors also examined the same characteristics for tractor and semi-trailer fitted with tandem axle, 
and it was found that directional stability o f the tractor provided with tandem rear axle set is im­
proved when compared with one having single rear axle tractor. Higher value for semi-trailer rear 
axle cornering stiffness would improve the stability as well. It was also proved that tandem axle- 
factor TF (TF is the steady-state yaw rate o f the tractor caused by tandem axle) is independent of 
vehicle loading conditions. For the case o f semi-trailer fitted with tandem axle an increase in the 
yawing moment was observed and it also increases the articulation angle o f the semitrailer in com­
parison with the semi-trailer with one axle. Similar results were also deduced for the tractor with 
full-trailer combination. A significant difference is found in the directional response and stability o f 
vehicles with and without tandem axles. A study o f frequency response for various layouts o f ar­
ticulated vehicle is addressed in detail in this report in later sections.
2.13.2 Effect of multi steered axle
Recently more attention has been paid to improve the performance characteristics o f articulated 
vehicles by considering steered tractor/trailer axles. Lukowski ([57], [58]) presented an analytical 
study o f the directional behaviour o f an articulated vehicle for a trailer fitted with a steered axle. In 
this study various design parameters were tested to find the influence on directional response o f the 
vehicle. A three degree o f freedom linear model was implemented in state space form. During the 
study it was primarily observed that steered axles o f semi-trailer improved the manoeuvrability o f 
the vehicle in low speed and by lowering the centre o f gravity of both tractor and semi-trailer 
would reduce the roll over tendency. An analysis o f the co-efficient o f steering o f trailer is also pre­
sent in the paper.
A great deal o f work has also been produced by El-Gindy [59]for the analysis o f steady state re­
sponse o f articulated vehicle with multi-axles forced steering dolly. Because o f the unique lay out 
o f the articulated vehicle a new approach was used to analyse the effect o f different parameters on 
steady state response o f the vehicle. Kinematic parameters (layout distances), payload condition
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and steering ratios were examined in the study and results obtained could lead designers to make 
proper decisions regarding the structural kinematics o f heavy goods articulated vehicles. Major 
conclusions o f the study are as under;
“Steering ratio only affects the articulation angle o f the dolly (trailer), i.e. articulation angle is 
directly proportional to the steering ratio ”.
It was also proved analytically that reduced payload increased the degree o f understeering o f the 
vehicle.
2.13.3 Fifth wheel location
One of the important factors influencing the direetional stability o f HGV articulated vehicles is 
location o f fifth wheel or hitch/articulation point.
Dynamical stability (specifically directional stability) o f an articulated vehicle is also one o f the 
important design factors which if not dealt with care can lead to vehicle directional instability re­
sulting into severe accidents on highways and motorways. This directional instability for 
articulated vehicles could lead to different unwanted conditions such as jack-knifings, tail snaking 
and trailer swing etc.
Dahlberg [60] has already addressed the vehicle parameters affecting the stability o f an articu­
lated vehicle such as centre o f gravity location, tyre characteristics, chassis and suspension stiffness 
and fifth wheel properties especially the geometrical location. Different opinions were present for 
the loeation o f fifth wheel like [61] proved that moving fifth wheel forward could improve the ride 
quality, which in fact could negatively influence the vehicle stability as recommended by many 
researcher and manufacture o f commercial vehicle.
Dahlberg et al [60] examined the properties o f fifth wheel influencing the handling behaviour o f 
an articulated vehicle model. In their study a linear bicycle model was used to identify the parame­
ters and then a more complex multi-body system (MBS) ADAMS was used to analyse the effect o f 
parameters. Six different cases o f fifth wheel location were assumed in this study, out o f which 
three were for the fifth wheel location in front o f rear axle and three other were considered for the 
rearward location o f the fifth-wheel. It was found that articulation angle to steering angle to steer­
ing angle ratio was raised to infinity for the latter case o f three locations o f fifth wheel when 
velocity o f the vehicle was increased. This situation led divergent instability or jack-knifing o f the 
vehicle, due to oversteering condition. Primary conclusion o f the study may be stated as;
Increased afterward placement o f the fifth wheel will negatively influence the stability o f  a trac- 
tor-semi-trailer.
Other results deduced during this research may be expressed as;
- Increased height o f  load
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- Decreased roll stiffness o f suspension
- Too high fifth wheel stiffness
- Tyre combination such that lowest cornering stiffness is highest at the rear (of tractor or trail­
er) may all influence the stability o f a tractor semi-trailer negatively
2.13.4 Vehicle handling and tyre lateral force
Tyre lateral foree characteristics (linear and/or non-linear) play a significant role in the handling 
behaviour of the vehicle and are responsible for the degree of vehicle oversteering/understeering 
and its ultimate stability in steady-state and transient conditions. Xia [62] investigated the effect o f 
tyre cornering stiffness on vehicle linear handling performance using different evaluation methods, 
for example a method based on the phase lag between steering input and vehicle response, and a 
method based on the combination o f several vehicle measurables (sideslip angle, yaw rate peak 
time, phase lags o f yaw rate and lateral acceleration, yaw rate gain, yaw damping ratio and natural 
frequency). The author concluded that: (a) higher tyre cornering stiffness results in better vehicle 
linear handling performance (b) different methods o f evaluation give similar rating o f the tyres. In 
this research only linear cornering stiffness values were considered which may not address the 
handling properties in extreme cornering conditions moreover. Moreover no tyre dynamics (be­
tween slip angles and tyre lateral forces) were included in the tyre models which is the need o f any 
realistic linear or non-linear model.
2.13.5 Vehicle handling and camber angle
Pei Lu [63] investigated the effect o f tyre camber on vehicle dynamics in term o f lateral force 
generation. Pei Lu chose extreme cornering conditions and used the UniTyre model [64] for the 
research. The author identified that there was a significant effect o f introducing the initial (static) 
camber on lateral force generation hence on the handling o f vehicle as well. Handling characteris­
tics studied in the research were lateral acceleration, body sideslip angle and roll dynamics, with a 
particular focus on rollover stability. Yaw dynamics were not considered in the study. Tateishi [65] 
also carried out a similar study and found that yaw rate response is also a function o f camber varia­
tion (quantitatively depending up normal force, tractive force and slip angle) for front and rear 
axles. The author also observed the camber angle affects a vehicle lateral motion performance not 
only in the steady-state conditions but during the accelerations as well. Toe angle [8]affects vehicle 
under/oversteering the linear operating region, Wang [66] performed a basic study on the effect o f 
toe angle on vehicle dynamics, however a quantitative evaluation o f its optimal tuning and its actu­
al effects in terms o f vehicle response is still missing, chapter five o f this report presents the
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detailed investigation o f toe and camber angle effects on the lateral and yawing motions o f differ­
ent vehicles.
2.13.6 Centre of gravity
Mittal [67] used a linear six DOF vehicle model to identify the parameters affecting the rollover 
propensity o f a vehicle. In particular, the sensitivity analysis was focused on the centre o f gravity 
height, track width, wheelbase, tyre cornering stiffness and front and rear suspension stiffness. To 
carry out a more detailed analysis on these parameters, ADAMS/car was then used for the simula­
tion o f dynamic steering manoeuvres. Mittal found that suspension stiffness, centre o f gravity 
height and traek width are the most significant parameters. All o f the parameters addressed in ref­
erence [67] have an influence on vehicle yaw rate response. Majorly the effects on roll over 
tendency for all o f above said vehicle kinematical parameters were discussed but still the quantita­
tive effect o f the centre of gravity height on lateral and yawing motion of the vehicle (either type) 
was not covered in detail, which is discussed and analysed in the chapter-5 o f this report.
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CHAPTER 3. VEHICLE MODELS
Vehicle models play significant role in the design and development of automobile industiy and 
vehicle model are becoming increasing realistic for the past few years as the research in this field 
[47].
The precision of any vehicle model simulation depends up on the accuracy o f the vehicle model 
itself, details and depth o f the data and the simplifications and approximations considered with-in 
the whole scenario o f simulations.
As this research activity mainly focuses on the sensitivity analysis o f vehicle handling proper­
ties due to tyre behaviour and suspension characteristics and also encompasses the domain o f rigid 
and articulated vehicles. Henee there was an imperative need of development o f such vehicle mod­
els which can full-fill the performance requirement with considerable precise and accuracy and 
maximum possible simplification. One o f the important factors for selecting the model complexity 
is the trade-off between the performance and computing requirements. More complex and detailed 
models can produce precise results but at the cost o f computation power and time requirement. On 
the contraiy simpler (linear) models are easy to develop and need less commutating power but 
could not prove to fully satisfy the requirements o f study in focus. Depending on the problem crite­
ria and analyses requirements to broad categories o f vehicle model are discussed and developed in 
this research i.e.
Linear vehicle models 
Non-linear vehicle model
Each o f these broad groups o f models is further divided in sub category o f 
Rigid vehicle models 
Articulated vehicle models
Linear Models
This research is generally focusing on the handling characteristics o f rigid and articulated vehi­
cle types and is partially restricted from the ride characteristics o f two types o f vehicles. In this 
activity handling behaviour properties are mainly considered and the vehicle horizontal motion 
(e.g. yaw rate, body sideslip angle), are analysed. For such analyses linear models are considered 
capable enough to yield the performance parameters for normal driving conditions (i.e. low and
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medium vehicle velocities, mild cornering where tyre forces and moments are considered the linear 
functions o f slip angles). Linear tyre models for force generations are used with these models. In 
addition to this linear first and second order tyre delay dynamies are also incorporated within the 
vehicle models.
Non Linear Models
Non-linear vehicle models are required when extreme operation conditions need to be tested or 
the study o f non-linear properties o f the vehicle behaviours is required. Two different sets o f non­
linear equations for rigid and articulated vehicle have been developed in the activity. Two different 
techniques were used to drive the nonlinear equations o f motion for articulated vehicles as there 
was no real test data was available to verify the models. First the Newtonian force and moment 
balance equations were used to model the articulated vehicle then a Lagrangian technique was used 
to model the same generic model. Both techniques revealed the same set o f equation o f motion for 
yaw rate, lateral velocity and roll motion o f the vehicle model.
These models were developed to study the non-linear characteristics o f tyre and to analyse the 
effects o f suspension non-linearities on the vehicle handling and roll properties. Non-linear model 
Vehicle handling properties heavily dependent up on the coupling between nonlinear forces and 
moments, therefore the accuracy o f incisive/in-depth analysis o f vehicle handling properties de­
pend on the precision o f the automobile non-linear model and realistie data o f the tyre model and 
data.
Before describe and developing the practical vehicle model it is more o f particular interest to 
enumerate the components, forces and moment to be included in the model, as necessarily required 
to meet the criteria
The most important and obvious components are
Mass and inertia
Tyre forces, (Fx,Fy, F ,^ F^o)
Reference system 
Aerodynamic forces 
Slip angle 
Slip ratio
Suspension components
All these components are discussed in details in the later sections o f this chapter.
Similar vehicle models, especially for articulated vehicles models have already been discussed 
in the past but they lack the flexibility and were made as purpose-developed and had fixed layout/ 
structure. The strength o f the models being discussed and developed in this research activity is the
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concept of being generic and flexible. Each o f the models developed can be configured /adjusted to 
accommodate any possible layout/structure o f the vehicle in terms o f mass, inertia, number and 
layout o f axles, centre o f gravity position location, static weights distribution o f axles, tyre forces 
and loads.
3.1 Linear Vehicle Models
In real word system development and testing the number o f possible input variables is generally 
large, but for the sensitivity analyses only few important and prominent input factors are consid­
ered, thus reducing the complex system descriptions to the simpler system models[68][69]. Simple 
linear vehicle models are always constructed to achieve some insight into the vehicle dynamics and 
to analyse the vehicle stability aspect. Complex non-linear models could be useful to replicate 
more accurate vehicle behaviour but do not help to easily understand the cause and effects pertain­
ing to the dynamic behaviour o f the vehicle.
3.1.1 Rigid vehicle model
The vehicle model development starts with the description o f a simplified linear vehicle usually 
employed for the linear analysis and investigations o f vehicle handling features. This fundamental 
model is developed for an elementary automobile with a high level o f assumptions and approxima­
tions. Vital features o f the vehicle model are:
• Two axle vehicle with bicycle structure [14]
Constant longitudinal speed 
No roll and pitch motions
No shift o f centre of gravity and no load transfers on tyres during the vehicle motion 
Tyres operating in linear range for all values of slip angle (i.e. lateral force vs. slip angle) 
No ride (heave) motion is considered 
No aerodynamic drag is present
No effect o f suspension and chassis elasto-kinematics are considered 
Only the front axle is steered
The free body diagram of the bicycle model for two-axle rigid vehicles is shown in Figure 3-1. 
Small angle assumption for tyre slip angles (sine o f the angle is equivalent to angle and cosine o f 
angle is equal to one) is also used for the linearization/simplification o f the model.
The model for the above described rigid vehicle is derived from the force and moment balance 
equations o f the vehicle. Fundamental literature review for the development and analysis o f the
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linear vehicle model is presented in [14].
m(V +  Uljj) = Fyp +  Fyp 
UÏ) = aFyp -  hFyp
(3.1)
(3.2)
Where m is the vehicle mass, v is the lateral component of the velocity of the centre of gravity 
of the vehicle, U is the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle (which is supposed to be constant), ip'is 
vehicle body yaw rate, a and b are front and rear semi-wheelbases respectively,Fypand Fy^are the 
lateral forces on the front and rear axles. A two degree o f freedom linear model is hence derived 
from the simple relations, where the lateral component of the velocity of the centre o f gravity and 
yaw rate (yaw velocity) are the variables of interest for the analyses. Simple bicycle model, dis­
cussed here, is generally used to understand and analyse the steady-state behaviour of lateral 
vehicle dynamics. Furthermore, if linear control system techniques are used, this model can be 
used to gain some insight into transient properties of the system as well.
C Q
:g c
Figure 3-1 : Schematic of the bicycle model for a two-axle rigid vehicle
For the model represented by equations (3.1) and (3.2) all the accelerations are generated due to the 
lateral forces components existing between the vehicle tyres and ground as the effects o f all other 
forces are assumed to be negligible. These lateral forces represented by F,,/, and F^p can be ex­
pressed as linear functions o f tyre slip anglesoc/, and ap respectively as the vehicle tyres are 
considered working in the linear region of the slip angle and lateral force curve. This linear relation 
is described by the following equations:
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PyF -  Cstiffp^^F (3 3)
FyR =  Cstiffj^a^j (3 4)
WhereCstiffpand Cstiff^are front and rear axle cornering stifihessrespectively. CstiffpandCstiffp are 
negative numbers according to the adopted sign conventions(Figure 2-2, Figure 3-1), as tyre side­
slip angle are considered positive in counter-clockwise direction and tyre lateral forces are also 
considered positive on the left hand side of the vehicle heading. Principally the two variables al­
ways have opposite signs, therefore negative numbers for the cornering stiffness take this relation 
into account. The value o f cornering stiffness is the function o f tyre structural properties and static 
loads. Tyre slip angles are approximated through linear expressions (because o f the use o f small 
angle assumption) as a function o f vehicle lateral velocity, yaw rate and steering angle (represented 
by Sp) o f the front wheel:
V +  xpa
«F =  — ÿ ---------Sp  (3.5)
V — iph
«F =  — Q—  (3.6)
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) can be re-arranged in the following form using the stability derivative 
notations;
m(v + = Qy„v + (3 .7 )
hï> = Q ^ v+  Q^^xp+ (3.S)
The terms Çj^.represent the stability derivatives o f the system [14]. The analytical expressions of
the stability derivatives are given by Equations (3.9)-(3.13). The use o f stability derivatives for ve­
hicle dynamics modelling derives from the aeronautical engineering practice. These notations were 
historically used for linear analyses o f aircraft stability and control. In 1956 Segal first applied 
these mathematical descriptions to automobiles [14]. Milliken [14] and General Motors Corp. 
adopted this formulation within their initial vehicle dynamics analyses, and as a consequence this 
formulation has become widespread practice in automotive engineering. For example, Genta [8] 
expresses his model formulation in terms o f stability derivatives.
These derivatives are the slopes o f vehicle forces and moments with respect to the states (i.e..
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lateral velocity and yaw rate) and the inputs (i.e., steering wheel angle). The stability derivatives 
relate the overall forces and moments to small variation o f these variables. As a consequence, they 
allow the evaluation o f the quantitative cause-effect relationship between the state variables and the 
resultant forces and moments applied to the vehicle. For example, vehicle stability can be evaluat­
ed by considering the sign and magnitude o f the stability derivative represented by the partial 
derivative o f the vehicle yaw moment calculated as a function o f sideslip angle [14]. Finally, inde­
pendently from their physical meaning, stability derivatives are a compact and elegant notation for 
writing the equations o f motion o f a system.
1
Qyv -  Ü  (C stiffp  +  C stiffR j (3 .9 )
=  Qi|fv ^  Ü  (a C stiffp  -  b C stiff j ,)  (3 .1 0 )
Qysp =  “  ^stiffp (3.11)
=  Ü  (^ ^ ^ stiffp  -  b ^ C stiffp )  (3 .1 2 )
^4fgp “  “ ^ ^ stiffp  (3 .1 3 )
The physical interpretation o f the above derivatives may also be o f great importance while ana­
lysing the vehicle model parameters [14].
Qy^is the lateral force slope normalized by constant vehicle speed and is a measure o f rate o f 
the lateral force developed as vehicle is side slipped. This is a negative quantity and has the oppo­
site sign o f lateral velocity in linear range. This is also called damping-in-sideslip.
Qy^orQ^j,^ is called the lateral force/ yaw coupling derivative. This parameter is actually the re­
sultant side force produced due to yaw motion o f the vehicle and exists because o f the difference o f 
lateral tyre force on front and rear wheels.
Q(|;^ is known as yaw damping derivative, and is proportionality component between yawing
moment and vehicle yaw rate. This is a negative damping (for yawing velocity) quantity in liner 
range o f tyres and tiying to reduce the yawing velocity.
Qqjg^or is called control moment derivative and is a positive number. This derivative serves as
the proportionality coefficient between yawing moment and steering angle (front wheel in this 
case).
Qyg  ^is called control force derivative this is coefficient o f sideslip angle o f the front tyre pro­
ducing the lateral force.
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From the above equations (3.7 & 3.8) and (3.9 — 3.13), it is easily possible to derive the transfer 
functions for vehicle body sideslip angle and yaw rate response:
.  mU JzHiU
, 2  _  ( f e  +  ^  Q fe  ^  (3 .1 4 )
m  Jz /  Iz^n Jz
, ^ysp^v ^yv%sp 
! ( , ) =  k  I.™
Vehicle response is represented by a second order denominator and a first order numerator, accord­
ing to the structure o f equations (3.14) and (3.15);
^  . X _  Npi5 +  N(3o
Sp “  s 2 _  (3.16)
i> , . NjuS +
^ C ^ ) - 7 2 - _ D i 5 +  D„ (3.17)
The denominators are same for the two transfer functions and the coefficients in equations (3.16 
and 3.17) are direct functions o f the vehicle parameters described below;
-  i^ ÜT (3.1»)
( a  +  b )C stiffpC stiffR  +  aC stiffp  (3 .1 9 )
^i|/i -  “ ^Cstiffp (3.20)
b b )C stiffp C stiffp  (3 .2 1 )
1
D - - Û
Do =  - f
Jz
— (Cstiffp+CstiffR) + (a^Cstiffp+b^Cstiffp)] (3.22)
(a + b)^CstiffpCstiffR + (aCstiffp-bCstiffp)j (3 .2 3 )
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3.1.2 Linear model analysis
By analyzing Equations (3.16), (3.17), (3.22) and (3.23), it can be observed that the vehicle 
model is stable if  the coefficient Dqis positive. This condition is always satisfied for an understeer­
ing vehicle as aCgtiffp — bCstiff^ >  0. For an oversteering vehicle, stability is guaranteed only if:
U < (a + b)^CstiffpCstiffR _
iTi(aCstiffp-bCstiffR)
=  U c r it  (3 .2 4 )
Equation (3.24) suggests that Ucrit tends to be infinite for a neutral steering vehicle, which 
means neutral vehicle is stable for any forward speed. Moreover stable vehicle is characterized by 
a natural frequencycOnOf the undamped system equal to (equation 3.16):
O)n — —
1 1
+ b)^CstiffpCstiffp +  — (aCstiffp-bCstiffR) (3 .2 5 )
The natural frequency o f the undamped system is subjected to a reduction as a function o f vehi­
cle speed. The damping ratio Ç o f the system is equal to:
 ^_  Di _  ^^ s^tiffp +  b^Cstiffp +  ^  (Cstiffp + CstiffR)
For an understeering vehicle the damping ratio, equation (3.26), is a decreasing function o f lon­
gitudinal velocity. Vice-versa, for an oversteering vehicle, the damping ratio is an increasing
function o f the forward speed. From Equations (3.25) and (3.26), it is possible to derive the expres­
sions for the natural frequency o f the damped system:
0)d =  (3 .2 7 )
According to Milliken [14], ‘understeering vehicles are underdamped at all speeds; oversteering 
vehicles are overdamped’. By analysing Equation (3.26), this statement does not appear to be gen-
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erally valid. In fact, the following condition permits to define a velocity threshold Ucnu 
low which an understeering vehicle is overdamped:
CriticaLDampinginabe-
u < - m  Cstiffp +  CstiffR +  ^  (C s t i f fp -C s t if fR ) ]  ~  I z ( a  +  b j^ C stiffp C stiffR  
Jzm(aCstiffp-bCstiffR)
= UCriticaLDam ping (3.28)
U c r i t i c a L D a m p i n g i s  usually positive for an understeering vehicle. Equations (3.14) and (3.15) are 
characterized by a first order term in the numerator. The related frequency WNUM for yaw rate re­
sponse from Equation (3.15) is identified as:
o^ NUM — mUV StiffR (3.29)
Yaw rate / Steering angle (understeering vehicle)
IE
-45
-90
O  t O j i
□  t ô d
i
J U M
-J--
 U=(U,rit)/2
u=u
U=2U
U=4U
U=6U
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 3-2: Bode diagram o f the adimensional yaw rate response for an understeering vehicle subjected to a
steering input
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The simulation work carried out in this section is based on the state-space formulation o f the 
model described by Equations (3,7) and (3.8). The classical control theoiy is based on the input- 
output description o f the system usually expressed in terms o f transfer functions, which may have 
higher order terms involved and are not easy to solve. In the modem control theory the state-space 
representation o f the system overcomes these issues. The state-space representation is easy to un­
derstand from the viewpoint o f its overall mathematical formulation, as the first order derivatives 
o f the state variables are expressed as functions o f the state variables, system parameters and in­
puts. The state-space representation is a set o f time domain first order coupled differential 
equations which are easy to solve analytically/numerically. The state-space representation also al­
lows dealing with multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) systems. In this research, vehicles with 
multiple steering axles are MIMO systems. The state-space formulation facilitates the analysis of 
the system in the frequency domain, in terms o f eigenvalues, eigenvectors and damping ratios.
The general equation o f the state-space representation is reported in the following equation, 
whilst Figure 3-3shows the corresponding block diagram:
X =  Ax i t )  -E Bu(t) 
y =  Cx(t) +  Du(t) (3.30)
u(t) x(t)
Figure 3-3: Block diagram of state space equations. Source [92]
The detailed state-space constmction o f the model is discussed under the model implementation 
section (section 3.3.1) o f this report. Figure 3-2 shows a typical Bode diagram for the frequency 
response analysis o f an understeering vehicle. All the vehicle data are included in Appendix B, Ta­
ble B-5.Vehicle responses are adimensionalised by their steady-state value. The plots refer to 
different values o f vehicle speed, smaller, equal and larger thanUcriticai D am ping  (defined by equa­
tion (3.28)). The values of andcoNUM^^e plotted in the Bode diagram in Figure 3-2 (for a
specific value o f vehicle velocity) and also in Figure 3-4as functions o f vehicle velocity. cûnumÎs a
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decreasing function of vehicle speed. This term can provoke a positive phase angle in the frequen­
cy response o f the system, for higher values of vehicle velocity. This means that, after the initial 
stabilization, in a manoeuvre characterized by a sinusoidal steering input at constant amplitude and 
frequency, the vehicle tends to yaw before the related steering input is applied. Note that c o n u m  
changes more quickly (as function of vehicle speed) than a)n(which decreases as function of vehi­
cle velocity) and (which increases as function of vehicle velocity). ft'om equation
(3.29), is a function of the properties of the rear axle of the vehicle.
“ “ “ Dam ping ratio
Undam ped Natural frequency / 100 |H z| 
—  Dam ped Natural frequency / 100 |H z| 
■"“ “ num  Frequency) /  100 |H z|
0.6
C ritical damping
0.4
0.2
100
Longitudinal velocity (km/h)
Figure 3-4:Undamped natural frequency, damped natural frequency, numerator ( c o n u m )  frequency and damp­
ing ratio for an understeering vehicle
A vehicle characterized by a significantly high cornering stiffness o f the rear axle tends to have 
a negative phase diagram also for low values of input frequency. As expected by considering the 
structure of the transfer functions, the rate of the magnitude plot for high frequencies tends to be - 
20 dB/decade. The asymptotic value of the phase angle is -90 deg. Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-4 show 
a decrease of the damping ratio o f the system as a function of vehicle speed.
Figure 3-5 shows the zeros and the poles of the system (vehicle), it can be observed that for all 
the values of vehicle forward e speed, poles are found to lie on the left side of the imaginary axis 
characterizing the vehicle yaw rate response stable. It is also noted that system tend to less stable as
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the vehicle speed is increased. Further, the poles regarding the vehicle speed less than (shown in 
green in Figure 3-5 ) and equal to (shown in red in Figure 3-5 ) the critical damping speed have 
real values, but once the critical damping vehicle velocity is crossed the system transfer function 
starts to yield complex conjugate poles which implies the existence of damped vibrations in the 
response and as the vehicle speed is increased the real value o f the complex conjugate poles is also 
decreased owing to the decrease in damping of the yaw rate response.
Pole-Zero Map (Understeering vehicle)
<
I- 0
-2
-4
-6 o  zero 
X pole
xX
u<u,Critical Damping
u=u u>uCritical Damp- Critical
l / \ i
X---- O— ——--Q 
Xx
-50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20
Real A xis
-15 -10 -5 0
Figure 3-5: Poles of the system as functions of vehicle longitudinal velocity
As already mentioned that oversteering vehicle is always overdamped in terms o f vehicle yaw rate 
response for all the values of forward vehicle speed, therefore Ucritical_Damping(equation (3.28)) is 
not truly valued of oversteering vehicle.
In Figure 3-6Bode diagrams for an oversteering vehicle at forward vehicle speed o f 30, 60, 100, 
140 and 180 km/h are overlapped. It can be noted that in the case o f oversteering vehicle, natural 
frequency (cOn) decreases more swiftly in comparison with numerator frequency (conum from 
equation (3.29)) as a function o f vehicle speed.
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Yaw rate /  Steering angle (oversteering veh icle)
o  CO-20
-25
-45
—  U= 30 (km/h) 
— — U= 60 (km/h)
■   U=100 (km/h)
U=140 (km/h)
—  U=180 (km/h)
-90
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 3-6: Bode diagram for an oversteering vehicle at different forward velocities (adimensional yaw rate
response to a steering wheel input)
3.1.3 Articulated vehicle model
The modelled system is depicted in Figure 3-7. This generic articulated vehicle model is an exten­
sion o f Milliken’s Bicycle Model for rigid vehicles [14][116] and also an improvement o f Genta’s 
articulated vehicle model [8] [121] as it has an additional provision for a multi-axle tractor and 
trailer. To analyse dynamic and steady state responses o f an articulated vehicle, a three DOT model 
is adopted. In Figure 3-7, two planar rigid vehicles are hinged with each other with a cylindrical 
articulated link perpendicular to the road at point C. The longitudinal and lateral velocities o f the 
tractor (in its reference system) are represented by u and v respectively and the yaw rate o f the ve­
hicle is denoted by0 . ^is the hitch/towing angle between tractor and trailer, and it is positive in 
clockwise direction, usr is the longitudinal velocity of the trailer/semi-trailer, Vsr refers to its lateral 
velocity (in the reference system of the trailer/semi-trailer). The absolute yaw rate o f the towed 
vehicle is defined asi/; -  9. The front and the rear axles o f the truck/tractor are considered to be 
steered and the steering angle for the steered tyres is denoted by*). All the angles defined in the fig­
ure are positive. All lateral forces Fy are defined in the reference system of the tractor and all lateral
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forces Fysr are defined in the reference system of the trailer/semi-trailer Two different approaches 
have been adopted to derive the linear vehicle model for articulated vehicle i.e. Newton’s force and 
moment balance method and the Lagrangian method which are consecutively presented in the next 
sections.
cga!3
CG
yRk
'STLySTl
ySTn
^ST
STk
Figure 3-7: Schematic of the bicycle model for multi-axle articulated vehicles
3.1.4 Newton’s force and moment balance method
In this approach lateral force and moment balance equations for the two rigid bodies are written, 
and additional equations are defined to express the towed vehicle co-ordinates in terms o f towing 
(truck/tractor) vehicle co-ordinates, according to the constraint represented by the articulated link. 
Equations (3.30) and (3.31) are tractor force and moment balance:
m j ( v  +  U X p )  -  F y p  -E F y p i  -I E F y R n T  ~  P y p w
J tz ^  =  aFy/r -  hiFypy--------- ^nJpyRnT +  ^PyFW
(3.31)
(3.32)
Where is the total number of rear axles of the truck/tractor. The equations for trailer force and 
moment balance are below:
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m s T ^ T  +  '^St (}P  -  ^ ) ]  -  P'ySTl +  +  P ySTnK  +  PyF W  (3 .33)
JsTz(^ “  ^ )  =  ^ST^yFW ~  OsTl “  ^ST)PySTl OsTnK “  ^ST)PySTnK (3 .34)
Where nK  is the total number o f axles o f the semi-trailer.
Trailer longitudinal and lateral velocities may be expressed in terms o f tractor coordinates (ve­
locities experienced at CGsx, the centre o f gravity o f the semi-trailer). Equations (3.34) and (3.35) 
define the constraint o f the articulated link between tractor and semi-trailer;
UsT =  u  cos(0 ) - ( v -  cip) s in (0 ) p  35^
VsT = u  s in (0 ) -  {op -  v)cos(0) -  3 s t ( ^  -  0)  (3.36)
i>ST =  u  cos(0 ) -  [cccos(0 ) + a s rJ ^  +  ^ s t  0 ~  vcos(6) — v  s in (0 ) -E cip s in (0 ) (3 .37)
Incorporating equation (3.34) and (3.36) into (3.32) and combining equations (3.30 -  3.33) 
leads to obtain the three DOF model as the longitudinal dynamics are not considered (i.e. vehicle 
moving with constant longitudinal velocity) [8].
mx(i> -E uip) -E msT(v +  cos(0) -  msxLasr +  cccos(0)]i? -E m^x ^ s t  0 ~
-E cip^) s in (0) =  Fyp -E H E Fy^^j + Fysn  H b PysTnK
(Jtz 4- JsTz "E m sx^ir "b cos(0 ) +  Zm^x^sTc)^ — mgxC^sT "b c)t)
-  (JsTz +  m sxaix +  mgxasTc)^ “  mgx[asT +  cccos(0)]ut/>
-  msxc sin (0 )i;i/; — mgxC^V^  ^sin (0 )
=  a F y p  — \i-i_Fypi 4 b b n x F y /în T  “  ( c  +  ls T l)E ]y S T l-------
-  (C +  lsTnK)E'ySTnK
m sx a sx C i^  +  uip^ — ( jg x z  +  m s x a |x  +  +  ( J s t z  +
=  IsT l^ ’yST l +  lsT2^yST2 4 b IsTnK^ySTnK
(3 .3 8 )
(3 .3 9 )
(3 .4 0 )
3.1.5 Lagrangian method
Genta [8] and Dunn [71] used Lagrangian method to drive the equation o f motion for planer 
models o f 3-axle articulated model which was then expended to accommodate 5-xle articulated 
vehicle. The model thus developed by Dunn was used to analyse the jack-knifing effects on low
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friction co-efficient surfaces. Lagrangian technique was used to derive the non-linear equation of 
motion for 3-axle articulated vehicle. The model equations were then linearized to develop a linear 
model including linear tyres, the model was then validated by comparing the results produced from 
the truck simulator Turkism. Using a similar approach, more comprehensive models were devel­
oped by the author of this report which will be discussed in later sections o f this document.
In Lagrange method, the equations o f motion for the various degrees o f freedom are obtained by 
using the total kinetic energy (i.e. translational and rotational) o f the articulated vehicle [8]. The 
hitch constraint can be easily introduced by defining the coordinates o f the towed vehicle (i.e. trail­
er/semi-trailer) in terms o f towing vehicle (truck/tractor), ja n d  F(ground coordinates) can be 
expressed in terms o f vehicle coordinates using equation (A .l) in the Appendix A and the velocities 
o f CGgr are functions o f the velocities o f CG and0. (Equation (A.2) in the Appendix).
The total kinetic energy o f the system is then represented as:
1 1  1 1  
T = -m jVcG  + 2 ^ st^cGst 4" 2 4 - - J s x (^  “  (3.41)
By substituting the expressions for the velocities fi-om equations (A .l) and (A.2) into equation 
(3.40), the total kinetic energy o f the system is:
1 1 . 1  
T =  -m (ii2  +  t;2) +  (0 ) 1^2 +  tq 2  -  msTv[cxp -h 3 s t ( ^  -  0) cos(6>)]
, . (3.42)
-  -  0) s in (0 )
Where;
m =  mx +  mgx
/ i ( 0 )  =  Jxz 4- Jsxz 4- mgx[aix 4- +  2agxC cos(0)]
J2 (0) =  JsTz 4- msx [aix 4- agxc cos(0)] (3.43)
Js =  JsTz 4- mgxalx
The general equation o f motion regarding various degrees o f freedom obtained in terms o f La­
grange equations is:
d / d r \  dr dF
The total kinetic energy expression (3.41) is subjected to Lagrange equation (3.43) with refer­
ence to each o f the (v, \{/, 6} co-ordinates o f the articulated vehicle model shown above. Finally the 
three nonlinear equations of motion (g , are forces or moments and are defined in Appendix A) are
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obtained as:
m(i> +  uip) -  msx[asT +  c cos(0)]i[) +  nigxasT^ cos(0 )
/  • * \2  - . (3 .4 5 )
-  msTasxC^ +  0) s in (0 ) =  Qy
h(,0)Tp - J 2(.0')0 -  msT[asT +  c cos(0 )](i> +  uijj) -  mgxasT(^ -  vxp) s in (0 )
+  msTasTc(0  ^ -  20ip) s in (0 ) =
Js^ - J 2i0) ^  -  msTasT(v +  # )  cos(0 ) -  msTasT[w -  ip(v -  cip)] s in (0 ) =  Qq (3 4-7)
3.1.6 Generalised forces and moments
Tyre forces and moment are considered as generalized forces and are included as external force 
terms on the right hand side o f the Lagrangian formulations (represented by Q in equations (3.45)- 
(3.47). The generalised forces and moments due to the tyre-road interaction are computed using the 
virtual work method [8]. For this particular model development the contribution o f aerodynamic 
moments/forces is not taken into account. The generalized forces and moments for each o f the 
three generalized co-ordinates are written below:
Tk TSk
Q y  =  &F sin(5p) +  Fyp cos(5p) -E ^  Fy^i -E sin (0 ) +  Fyj cos(0 )] (3.48)
i = l  j = l
Tk Tk
Q^p =  Fxp asin(5p) +  Fy^a cos(ôp) -  ^  b^F^^i sin(5;^i) -  ^  b^Fy^j cosiSpi)
STk
i = l  i = l
(3.49)
“  X  +  C cos(0 )]
i=i
STk
Qe -  ^  hTjPysTi (3.50)
;= i
By combining forces and moment equations from sets (3.45), (3.46), (3.47) and (3.48), (3.49),
(3.50), the complete set o f model equations is:
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m(i> +  uxjj) -  msx[asT + c cos{0)]4> +  msxasT^ cos(0 ) -  rngxasTC^ -  ÔŸ sin (0 )
Tk TSk
= Pxp sin (5 f) +  Fyp cosCSp) +  ^  Fy^i +  '^ [F x j  sin (0) +  Fyj cos(0)] (3 .5 1 )
i = l  7=1
- J 2{0)0 -  msT[asT +  cco s(0 )](i> +  # )
-  msTasT(w +  v-ip) s in (0 ) +  msTasTc(0  ^ -  2 ^ 6 )  s in (0 )
Tk
= Pxp asin(5p) +  Fy^a cos(6p) -  ^  b^F^^^ sinC^T j^)
i = l
Tk STk
-  ^  biFy^i cosCÔRi) -  ^  Fyppi [isT j +  C cos(6l)]
(3 .5 2 )
i = l  i = l
h 0  +  msTasT(t> +  cos(0 ) -  msTasT[w ~'ip(y F cip)] s in (0 )
STk 
-1hTjFysTi 
; =1
(3 .5 3 )
3.1.7 Tyre slip angles
From the geometry o f the Bicycle Model presented in Figure 3-7, sideslip angles for wheels of 
the vehicle are defined as:
1 f v  + aip
«F = tan q  — - —  J -  Sf  (3.54)
_ / v  +  hiJp .
ÜRi -  tan  I — - —  ) -  ÔRi (3.55)
where i= \2..nT
Œr =  tan  ^
where /=1,2 ,...»Æ
u  s in (0 ) +  V cos(0) — exp cos(0 ) -  Is t; — 9)
u  cos(0) +  V  sin(0) — exp sin (0) (3 .5 6 )
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3.2 Linearization of the Equations of Motion
The nonlinearities present in each o f the two sets o f three equations (3.37, 3.38, 3.39 and 3.50, 
3.51, 3.52) consist o f trigonometric functions and products o f coordinates (state variables). For 
normal handling conditions 6 and ôp are found to be small enough to perform the linearization o f 
their trigonometric functions i.e. cos(6)=\ and sin(6)=0 or sin(0)=0. Moreover, the longitudinal 
velocity o f the vehicle is considered as a constant, i.e.
^  ^  (3.57)
The linearized equations from either set o f (3.37, 3.38,3.39 ) or (3.50, 3.51, 3.52) are obtained as:
m(l> +  \]xjj) — mgxCaST +  c)lp + =  PyF  +  P y R l  -  +  PyRTk  +  P y S T l  -  +  PySTk  (3.58)
W  -  h 9  -  msxCasT +  c)(v -  Uxp)
— aFyf — ^iFyRi — ^2p^yR2 — ■ ^nT^yRnT ~  (c +  lsTl)^yS7’l
-  (c +  \sTnK)PySTnK
+  nisTasT(v +  Uxp) — Isxi^ysri +  hT2p'yST2 +  hrnKp'ySTnK
(3.59)
(3.60)
Where
m =  mx +  mgx
Ji =  J t z  +  JsTz +  m gx(a|x  +  +  2agxc)
Jz =  JsTz +  lasxCasT +  agxc) (3.61)
Js =  JsTz 4- m gxa|x
Linearized tyre slip angles
Equation for the tyre slip angles (3.53, 3.54 and 3.55) can be linearized, using the small angle as­
sumption as:
V -\-ipa.
«F =  — jj-------- Sp  (3.62)
v + xphi
ccRi =  — ÿ  (3.63)
where / - l , 2 , . . .« r
1
% ri =  ^ 4- -  [v -  (c  +  IsTj)^ 4- IsTj^] (3.64)
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3.2.1 Final equations
By adopting a linear tyre model the final set o f linear equations o f motions is achieved as under: 
m^v +  aigx(agx ~E +  mgxasx^
V + xpa 
~U -  Cstiffp +
V -  xphi
F ■ u  C s t i f f R , +  • • •  +
V -  t/>bnT
u Cstiff,RnT
+
+
v + e x p -  lsT l(^  -  9)
u + e
V -  exp -  IstrkC ^ -  9)
U
+ 6
CstiffsTi +  
CstiffsTnK
Ji^ “  Jz  ^“  rngxCasT + c)(v + Ui/>)
-  Op I aCstiffp -  b i Cstiff,U
V — xpbji^
Ü
U Rl
bRTkCstiff,RTk
V — exp — lsT i(^  — 9)
U
+ 9
V — exp — 1s tiik (^  “  9)
U
+  0
OsTl +  c)CstiffsTi •” 
OsTnK +  C) CstiffSTnK
Js^ “  Jz^  4- msTasxC'^  ^4- Ut/»)
_  V — exp — \sTi{xp — 0 )
U
+ 9 IsTl CstiffSTl
+ V -  exp -  IstdkC^ -  9)
U
+ e IsTnKCstiffsTnK
(3.65)
(3.66)
(3.67)
Where Cstiff is the equivalent (lumped) cornering stiffness for each axle.
3.3 Linear Model Implementation
3.3.1 State space representation
The model presented in the previous section is implemented in state space form using the stabil-
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ity derivative notation [14].
“The derivatives are slope o f force/moment curves against motion variable f ,  ij/ and S. They re­
late the forces and moments to small excursions o f these variables. ”[14].
m v  -  ntsxCasT +  c) t/J +  m gxasT ^ =  +  Q y^^ +  Qyg^ +  Qysp^F — mUxp (3.68)
J i^  ~  Jz^ ~  tttsxCasT +  c)i/
=  Qii/„v +  Q ilf^  +  +  Qijje® +  Qipsp^'' +  ">ST(asT +  c)Ui/i
J s ^ -J z ^  +  ntsxasT^ =  +  Qq^0  +  +  Qêgp^p -  (3,70)
The stability derivatives Qs are mentioned in the Appendix A. Model equations (3.67), (3.68) 
and (3.69) may be represented in matrix form as under:
m
-msxCasT + c) 
a^ ST^ ST 
0
—m(agx E c) mgxagx 0
Ji “ Jz 0
“ Jz Js 0
0 0
'V '
ë
■G.
[Qyv Qyij/ Qy. Qye V Qygp
Qvv Qvy E  rosrC^ST +  c)U Qve + Qvgp
Qêv Qôy “  h is t^ s tU  Qe^ Qôe à Qôgp
.Qev Qe* Qe@ Qee. .9 . -Qsgp-
the equation (3.70) can be summarized as:
Mi = Nz + KUsteer
Where M, N, K, Us/eer, z and i  are defined in the Appendix A. Hence, the state matrix is 
as:
A = M“ N^
And the input matrix is found to be:
B = M“ K^
The model equations in state space form are:
i  = Az + BUsteer
Z =  M " ^ Z  +  M ~ ^ K U s te e r
3.3.2 Steady-state vehicle response
Once state space formulation has been developed for the vehicle model it is easy to find the 
steady state gain equations:
(3.71)
(3.72) 
calculated
(3.73)
(3.74)
(3.75)
(3.76)
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(3.77)-'F
For the steady-state yaw rate gain equation (3.76) can be written as under
Sf ~  D^ + U^Dz
where N^, and Dz are detailed in the appendix A in equations (A. 18), (A. 19) and (A.20).
The model represented by equation (3.70) is developed considering only one front steered axle. 
A multi-axle steered model can be developed using ‘K ’ and ‘Ujteer’ matrices from Appendix A.
3.4 Non-linear Vehicle Models
3.4.1 Rigid vehicle non-linear model
A range o f non-linear models, from fairly simple to increasingly comprehensive, have been 
adopted for rigid vehicle dynamics analysis. In this study, an 8 Degree-Of-Freedom (DOF) non­
linear vehicle model has been employed. This model is characterized by the maximum possible 
simplicity in relation to the non-linear effects it should evaluate. Figure 3-8 depicts a two- 
dimensional schematic of the rigid vehicle model. In this formulation, vehicle sprung mass has four 
DOFs, i.e. two translational (longitudinal and lateral displacement) and two rotational motions 
(yaw and roll). The other 4 DOFs are wheel rotations. It has been assumed that vehicle characteris­
tics are symmetrical along the centre line o f vehicle.
nr nr
m(i> +  uip) =  ^  Fxi cos(^i) — ^  Fyi sin(5i) — (3.79)
i=l i=l
nr nr
m (i> +  uxjj) =  ^  Fxt s in ( 5 j )  — ^  Fyi cos(<5j) (3 .8 0 )
i=l i=l
nr nr
W  = sin(ff) + Fyi cosiSi)] Xj -  cos(^J + Fyi sin((^j] yj (3,81)
i=l i=i
nT 1
Jx(P = ^ [F % i sin(ôi) +  Fyi cos(0i)](hcG — RCHj) |cos((p) — sign(Fyi)  -sin((p)j — ^  Mkj((p)
i=i  ^ ( Vi )
-  ^  Mdj((p) +  mgsin((p) (hcc -  RCHcg)
j=i
(3.82)
/=  1, 2, 3 ... nT.
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where nT is the total number of whels o f the vehicle and RCHj is the roll center height oï]th axle of 
the vehicle.
(a)
I
Figure 3-8: Schematic of the two axle rigid vehicle model
The longitudinal and lateral tyre forces, denoted by and Fy respectively, are non-linear func­
tions of tyre slip angles, slip ratios, camber angles and vertical loads. As the effect o f tyre aligning 
torque on vehicle handling is negligible (minor) [62], only lateral and longitudinal forces are con­
sidered in this model. Vehicle suspension is assumed to have only roll motion denoted by (p . Non­
linear suspension stiffness and damping characteristics, giving origin to the roll torques M rj( sus- 
pension spring anti roll moment) and (suspension damper anti roll moment), are adopted 
within the model. For the dampers, various types o f force vs. speed characteristics have been tested 
in simulations for comparisons and analyses, including linear, non-linear progressive and non­
linear regressive behaviours.
The generic model described by the above equations considers all the axles to be steered, but 
for simplicity this analysis is assuming only the wheels of the front axle to be steered.
The lateral (transversal) load transfer and its distribution between the axles of the vehicle is one 
of the crucial components for computation of non-linear lateral tyre force. From Figure 3-8 the dif­
ference in the load shift from one side of an axle to the other side may be represented by the 
following equation:
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Where nj is the total number o f tyres on the j*  axle o f the vehicle, yj is the track width o f the j*  axle 
and RCH/ is the roll centre height for j*  axle.
The longitudinal load transfer, due to vehicle forward acceleration and aerodynamic drag (here 
applied to the vehicle centre o f gravity), for two-axle rigid vehicle is modelled using the following 
equation:
1. n V ^  2 ^ J  (3.84)
Where Xjis the longitudinal displacement o f centre o f the i* tyre o f the axle from centre o f gravi­
ty, nj is the total number o f tyres o f the j*  axle and 1 is the wheelbase o f the vehicle. For rigid 
vehicles characterized by more than 2 axles (or articulated vehicles), the equations o f the longitu­
dinal load transfer have to consider the suspension stiffness and suspension damping distribution 
along the vehicle longitudinal axis. The detail modelling for the longitudinal load transfer for multi 
axle rigid vehicle is addressed in the following section.
3.4.1.1 Pitch and heave model and load transfer
The non-linear model for the pitch and heave motion o f a rigid vehicle are derived from the 
force and moment balance equations o f chassis, suspension and tyres/wheels. Solution o f the two 
variables (pitch and heave) finally leads to calculate the longitudinal/horizontal transfer o f load on 
vehicle axles during braking and accelerations conditions.
Figure 3-9 shows a schematic o f a multi-axle rigid vehicle along x-axis. As only longitudinal 
normal load transfer among the axles and pitch & heave are o f the prime interest therefore each o f 
the wheels/tyres shown in the figure represents the lumped tyres along each axle (lumped along y- 
axis, similar as bi-cycle model) o f the vehicle.
Front Axle
The front axle suspension is considered as the leaf spring type with the following assumptions 
for the sake o f simplicity o f the model [72] and [73].
The suspension leaves are assumed as rigid links 
- Longitudinal movement o f the spring frame contact points and the minor shift o f axle posi­
tions and spring due to the turning o f the load leveller is not considered
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On the point o f contact o f spring and frame/chassis only vertical forces (along z-axis) and 
longitudinal forces (along x-axis) exist.
Considering the geometry o f front axle suspension model shown in Figure 3-10 the front pivot bolt 
o f leave springs is rigidly tied to the chasses and the rear hinge is connected to a free swinging 
mount and the centre o f the wheel is connected to the mid-point o f the leaves stack, mechanical 
arrangement is also shown in Figure 3-10.
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Each lumped wheel in Figure 3-9 is attached to the chassis/frame independently. Longitudinal 
and vertical forces acting on the front tyre, suspension and chassis during acceleration/braking are 
shown in the Figure 3-10. The application of the force balance on point A is given by the following 
equation:
P'xFi — PxF ~  (3.85)
The vertical load balance equation for the front wheel suspension is:
— PzF +  ^Z2 (3.86)
The moment balance equation at point A may be written as:
“ 3\v^z2 — +  ^PzF ~  (ko +  kiU -f k 2ii^)RF] +  mpw^C^h “  Rp) =  0 (3.87)
The vertical load transfer on an axle is a function o f vertical suspension stiffness (vertical stiffness 
is the characteristics o f spring o f the independent system and this parameter is not the suspension 
roll stiffness which is accounted for the whole axle altogether), vertical displacement centre of 
gravity and pitch angle and is expressed by the following equation.
A&F =  K p { - Z c G  +  (3.88)
Incorporation o f equation (3.88) into equation (3.87) leads to the solution o f F^2 as:
Pz2 =  +  î9a) [ y  -  (ko +  k iu  +  k2u2)Rp] +  mpw^Cah -  R p)-aw & z
-  ah& pj
From equation (3.86) and (3.89), the vertical force at point A i.e. is calculated as:
(3.89)
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^zi — 11 ------ [——  (kg +  k^u  +  k 2U^)RF
(3.90)
mpw^Cah — R f)+^w ^z2 +
^f (“ ^cg + ^3) J
R ear axle
Generally the rear axles o f the rigid vehicle are characterized either as driven or non-driven. In 
this research activity it is assumed that all the rear axles o f multi axle vehicles are based on air sus­
pension systems (as heavy good vehicle are provided with air suspension system). Mechanical 
arrangement for each of the configuration (i.e. driving and non-driving axles) is shown in Figure 
3-14 and Figure 3-15 and both o f the types can be easily simplified to the layout shown in Figure 
3-13 [72].
Figure 3-15: Rear axle air suspension model (non-driving axle)
Sources: Adapted from [72]
Considering the kinematics for ith rear axle of the rigid vehicle shown in Figure 3-9, the force bal­
ance equations are defined as:
PxRTi — PxRi ~  n^RTwi^ (3.91)
l^PzRi =  pNi +  pMi (3.92)
Moment balance equation at point B, for ith axle is written as:
~ ^ w ip M i ~  ^hiPxRi +  ^P zR i[bw 2 ~  C o^ +  k ^ u  -E k2W^)RRTj] +  mRTWi^(bh -  R r ti)  =  0 (3.93)
Vertical load transfer on ith rear axle is calculated from the suspension stiffness the dis-
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tance o f the axle from the centre o f gravity and pitch angle o f the vehicle:
pMi — ^RTi(.~^CG  +  (3.94)
From equations (3.92), (3.93) and (3.94), Fjvfis solved as a function o f vehicle pitch angle and 
heave motion as under:
bwiF^ri(-^cG +  ^b j)  +  hhiFxRi -  mRTWjft(bh -  R rti)   ^ \
----------------- [ b „ , - ( k „  +  M  +  W R „ ] --------------------------------------------------------- (3.95)
Applying the vertical force balance equation to the whole vehicle frame yields;
nT nT
P z i  +  Pz2  Fjvj +  ^  Fj^i =  0 (3.96)
1=1 i = i
The combined moment balance equation for front and rear part o f the vehicle is written as (note 
that fifth wheel force in case o f rigid vehicle are not considered in the model):
(~mTÛ +  -pSCj}W^^ (hcG +  Zcg) +  ^hi^xF ~  ntpw^) +  (F^z ~  Pzi)
nT nT nT  (3.97)
=  ^  bhi(F%Ri “  mpRTwit^) +  +  bj -  bwi)Fivi
i = l  i = l  i= i
Incorporating the values o f dimensional and inertial parameters from the vehicle data and em­
bedding expressions forF^i, Fz2 , F^uFjqi from equations (3.89), (3.90), (3.94) and (3.95) into 
equations (3.96) and (3.97) leads to the solution o f i9and Zqq. Whereas longitudinal forces 
(Fxf >PxRTi) are calculated using tyre model (Pacejcka magic formula specifically). Tyre loads are 
then calculated using the reverse substation of z^c and i9 into the equations.
Tyre slip angle
From the vehicle geometry in Figure 3-8, a general non-linear tyre slip angle equation is con­
structed as described in Equation (3.98), where the following contributions are incorporated:
• static toe angle;
• steering angle as imposed by steering system kinematics (different for each wheel);
• toe angle variation as a function o f vehicle roll motion;
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toe angle variation induced by half-track variation as a function o f vehicle roll motion; 
toe angle variation due to the suspension compliance induced by tyre lateral force
ai =  tan  ^
V  -E s\gn{y{)HT{<p, Fyt) -E Xiijj
u - y i X p
+  sign(y i)A aroe,y (W  +  ^FyiPpyi
Where / = 1 ,2 ,3  ... n and n is the total number o f wheels o f the vehicle and the 'sign' function 
is used to cater for the left or right wheel depending upon the y-coordinates (lateral) o f the wheel 
from the centre line o f the vehicle. When considering the actual dynamics o f a real vehicle suspen­
sion, Equation (3.99) should contain more terms, especially those related to the variation o f wheel 
longitudinal position induced by suspension kinematics and longitudinal force. However, given the 
nature o f this simulation work, mainly focused on the handling response o f the vehicle in extreme 
cornering conditions, these additional contributions have been neglected. Camber angle calculation 
is carried out in the same way as slip angle calculation and considers static camber, the variations 
of camber due to roll motion, steering angle (effect o f kingpin and castor) and suspension compli­
ance induced by lateral force, as described in Equation (3.99):
n =  S'gnO'i)ris.a«. +  sign(y ,)A yy.(^) +  sign(y,)Ay«,(5i) +
Articulated vehicle non-linear model
A five (excluding wheel rotations) DOF non-linear model for an articulated vehicle has been 
developed using force and moment balance equations for the two rigid bodies - tractor and semi­
trailer - connected by a cylindrical hinge. Because o f the cylindrical connection between two com­
ponents (tractor and semi-trailer) o f the vehicle, a single roll motion equation has been 
implemented for both parts. As a consequence, the articulated link introduces an additional DOF in 
comparison with the original rigid vehicle model. 6 represents the relative yaw rate between the 
semitrailer and the tractor. A set o f six force and moment balance equations and two constraints are 
solved in order to obtain the final articulated vehicle model represented by equations (3 .100)- 
(3.103):
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msxasT^^ -  2 m sTasT^^ +  histL^st +  ccos(0 )]i/>^ -  (my +  msj)[usm(^6) +  vcos(d)]ip 
+  msTO?sin(0 ) +  (itit +  msT)[wcos(0 ) -  i>sin(0 )]
rn T nT
^  F^.cos(5i) -  ^  Fy. sin(5j)
- i= l
r n T
+
i = l
nT
cos(0)
^  F^.sin (âi) +  ^  Fy.cos(5j) sin (6>) +  ^  F^ T%y
i=i i=l J j=i
nK
(3.100)
msTasTsin(0 )i/i2 +  (m j  +  msT)[wcos(0 ) -  vs'mÇ6)]rjj +  (itit +  m sT)[vcos(0 ) +  û s in (0 )] 
+  — tttsT[sgT "E cco s(0 )]i/i
r n T nT
^  Fxi sin(5i) +  ^  Fy. c o s% )
Li=i
rn T
+
i=l
nT
cos(0 )
^  F^.sin ^  Fy.cos(ôi) sin (0) +  ^  Fsjyj 
■ i=l i=l J i=i
nK
nT nT +nK
J tz ^  +  mTc(i> +  uxp) = ^ ( c  +  Xi)[Fy.cos(5i) +  F^.sin(5i)] +  ^
i=i 1=1
Mz,
(3.101)
(3.102)
JsTz(^ -  +  mTasT[wcos(0 ) -  vs\n(6)]\p +  msxasT[ftcos(0 ) +  û s in (0)]
nT
=  asT ^[^y iC os(5 i) +  F^.sin(5i)]cos(0)
i=l
nT nK
+  aR ^ [& ^ c o s(g ()  -  Fy.sin(5j)] s in(0) -  -  asx)F^y(
i = l
nT +nK
zi=l
Mz,
(3.103)
where nT is the number o f tractor wheels and nK is the total number o f semitrailer wheels (twin 
wheels count as one). The roll equation for the system (not included here) is very similar to equa­
tion (3.82) implemented for the rigid vehicle model. As the semi-trailer is hinged to the tractor with 
a vertical cylindrical link (only relative yaw and pitch is possible), therefore semi-trailer also as­
sumes the same roll angle (<p ) that o f the tractor.
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Figure 3-16: Schematic o f an articulated vehicle (tractor towing a semitrailer)
The model in equations (3.100)-(3.103) governs the longitudinal velocity w, lateral veloeity v, 
yaw rate ip of the towing vehicle (tractor) and relative yaw rate 6 of the towed vehicle (semi­
trailer).
3.4.1.2 Pitch and heave model
Another 3 DOF (pitch, heave and relative pitch of the semi-trailer) can be added to the above de­
scribed model of an articulated model using a very similar approach presents in seetion 3.4.1.1. In 
this section only the semi-trailer part is mathematically detailed as the equations for tractor model 
remain valid for complete articulated vehicle. Figure 3-12 presents a multi axle semi-trailer sche­
matic. All the semi-trailer axles are assumed to be non-driving and air suspension based, therefore 
force and moment balance equations for rear axle suspensions system can be used for the model­
ling o f relative piteh of semi-trailer.
Considering the kinematics for jth  axle of the semi-trailer, the force balance equations are defined 
as:
P x r S T j  — P x S T j ~  lE lS T w y ^
^ P z S T j  =  P d j  +  P e j
(3.104)
(3.105)
Vertical load on jth  rear axle is ealculated from the suspension stiffness distanee from the
fifth wheel (Js t j )  and relative pitch angle o f the semi-trailer { t9 s t )-
Pei — PsTjipST^STj) (3.106)
Moment balance equation at point C/for jth  axle is written as:
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~ \ j Pe J ~  ^ h S T jP x S T j  +  ^ P z S T j [ b v j  ~  ( ^ 0  +  +  k 2 U ^ )R R T y ]
+  nisTw;Wsr(bsThy “  ^ST;) =  0  ^ ^
Equations (3.105), (3.106) and (3.107) are combined to find the load transfer on point Cj o f jth  ax­
le;
r ,  _ ^ y J ^ S T ji '^ S T h T j)  'P^hSTjPxSTj ~  ^ S T w j^ S r ip S T h j  - ^ S T j )  \
[6 .; - (k „  + M  + M Z )R ,,,]  (3.108)
Applying the vertical force balance equation to the towing (truck/tractor) vehicle frame yields:
nT nT
Pzi +  Fz2 +  /  Pm +  /  pMi +  F’zs -  0 (3.109)
i=l i=l
Vertical force balance equation to for the semi-trailer is written as under:
nK nK
^  -E ^  Fri -  Fz5 -  0
p i  p i  (3.110)
Combining equations (3.110) and (3.111):
nT nT nK nK
Pzi + Pz2 + ^  Pm -P^pMi + ^ pDi  Pel (3.111)
i = l  i = l  J=1 7=1
In case o f articulated vehicle equation (3.97) is modified to include fifth-wheel forces
(Fj-sandFys) as under:
( - m x f t  +  -pSCd%2^ (hcG +  Zqg)  +  ^h(PxF  -  ie»fwW) +  ~y  (^2 ~  Fzi = )
nT nT nT
+  ^  ^hi(.PxRi ~  tîtpRTwi^) +  +  bj — bwi)F^i +  ^ ( a  -E bj)F^^j (3.112)
1=1 i=l i=l
-  (.Zcg +  hs +  0c)Fxs +  (a +  c)Fzs
Finally the moment balance equation for semi-trailer is defined as:
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—m s x û s x [b c G _ S T  ~  C^cg  +  h s  +  i9 c ) ]
nK
=  + ^ ( ^ C G  +  h s  +  i9c — b f iST j ) {PxST j  ~  tasT w yw )
y=i (3.113)
nK nT
+  ^ O s t ;  “  %j)pDj  +  ^  lsT;F^7
7=1  7=1
Equation (3.111), (3.112) and (3.113) are simultaneously solved to find the solution for the addition 
DOFs (i.e. d, Zqq and 0st) for an articulated vehicle.
Tyre slip angle
As the semitrailer axles are not steered, tyre slip angle is described by Equation (3.113), where 
static toe angle, and toe variation due to roll and suspension compliance are included in the com­
plete formula:
a s T i  =  t a n  ^
u  s i n ( 0 )  +  V c o s { 6 )  -  ( c  +  \jj -E I s j f i
u  c o s ( 0 )  +  V s m ( 6 )  - ( c  +  y i )  -E y i d  
+  sign(yi)AaToe.(pi((p) +  CpyiFpyi
+  sign(y()Aaroe^,^,(,7
(3.114)
3.5 Tyre Dynamics
3.5.1 First order relaxation length tyre model
Various researchers have introduced tyre dynamics models while carrying out vehicle stability 
analyse [40] and [74]. Rill generated the effect o f first order tyre dynamic lag using the Taylor- 
expansion o f steady state forces and moment, which enabled to incorporate the effect o f tyre relax­
ation length and lag time from steady state properties.
Another commonly adopted model for the first order tyre dynamics is based on the use first or­
der transfer function, using the time constant based on tyre relaxation length and vehicle speed. 
Heydinger used first order lag for the lateral force explained by the following equation:
^ ( . ) =  '
Where Fy  ^ the lagged/delayed lateral force, Fy is the lateral force calculated fi-om steady-state 
tyre model and Tit  is defined as the relaxation time constant and is defined by the relation:
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stiff
“ Tc7 (3.116)
where Cgtiff is the sideslip stiffness, Cy is the lateral stiffness o f the tyre and u is the forward speed 
o f vehicle. The lag dynamics defined by the equation (3.117) are only incorporated for the lateral 
force o f the tyre and does not take into account the lag dynamics for the tyre slip angle and align­
ing torque. In this research activity the first order lag dynamics is very similar to the one described 
by equation but the lag has been incorporated for the slip angle for each tyre not only for the lateral 
force as described by Heydinger. The mathematical representation o f the first order tyre model is 
defined by a first order differential equation. A general equation for the computation o f the delayed 
sideslip angle as a function o f the theoretical sideslip angle ayu (computed according to vehicle 
kinematics) is [35].
cy .
-CCj) -  Œth- ccd (3.117)
Where o is defined as the relaxation length o f the tyre. The first order differential equation may 
also be presented as first order transfer function as:
T^H - s  -E1 (3.118)
u
The relaxation length tyre model (RLT) may be incorporated in the linear and non-linear vehicle 
dynamics models discussed above. A complete state space vehicle model incorporating the relaxa­
tion tyre model for each axle length is then presented as:
Zi — -E M^^K^Usteer (3.119)
Where Mi, Ni, Ki, z; and Zj are defined in the Appendix A.
3.5.2 Second order tyre model
As already mentioned slip angle and tyre force lag dynamics can be introduced into the overall 
vehicle dynamic model using the first order transfer function, it is also suitable to incorporate the 
lag using the second order dynamic as it can also account for the damping o f the lagged tyre dy­
namics. Through different experimental studies it has also been observed that tyre response is more
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closer to that o f second order dynamics [17][40][75][76][77][78].
Heydinger et al. ([33][40])have compared, experimental results with the vehicle dynamic simu­
lation including the second order tyre dynamics lag In particular, according to their analysis, the 
damping ratio for the second order tyre model is a decreasing function of tyre velocity. The tyre is 
subjected to a transition from an overdamped to an underdamped condition in terms o f its overall 
dynamics. For some values o f vehicle velocity (above 30 mph), the lateral force generated by the 
tyre increases as a function o f the excitation frequency.
The second order tyre model is described by the following second order transfer function:
“ “ (S) =
Oth ^ ^  2 ('Tyra 5 ^  (— 5— ) (3.120)
( n^Tyre \(^nTyre/
Where the frequency Wnxyreis particularly a parameter o f tyre characteristics.o)nTyre can be ex­
pressed as a function o f the spatial frequencywspatiai (rad/m) and vehicle velocity U as ;
^nTyre ~  ^SpatialU (3 .121)
c^nTyre(rad/sec) is considered as a function o f spatial frequency (Ospatiai (m/rad), as the dynamic 
tyre characteristics (i.e. tyre slip angle, forces and moments) are the function o f distance travelled 
not the time.cCnTyreis also called cyclic steer frequency.
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3.6 Conclusions
Following are the conclusive points based on the analyses o f liner vehicle models presented in this 
chapter;
Yaw rate response to a steering input for rigid understeering and neutral steering vehicles is 
stable for any vehicle forward velocity, but tends to be less stable with increasing vehicle 
speed. Oversteering vehicles are stable for low and moderate forward velocities but may be­
come unstable after a certain critical velocity (which is a function o f vehicle geometry and 
mass) limit is reached;
According to the equations o f a conventional bicycle vehicle model without relaxation length, 
an understeering vehicle can be overdamped below a given velocity threshold;
A model o f a rigid understeering vehicle without tyre dynamics tends to be increasingly un­
derdamped, in terms o f yaw rate response to a steering input, for increasing values o f vehicle 
speed;
An oversteering vehicle is always overdamped, when tyre dynamics are not considered. The 
damping ratio (larger than 1) for an oversteering vehicle model without tyre dynamics in­
creases as a function of vehicle velocity.
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CHAPTER 4. LINEAR VEHICLE SIMULA­
TIONS AND ANALYSES
As already addressed many linear analyses of articulated vehicles have been produced and pub­
lished in terms o f vehicle response to steering wheel inputs [1],[51],[56],[58], [59] and [60]. 
However, the literature was still missing a comprehensive dynamic response comparison of the 
advantages and disadvantages of the different vehicle layouts, in terms of number of axles and their 
position. Moreover, the linear analyses presented in previously published articles do not consider 
the dynamics induced by the relaxation length o f the tyres, which, according to the data related to 
common tyres, can be very significant. In this chapter a detailed analyses based on simulations of 
linear bicycle models of rigid and articulated vehicles is presented.
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The first aim of this analysis is to produce a comparison 
based on different configurations of rigid and articulated 
vehicles. This comparison can be used to assess their han­
dling in terms of steady-state and dynamic response, 
stability and overall safety. In the later seetion a thorough 
analysis of the effects o f tyre dynamies on vehicle handling 
response is discussed. Alternative Layouts of Heavy Goods 
Vehicles. Eight different layouts of heavy goods commer­
cial vehicles, including rigid and articulated configurations, 
are addressed and analysed from the viewpoint of their 
properties and purpose The model defined by equation 
(3.76) is customized for eight different layouts as shown in 
Figure 4-1, which are self-explanatory with the exception of 
eonfig-03 and config-04. The only difference between con­
fig-03 and config-04 is the location o f the steered axles.
Figure 4-1: Different layouts of
Config-03 has two front steered axles while config-04 has rigid and articulated goods vehi-
one front steered axle and one rear steered axle (fourth axle shading shows the
steered axles)
steering in counter-phase). The vehicle data used in the re­
search refer to common production trucks and related tyres.
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The procedure for the linearization o f tyre data is dealt with, as the variation o f tyre properties 
as functions o f their vertical load is the most influential parameter. The geometric data adopted 
within the models are referred to the vehicles in Table B-1 in Appendix B. The main vehicle data 
used for mass/payload/inertial parameters are shown in Table B-2 in the Appendix B. Tyres corner­
ing stiffness values are calculated by using Pacejka's Magic Formula [25]for the weight values 
withstood by the different axles. Pacejka Magic Formula takes into account tyre slip angle, longi­
tudinal slip ratio, camber angle, static load and dynamic load on the tyre to define the non-linear 
lateral and longitudinal tyre force generation. It also takes into account the interaction between lat­
eral and longitudinal tyre force (friction ellipse).Detailed tyre parameters for a typical truck tyre 
can be found in
in the Appendix B. They have been derived starting from experimental data on a tyre testing 
machine. Table B-4 contains the values o f tyre cornering stiffness derived for the different vehicle 
layouts. They represent the key parameters of the model, for the definition o f the stability deriva­
tives. Relaxation length is taken as 0.3 m for all the tyres in all configuration layouts.
4.1.1 Steady state response
4.1.1.1 Rigid vehicles
Figure 4-2 refers to the comparison o f the steady-state yaw rate response to steering angle input 
o f the rigid vehicle layouts o f Config-Ol to Config-04, as they are the most common configurations 
of heavy goods rigid vehicles seen on highways these days. From the figure it can be observed that 
yaw rate gain is an increasing function o f vehicle velocity. From the rigid vehicle lot congif-01 and 
congif-02 are commonly found on the American and European roads and are characterized by a 
significantly undefsteering behaviour, which is particularly evident for the steady state yaw rate 
gain o f Config-02 layout (shown in blue in Figure 4-2).
It is reported from the figure that steady state yaw rate gain for the two-axle vehicle (config-01 
shown in red) is found to be higher than that any other rigid layout in the group but a moderate un­
dersteering behaviour is also observed for the whole range o f vehicle velocity simulated. As 
compared with the two-axle vehicle, three-axle truck shows increased understeering characteristics 
but lower yaw rate gain on the other hand this enhanced understeering performance is due to the 
increased vehicle stability induced by the double (tandem) rear axles. This improved stability is 
achieved as the lumped cornering stiffness is increased on the rear end o f the vehicle as a result o f 
increased number o f axles hence increased number o f tyres. The high stability o f this layout is also 
confirmed by the reduced rate o f vehicle sideslip angle variation [43]. Therefore increasing the 
number o f rear axles o f a rigid vehicle may improve the stability, but increase in road tyre surface
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stress may also be observed for such vehicles for low speed turning, to deal with such conditions 
multi-steered axle vehicle are also discussed.
£
Î
— —Config 01 
— — Config 02 
—  Config 03 
— —Config 04
100
Vehicle speed (km/h)
Figure 4-2: Steady-state yaw rate comparison of rigid vehicles
The layouts characterised by rigid vehicle with the double steering axles (config-03 shown in 
green and config-04 shown in pink) present potential oversteering at high velocities, related to the 
kinematics o f their steering system for the second steering axle. For the simulations, a constant 
gain between the steering angle of the front axle and the steering angle of the second steering axle 
is considered (in counter-phase for the rear steering axle). Though the two layouts (config-03 and 
config-04) are similar in dimensions/kinematics and payload terms but the vehicle with rear- 
steered axle (config-04) demonstrates higher yaw rate gain and also an increased degree o f over­
steering as compared with the one having second front axle steered. It may also be reported that the 
yaw rate gain o f the rear steered axle supersedes all the other vehicles in the batch for high vehicle 
velocity values (around 97 km/h) which could not be considered technically good for the stability 
o f the vehicle. Hence a very small or no multi-steering is recommended for high speed manoeu­
vring, but a reasonable multi steering technique could be an advantage for low speed curve 
negotiation on the other hand. Therefore it can be concluded that the benefit of increasing the num­
ber o f rear axles of a rigid commercial vehicles has two main benefits. First it enhances the 
payload carrying capacity; second it also improves the stability of the vehicle, but may also reduce
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the responsiveness of the vehicle.
4.1.1.2 A rticulated vehicles
The second category of heavy good commercial vehicles is articulated vehicles (i.e. Config-05 
to Config-08, shown in Figure 4-1), Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4show the steady state yaw rate to 
steering angle gain and steady state articulation angle to steering angle gain for the articulated con­
figurations, respectively.
It can be observed that in general articulated vehicles with larger numbers o f rear tractor axles 
and semi-trailer axles have higher steady state yaw gain (Figure 4-3) and higher negative values for 
tractor body sideslip angles are also noticed [43]. Moreover all the articulated vehicles are also re­
ported to have good steady state directional stability as the behaviours of the vehicles are found to 
be understeering for the whole range o f vehicle speed considered in this activity. Particularly Con- 
fig-07 has proven a prominent difference in steady state yaw rate to steering angle gain showing 
that increased number of axles for articulated vehicle improves the handling but at the cost o f high 
trailer swings which is also discussed here.
6.5
5.5
£
I
Î 3.5
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Figure 4-3: Steady-state yaw rate comparison of articulated vehicles
Another parameter of interest, as a handling performance measure, in the case o f articulated ve-
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hides may be the articulation (hitch) angle. It is also apparent that steady state hitch angle is di­
rectly proportional to the number o f tractor rear axles that is more rear axles on the truck tend to 
generate larger steady state hitch angle, especially for low vehicle speeds (Figure 4-4). This is be­
cause o f the difference of moment o f tractor and semi-trailer along vertical axis, particularly the 
increased number of axles of semitrailer is showing higher values of hitching angle.
The gradient o f hitching angle with respect to vehicle speed is similar for three vehicle cases 
(Config-05,Config-06and Config-08), except the vehicle layout Config-07, which has two rear ax­
les o f the tractor and two axles of the semitrailer. The rate of change of articulation angle, for the 
articulated vehicle Config-07 is rapidly decreasing as the vehicle speed is increased and the value 
of hitch angle attains the same value as o f the vehicle configuration with lower number o f axles 
(Config-05 and Config-06), hence the semitrailer becomes more stable as the vehicle speed is in­
creased. In general increasing the increasing the vehicle
I  2.4
—  Config 05
—  Config 06
—  Config 07 
 Config 08
30 100
Vehicle speed (km/h)
Figure 4-4: Steady-state articulation angle response, comparison of articulated vehicles
4.1.2 Frequency response
Typical diagrams adopted within vehicle analysis are the Bode plots of vehicle frequency re­
sponse to a steering wheel input [33][79]. They are usually obtained as results of sweep steering
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inputs during experimental tests [80]. They are also commonly obtained in simulation, either 
through the frequency analysis o f the results o f non-linear models, or through direct derivation of 
linear transfer functions [81]. The magnitude plot in the Bode diagram shows the amplitude o f the 
sinusoidal output for the corresponding steering angle input frequency reported on the horizontal 
axis. In case of vehicle yaw rate response it represents the quantitative responsiveness o f the vehi­
cle to the steering wheel input at different frequencies. The magnitude plot also shows the 
occurrence o f resonance in the response (if any, in case o f underdamped response). Higher reso­
nance frequency with smaller amplitude is required for good stability and steering control. The 
phase angle plot shows the lag between the steering angle input and the output o f the vehicle re­
sponse (yaw rate in this case). For swift response smaller phase angle values are desirable. Bode 
plots are also used to check and design the stability o f a control system through the gain margin 
and phase margin o f the open-loop transfer function (Figure 4-5). For the system to be stable these 
two quantities must be positive [92]. The definition o f mentioned safety margins is well defined 
from the Figure 4-5.
M (dB )
OdB  >L og f  (Hz)
■ Gain margin
Phase plot
Phase (degrees)
Phase margin -
-180' > L o g  f  (Hz)
Figure 4-5: Gain and phase margin definitions (Bode plot)
In terms o f vehicle steering stability, gain margin is the amount o f yaw rate to steering angle 
gain (in dB) that can be added (increased) without making the response unstable. Similarly, phase 
margin is the measure o f  the phase lag that can be added.
This section presents the Bode diagram analyses o f the responses o f the vehicles subjected to 
steering angle inputs. These diagrams are commonly used for the evaluation o f vehicle response 
and the design o f control systems for cars [82] [83]. Sensitivity analyses are carried out for the ma-
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jor parameters, in particular, the performance of the alternative vehicle layouts which are usually 
characterized by similar values of Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW).
4.1.2.1 Rigid vehicles
Figure 4-6 shows the dynamic frequency response (Bode plots) for yaw rate to steering angle input 
for the rigid vehicle layouts. The plots for the transfer functions of four rigid vehicle configurations 
have been plotted for the forward vehicle speed of 60 (km /h),The frequency range for the Bode 
plots in this report is selected as 0.1 Hz to 5.0 Hz. It emerges a substantial equivalency o f the dy­
namics of the different layouts (e.g. in terms of phase angles), but the steady-state gains are 
different (as already discussed in previous section) due to the different kinematic layouts.
Yaw rate /  Steering angle (U = 60 km/h)
^  -3(1
-60
C o n fig  01
 C o n fig  02
'  C o n fig  03 
C o n fig  04
-90
10 10
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 4-6: Comparative Bode plots of yaw rate of rigid vehicles
It is obvious that frequency response of these vehicle models is varying for different layouts but the 
overall trend is noticed to be similar. Though the bode magnitude plot are similar in trends for all 
layouts but they exhibit slight differences in bandwidths, config-02 with the highest bandwidth 
(1.29 Hz, steady-state gain 9.17 dB) and config-4 with the least bandwidth (1.01 Hz, steady-state 
gain 6.87 dB), config-01 and config-03 are reported to have the values (1.15 Hz, steady-state gain
11.4 dB) and (1.08 Hz, steady-state gain 8.0 dB) respectively. Config-01 (plotted in red) also out- 
stand all the other configurations for yaw rate gain magnitude plots which again conforms the high
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manoeuvrability o f the layout. It can also be observed that the responses for all the vehicle configu­
rations are overdamped in nature assuring the stability, with asymptotic roll off response of -20 
(dB/dec) and the asymptotic phase lag is found to be -90 degree for all the rigid vehicles.
In fact the frequency response of the linear vehicle model with simple linear tyres is dependent on 
the structure of the transfer function [43] and not on the kinematics o f the vehicle particularly.
Yaw rate / Steering angle (II = 60 km/h)
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Figure 4-7: Comparative Bode plots o f yaw rate of articulated vehicles
4.1.2.2 Articulated vehicles
The same (frequency response) analysis is carried out for the different articulated vehicle lay­
outs (for vehicle longitudinal velocity o f 60 km/h), Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 for which the 
responses differ more in steady-state conditions rather than for their overall dynamics. In the first 
Figure 4-7 the frequency response (Bode plot) of yaw rate of towing vehicles (tractor/trailers) is 
shown, the difference among the four layouts is not very prominent but the responses have been 
grouped in pairs o f two (i.e. Config-05 with Config-06 and Config-07 with Config-08). It is ob­
served that vehicles with two rear tractor axles have higher dynamic yaw rate gain as compared 
with the vehicles having single rear axle of the towing tractor. The yaw rate response for all vehi­
cles is also noted as overdamped and phase lag is found to be dropping gradually.
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Hence it can be concluded the overall dynamic response for yaw motion is not dependent on the 
vehicle configuration layout but only the gain of the response is varied due to the change in num­
ber of vehicle axles and layout configuration.
Almost the same trend as that of yaw rate response is present in the dynamic frequency re­
sponses for the articulation angle of the vehicles Figure 4-8. But the response is noticed to be 
underdamped for all the configurations and comparatively the response for the vehicle (tractor) 
with tandem rear axles (Config-07 and Config-08) is found to be more underdamped as compared 
with the other two configurations.
Towing angle rate / Steering angle (U = 60 km/h)
-45
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Figure 4-8: Comparative Bode plots of vehicle towing angle rate of articulated vehicles
4.2 Cornering stiffness and vehicle dynamics
4.2.1 Effect of longitudinal acceleration on vehicle handling
Effects o f various parameters on cornering stiffness o f a tyre have been addressed in detail in 
the previous sections o f the report. Tyre behaviour is different when the longitudinal and lateral 
forces are produced simultaneously within the tyre print from the situation when forces only in one 
direction are being produced [8]. More specifically the vector sum of all the forces produced in any
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direction is the function o f the vehicle normal (vertical) load. Moreover the existence o f the force 
in one direction (say longitudinal force Fx) limits the availability o f force in other (lateral direction, 
Fy), that is the tyre cornering stiffness is reduced in the presence o f tyre driving or braking force. 
Similarly if  there already exists a slip angle and lateral force is being generated by the tyre, the 
availability o f longitudinal force is also limited if  it is further required by hard acceleration or brak­
ing o f the vehicle. This effect has also been demonstrated by the ellipse diagram in the previous 
section.
The variation o f the driven axle cornering stif&iess as a function o f vehicle total longitudinal 
force is approximated by the following equation;
C — Cq (I)
Equation (4.1) can further be simplified to the following form;
C — Cq
N
Where, Co is the cornering stiffness o f the tyre in the condition o f total absence o f the tyre lon­
gitudinal force.
The variation o f the lumped cornering stiffness o f the front axle for a front wheel drive under­
steering vehicle (vehicle data is available in Appendix B, Table B-5) and o f the rear axle for a rear 
wheel drive understeering vehicle is shown in Figure 4-9 as a function of vehicle longitudinal ac­
celeration. It is evident from the figure that the cornering stiffness is a nonlinearly decreasing 
function o f vehicle longitudinal acceleration. For a front wheel drive vehicle a decrease up to 40% 
in front axle cornering stiffness is shown, when the vehicle is experiencing a longitudinal accelera­
tion o f 4 m/sec^, similarly a reduction up to 80% in rear axle cornering stiffness was noted for a 
rear wheel drive vehicle for the same level o f longitudinal acceleration o f 4 m/sec^.
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Figure 4-9: Tyre cornering stiffness as variation function of vehicle longitudinal acceleration
Based on the cornering stiffness, as a function of vehicle longitudinal acceleration calculated 
from the equation (4.2), the dynamic yaw rate response o f a front wheel drive understeering vehi­
cle is simulated. The simulations were carried out using the vehicle linear model discussed in 
chapter 3 of this report. Figure 4-10 shows the Bode plot diagram for yaw rate gain (yaw rate/ 
steering angle) for different values of cornering stiffness of front axle as function of vehicle longi­
tudinal acceleration at two different values of vehicle speed (i.e. 50 km/h and 100 km/h). The 
figure shows that the steady state and dynamic yaw rate gain is reduced as the vehicle longitudinal 
acceleration is increased.
Table 4-1 also presents the numerical figures pertaining to the response o f the vehicle shown in 
the figure. From the table, it can be observed that the natural frequency cOn (calculated from the lin­
ear model transfer function) is decreased as the lateral acceleration is increased hence the response 
of the vehicle is also deteriorated. Moreover the bandwidth o f the Bode plots also show a trend of 
reduction in the bandwidth of the response for both values o f vehicle speed. The reduction of 
damping ratio (calculated from the transfer function) as a function of longitudinal acceleration also 
implies decreased handling performance. Damping of the response is decreased insignificantly at 
the low vehicle speed but it can be noticed that at higher vehicle speed the already underdamped 
vehicle response becomes even more underdamped as the longitudinal acceleration is increased.
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Figure 4-10: Yaw rate to steering angle gain Bode plot for different values of front axle cornering stiffness 
CstiffF (front wheel drive vehicle) as a function of longitudinal acceleration (a%)
The positive phase angle o f  the Bode plot for a vehicle speed o f  100 km/h and a longitudinal 
acceleration o f  4 m/see^, shows the presence o f  unstable behaviour.
Table 4-1: Natural frequency, damping ratio, maximum/steady-state, and frequency of maximum gain of a 
front wheel drive understeering vehicle as a function of longitudinal acceleration.
u
Ikm/h]
2x
Im/sec^l
Natural
Frequency
[Hzl
Damping 
ratio [-]
Steady- 
state gain 
IdB]
Max gain 
[dBl
Max gain 
frequency 
IHz]
0 1.804 0.879 12.012 12.012 -
1 1.799 0.877 11.907 11.907 -
o<ri 2 1.778 0.867 11.514 11.514 -
3 1.732 0.847 10.527 10.527 -
4 1.627 0.802 7.201 7.201 -
0 1.260 0.629 12.229 14.897 1.037
I 1.264 0.624 12.016 14.770 1.045
o 2 1.277 0.604 1 1.237 14.303 1.077
3 1.306 0.5624 9.417 13.171 1.139
4 1.366 0.4771 4.210 9.570 1.254
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Figure 4-11: Yaw rate to steering angle gain Bode plot for different values of rear axle cornering stiffness 
CstiffR as a function o f longitudinal acceleration a% (for a rear wheel drive understeering vehicle)
Table 4-2: Natural frequency, damping ratio, maximum/steady-state, and frequency of maximum gain o f a 
rear wheel drive understeering vehicle as a function of longitudinal acceleration.
u
[km/h]
ax
|m/sec^]
Natural
Frequency
[Hzl
Damping 
ratio [-]
Steady- 
state gain 
IdBI
Max gain 
[dB]
Max gain 
frequency 
[Hz[
0 1.805 0.880 12.012 12.012 -
1 1.776 0.880 12.084 12.084 -
oin 2 1.692 0.881 12.305 12.305 -
3 1.552 0.890 12.745 12.745 -
4 1.325 0.922 13.692 13.692 -
0 1.260 0.630 12.230 14.897 1.038
1 1.234 0.633 12.378 15.027 1.014
oo 2 1.160 0.643 12.840 15.405 0.949
3 1.032 0.669 13.805 16.087 0.825
4 0.815 0.749 16.115 17.41 1 0.581
A yaw rate gain dynamic response for a rear wheel drive vehicle is presented in Figure 4-11. 
The figure shows that the vehicle becomes less understeering as the longitudinal acceleration is 
increased. But the bandwidth, damping ratio and natural frequency (from the transfer function) of 
the rear wheel drive vehicle are decreasing functions of longitudinal acceleration. This effect is 
more significant at higher vehicle speed. But the increase in the underdamping o f the rear wheel
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drive vehicle response as result of increased vehicle longitudinal acceleration is less than as com­
pared with the front wheel drive vehicle. Hence based on the analyses presented here, it can be
concluded that the rear wheel drive vehicle has better handling performance when accelerating as
compared with the similar front wheel drive vehicle.
4.2.2 Effect of lateral acceleration on vehicle handling
Effect of lateral acceleration on vehicle handling performance is also analysed. The variation in 
cornering stiffness of front and rear axles of a front wheel drive understeering vehicle is evaluated 
using the non-linear vehicle model for rigid vehicles discussed in chapter 3. The non-linear lateral 
force (vs. slip angle) profile was locally linearized for discrete values of vehicle increasing lateral 
accelerations ay, to obtain the axles cornering stiffness as shown in Figure 4-12. The values (cor­
nering stiffness) thus obtained are used within the nonlinear model to examine the frequency 
response of the vehicle handling performance.
5^
I  -50 
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Figure 4-12: Tyre cornering stiffiiess as a function of vehicle lateral acceleration (ay)
Dynamic response o f vehicle handling performance is present in Figure 4-13. The figure shows 
the Bode plot of the yaw rate gain for various cornering stiffness values regarding different vehicle 
lateral accelerations at a constant velocity of 100 km/h. In general it can be observed that vehicle 
response is decreased for dynamic and steady-state conditions as the vehicle experiences higher 
lateral acceleration.
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Figure 4-13 Yaw rate to steering angle gain Bode plot for different values of iront and rear axle cornering 
stiffness CstiffF CjtiffRas a function of longitudinal acceleration ay (rear wheel drive vehicle)
Table 4-3: Natural frequency, damping ratio, maximum/steady-state, and frequency of maximum gain of a 
rear wheel drive understeering vehicle as a function of lateral acceleration a^
u
Ikm/hl
ay
[m/sec ]
Natural
Frequency
IHzI
Damping 
ratio |-|
Steady- 
state gain 
IdB]
Max gain 
IdBI
Max gain 
frequency 
IHzl
1 0.758 0.922 19.857 19.850
3 0.790 0.890 19.231 19.273 0.248
o 5 0.783 0.846 18.312 18.611 0.398
7 0.742 0.785 16.975 17.876 0.488
8.9 0.664 0.681 14.429 16.838 0.536
4.3 Effects of tyre dynamics on vehicle handling performance
As the importance of tyre lag and related lag models has already been established in chapter two 
and three of this report and previous work in the related field from the various researches has also 
been presented. In this section a detailed analyses of the effect of tyre lag on vehicle liner model is 
carried out. This study deals with the analysis of the structure o f the transfer functions, the Bode 
diagrams, and the eigen values of rigid and articulated vehicle models. First order and second order 
tyre models have been incorporated in the vehicle models for rigid and articulated types. In particu­
lar, for each vehicle layout, the effect of tyre dynamics on the overall system performance is 
analysed in detail. For the simulations presented in this section, the data of a typical passenger car
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has been adopted as rigid vehicle and the data o f a heavy goods vehicle (tractor towing a semi­
trailer) is considered for the articulated vehicle (details are in Appendix B, Table B-5),
4.3.1 First order tyre model
As already stated in section 3.51, the first order or relaxation Length Tyre (RLT) model is based 
on the concept o f relaxation lengthcr, which permits to simulate tyres as first order systems. A first 
order transfer function is used to express the delay between the theoretical sideslip angle o f each
axle OCjfj (calculated as function o f vehicle kinematics) and the actual sideslip angle (Xj  ^ (delayed
tyre sideslip angle).
Analytical expressions o f the first order (RLT) tyre model are already presented in equations 
(3.115) & (3.118)and the cut-off frequency for the transfer function for the tyre is equal to:
u
(^CUT-OFF =  -  (4 .3 )
According to the enhanced vehicle model combining Equations(3.118), (3.1) and (3.2), the 
transfer function o f vehicle body yaw rate response to a steering input has the following structure, 
characterized by a second order numerator and a fourth order denominator:
XX _  Nt{j2,RLT^^ +  +  N\|jO,RLT
Ôp 5^  +  D 3 +  D2,RLT^^ +  D 2 ,r l t -5  +  Dq,RLT
Figure 4-14 represents the adimensional Bode diagram o f the yaw rate response for the same 
understeering vehicle as o f Figure 3-2, for different values o f vehicle speed, below (shown in red), 
equal (shown in) and above (green and magenta)Ucriticai_damping The diagram compares the fre­
quency value COpg^at which the response has the maximum amplitude, with the valuesoij defined
by equation (3.27), andwcuT-oFP- Vehicle response including tyre relaxation length is significantly 
different from what was predicted by the simplified model without tyre lag introduces in it as the 
band. The final rate o f the amplitude diagram is -40 dB/decade, and the asymptotic value o f the 
phase angle is -180 degree, consistent with the structure o f the transfer function, equation (4.2). For 
low values o f vehicle velocity, vehicle response is underdamped, as the significant peak values o f 
the response at 2-3 Hz demonstrate.
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Figure 4-14: Bode diagram of the adimensional yaw rate response for an understeering vehicle subjected to 
a steering input (model including tyre relaxation length)
The damping of the system tends to increase as function o f vehicle speed and the overall vehicle 
response tends to be overdamped for intermediate values of velocity, after which it becomes under­
damped again. For high values of longitudinal velocity, COpg  ^tends to be coincident Figure 4-14)
with (Oj defined by Equation (3.27).The transfer function for vehicle body sideslip angle response
to a steering wheel input has the same structure as Equation (4.2), with the same coefficients in the 
denominator.
Natural frequencies also play a significant role in defining the dynamic response o f the vehicle. 
Figure 4-15 plots the natural frequencies co^  , and o f the system as functions o f vehicle longi­
tudinal velocity. Both frequencies are subjected to a reduction for increasing values o f velocity. The 
first one (0)^  ^ ) disappears at about 50 km/h for the considered understeering vehicle data, and is 
responsible for the location o f the peak value of the Bode diagram of Figure 4-14 for low values of 
velocity. The vibration mode related to this frequency disappears and then becomes responsi­
ble for the location of the peak value of the frequency response of the system. For high values of
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vehicle velocity, (0  ^^  tends to assume almost the same value ofCO^  calculated through the model
without tyre dynamics implying the two vehicle models will have similar vibrating modes for 
higher vehicle velocities.
Understeering vehicle
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Figure 4-15: P* and 2"^  damped natural frequencies of the rigid vehicle with relaxation length as functions of  
vehicle velocity: comparison with coj of the model without relaxation length called ‘Simple Model’
Polar diagrams for the adimensional values of vehicle response to a sinusoidal steering input for 
each state variable, at a vehicle velocity o f 25 km/h are also plotted (shown in Figure C-1:, Figure 
C-2 in Appendix-C ) [43]. Each polar plot refers to an excitation at a different natural frequency ( 
cOj , or(0j2 ). System response is characterized, at those frequencies, by very significant amplitude
of the front sideslip angle response, while the amplitude of the response in terms o f rear sideslip 
angle, yaw rate and lateral velocity is close to its steady state value. Figure C-3 describe the polar 
plot for vehicle velocity o f 75 km/h excited at (Oj 2= 1.12 Hz, at this frequency the system response 
is characterized by a high amplitude yaw rate which is also responsible for the peak in frequency 
plot.
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Figure 4-16: Modal shapes plot for the understeering vehicle with the first order tyre model
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Figure 4-16 contains an analysis of the adimensionalized (by considering the steady-state re­
sponse) modal shapes o f the understeering vehicle at 25 km/h and 75 km/h. Modal shapes were 
drawn from the eigenvectors of the normalized state matrix of the overall system. They are useful 
for the prediction of the free response o f the system. The vehicle model is characterized by two 
natural frequencies and sets of modal shapes at 25 km/h, and only one natural frequency and set of 
modal shapes at 75 km/h. For example, at 25 km/h, co^, is related to a mode implying a very sig­
nificant oscillation of the rear slip angle, whereas implies a strong oscillation of the front slip
angle. At 75 km/h, the mode implies a significant oscillation of the lateral slip velocity v.
For an oversteering vehicle [43] at low values o f vehicle velocity, the relaxation length can 
make vehicle response underdamped, as it is shown by the peak in the response for a longitudinal 
velocity. These conclusions are also confirmed by the graph of the natural frequencies of the 
damped system, which present significantly different dynamics in comparison with that described 
by the model not including tyre relaxation length. For low values of vehicle velocity, the system is 
characterized by two underdamped modes, which become damped above two different velocity 
thresholds (which are not very low).
Relaxation length and time (step) response
Time domain step response for any system provides important information related to the transi­
ent and steady state behaviour of the system. Rise time, percent overshoot and settling time are few 
of the important parameters generally analysed. Figure 4-17 shows the step responses o f yaw rate 
o f an understeering vehicle for equally increasing values o f front and rear tyre relaxation length.
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The step responses in the figure are carried out for four different values of vehicle velocities (i.e. 
10, 30, 60 and 100 km/h). It is evident from the figure that tyre relaxation length has significant 
effect on the yaw rate at lower vehicle speed. Percent overshoot and settling time are observed as 
the increasing function of tyre relaxation length. Rise time at the 10 km/h of vehicle speed is 
marked as an increasing function of the tyre relaxation length, but for the medium vehicle speed 
values (i.e. 30 and 60 km/h) the rise time is found to be a decreasing function o f the vehicle speed. 
At high vehicle speed such as 100 km/h there exists insignificant difference in the rise time for dif­
ferent values of relaxation length.
At higher vehicle velocities the yaw rate response of all the models with different tyre relaxa­
tion length converge and the vehicle model dynamic are observed as dominant factor.
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Figure 4-17: Yaw rate step response for small to large values o f front and rear axle relaxation length (under­
steering vehicle)
Table 4-4, present the numerical data for the rise time, settling time and percent overshoot for the 
understeering vehicle models at different vehicle speeds. From the table it is noticed that at vehicle 
speed of 10 km/h, the settling time of yaw rate is 0.13 sec for tyre relaxation length 0.01m (negli­
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gible) which reaches as high as 1.22 sec for relaxation length value 0.5m (very high), This increase 
in settling time due to the introduction o f relaxation length imply the instability trend as the tyre 
relaxation length is increased.
Figure 4-18 shows the under steering angle response plot for step steering input to the vehicle 
model with varying tyre relaxation length at different vehicle speeds. The plots suggest that in­
crease in the tyre relaxation length reduces the transient overshoots for all the vehicle speed. But 
the prevalence of oscillations for long time (i.e. increased settling time) is also found as increasing 
function or tyre relaxation length suggesting less stable performance of the vehicle lateral dynam­
ics.
Table 4-4: Rise time, percent overshoot and settling time for and understeering vehicle with relaxation 
length tyre model with equal relaxation length o f tyres
CTpIm] CR[m] Rise time [see] % Overshoot [-] Settling time [sec]
U=10 [ktn/li]
0.05 0.05 0.05 6.27 0.13
0.1 0.1 0.06 18.27 0.26
0.3 0.3 0.08 37.82 0.78
0.5 0.5 0.10 45.48 1.22
U=30 [km/h]
0.05 0.05 0.178 0.000 0.237
0.1 0.1 0.164 0.000 0.221
0.3 0.3 0.128 3.473 0.265
0.5 0.5 0.134 10.403 0.338
U=60 [km/h]
0.05 0.05 0.172 4.114 0.469
0.1 0.1 0.168 4.269 0.463
0.3 0.3 0.156 5.404 0.436
0.5 0.5 0.151 7.783 0.416
U=100 [km/h]
0.05 0.05 0.120 25.789 0.821
0.1 0.1 0.119 26.149 0.831
0.3 0.3 0.117 27.807 0.846
0.5 0.5 0.121 29.786 0.850
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Figure 4-18: Understeering angle step response for small to large values o f front and rear axle relaxation
length (understeering vehicle)
Another important analysis is to study the effect of similar and different values of tyre relaxa­
tion length on vehicle handling performance. Figure 4-19 shows the step response plots for yaw 
rate of the understeering vehicle. The step responses are plotted for (0.1m, 0.1m), (0.5m, 0.1m), 
(0.1m, 0.5m) and (0.5m, 0.5m) the combination of front and rear axles tyre relaxation length re­
spectively. It is confirmed from the plots that front axle relaxation length has prominent effect on 
the yaw rate response of the vehicle as compared with the rear axle. This effect is specially noticed 
for the low vehicle speeds. Higher overshoots and longer settling time are for the 0.5m value of 
relaxation length more prominent in the figure.
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Figure 4-19: Yaw rate step response for different values o f front and rear axle relaxation length (understeer­
ing vehicle)
Table 4-5 summarizes the data o f time domain step response o f yaw rate of the understeering angle 
with different (non-equal) values of front and rear axles. The data includes rise time, percent over­
shoot and settling time.
Table 4-5: Rise time, percent overshoot and settling time for and understeering vehicle with relaxation 
length tyre model with different relaxation length of tyres
CTFlm] <TR[m] Rise time [sec] % Overshoot [-] Settling time [sec]
U=10 |km/h|
0.5 0.1 0.11 44.36 1.02
0.1 0.5 0.05 28.02 0.78
U=30 [km/h]
0.5 0.1 0.15 6.63 0.37
0.1 0.5 0.13 1.52 0.36
11=60 |kin/h|
0.5 0.1 0.17 3.69 0.43
0.1 0.5 0.14 8.15 0.43
11=100 jkm/hj
0.5 0.1 0.13 23.60 0.59
0.1 0.5 0.11 32.70 0.88
Under steering angle for step response also suggest that front axle relaxation length has stronger
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effect on the measure of dynamic behaviour o f under/oversteering o f the vehicle. The step response 
plots shown in Figure 4-20 illustrate that increased values of front tyre relaxation length suppresses 
the transient understeering behaviour of the vehicle but makes the response less stable as oscilla­
tions are observed for longer time period, for all the vehicle speed.
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Figure 4-20: Under steering angle step response for different values o f front and rear axle relaxation length
(understeering vehicle)
Understeering Vehicle
The dynamic response (Bode plot) of yaw rate gain of an understeering angle is shown in the 
Figure 4-21. The figure presents the effect of choosing same/different and small/large values of 
relaxation length for front and rear axles on the yaw rate gain o f the vehicle model. The Bode plots 
are presented for two different values of vehicle velocity, i.e. 50 km/h and 100 km/h. The Bode plot 
shows that on the bandwidth o f the yaw rate gain response is increased with the increase in relaxa­
tion length of the rear axle. The damping of the response is also found to be a decreasing function 
of vehicle relaxation length i.e. the damping decreases with the increasing relaxation length o f rear 
axle. On the other hand natural frequency increases as a function the rear axle relaxation length. A 
quick response is achieved by increasing the rear axle relaxation length but the control is deterio­
rated, causing higher overshoots o f the vehicle yaw rate. This underdamping effect is more
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prominent at higher vehicle speeds.
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Figure 4-21: Yaw rate to steering angle gain Bode plot for different values of front and rear axle relaxation
length (understeering vehicle)
The phase angle for all the relaxation length value is almost the same for lower frequency val­
ues but for higher range o f frequent (i.e. >1 Hz) phase angle starts dropping rapidly. For the vehicle 
models with higher value of front tyre relaxation length (i.e. 0.5m) phase angel is dropped up to - 
115 degrees whereas the phase angle for the other case (front axle relaxation length 0.1m) is found 
to reach nearly -60 degrees at the steering angle frequency o f 3 Hz. Numerical data for natural fre­
quency, damping ratio, maximum/steady-state gains, and frequency of maximum gain o f the yaw 
rate gain dynamic response are presented in the Table 4-3.
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Table 4-6: Natural frequency, damping ratio, maximum/steady-state, and frequency of maximum gain of a 
rear wheel drive understeering vehicle as a function of lateral acceleration ay.
u
[km/hj
Of
[ml
Or
|m]
Natural Fre­
quency [Hz]
Damping 
ratio [-]
Steady-state 
gain [dB]
Max gain 
[dB]
Max gain 
frequency 
[Hz]
0.1 0.1 1.957 0.872 12.012 11.944 0.500
o 0.5 0.1 2.366 1.000 12.012 11.940 0.500iri
0.1 0.5 2.363 0.607 12.012 12.004 0.500
0.5 0.5 2.505 0.574 12.012 12.008 0.500
0.1 0.1 1.284 0.621 12.230 14.984 1.062
o 0.5 0.1 1.330 0.657 12.230 14.634 1.067
— 0.1 0.5 1.336 0.537 12.230 15.834 1.157
0.5 0.5 1.384 0.570 12.230 15.424 1.170
To further analyse the effect of tyre relaxation length on the degree o f iindersteer- 
ing/oversteering o f the vehicle a non-conventional parameter know as understeer angle transfer 
function response (Bode plot) is used[32]. Understeer angle is defined as the difference o f front 
tyre and rear tyre slip angle (equation (2.16)). Figure 4-22 shows the Bode plots of the understeer­
ing angle response for different values of front and rear axle tyre relaxation length. Solid lines 
show the understeering angle gain calculated from actual tyre slip angle (equations (3.5) and (3.6)), 
whereas the dotted lines represent the understeering angle gain generated from the delayed tyre slip 
angles (incorporating equation (3.115) ).
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Figure 4-22: Understeering angle to steering angle gain Bode plot for different values o f front and rear axle
relaxation length (understeering vehicle)
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It can be observed that for higher values o f steering angle frequency (4-5 Hz) the magnitude of 
the understeering angle saturates at 0 dB gain (i.e. the ratio o f understeering angle to steering angle 
becomes 1). This is due to the presence o f negligible/very low values o f yaw rate and vehicle lat­
eral velocity (vehicle side slip angle). For such small values of yaw rate and vehicle lateral velocity 
the front tyre slip angle attains the value o f steering angle input at wheel and the rear tyre slip angle 
almost vanishes (reported from equations (3.5) and (3.6) as well). The figure also reports that the 
difference in two different types o f under steering gain (delayed and non-delayed) is more promi­
nent at lower vehicle speed and this is more obvious for models with higher values o f rear axle 
relaxation length. This difference is not found significant at higher vehicle speed implying the re­
laxation length does not affect the vehicle degree o f under/oversteering at higher vehicle speeds. At 
lower vehicle speed (50 km/h) the understeering gain is observed to have peak response and gain 
more than 1 dB (specifically for delayed understeering gain and model with high values o f front 
axle relaxation length, i.e. 0.5m ) at around 3Hz, also reported by Sill [32] . These peaks indicate 
the occurrence o f higher degree o f understeering at such operating conditions (3 Hz steering angle 
frequency where driver can be very sensitive [32]) and lower damping of the response.
Positive values o f phase angle of understeering gain at 100 km/h show the existence o f negative 
values o f the parameter implying a transient oversteering (or less understeering ) behaviour for al­
most all the range o f steering angle input frequency.
Table 4-7: Natural frequency, damping ratio, maximum/steady-state, and frequency o f maximum gain o f  a 
rear wheel drive oversteering vehicle as a function o f lateral acceleration ay.
u
[km/h]
Op
[m]
Or
[m]
Natural Fre­
quency [Hz]
Damping 
ratio [-]
Steady-state 
gain [dB]
Max gain 
[dB]
Max gain 
frequency 
[Hzl
0.1 0.1 1.242 1.000 15.709 15.277 0.5
o 0.5 0.1 1.011 1.000 15.709 15.204 0.5>n 0.1 0.5 1.732 0.807 15.709 15.602 0.5
0.5 0.5 2.255 0.938 15.709 15.534 0.5
0.1 0.1 0.437 1.000 23.007 20.382 0.5
o 0.5 0.1 0.373 1.000 23.007 19.858 0.5
0.1 0.5 0.707 0.993 23.007 21.175 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.464 1.000 23.007 20.590 0.5
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Figure 4-23: Yaw rate to steering angle gain Bode plot for different values of front and rear axle relaxation
length (oversteering vehicle)
Figure 4-23 presents the Bode plot response for the yaw rate gain of an oversteering vehicle 
model with different values of relaxation length. The oversteering vehicle with it intrinsic 
overdamped yaw rate is found to have over all lower bandwidth of the response as compared with 
the similar under steering vehicle. Similar to the under steering vehicle the effect o f tyre relaxation 
length is more prominent for the lower vehicle speeds. The yaw rate response is observed to have 
lower damping and increased phase delay values for the vehicle model with higher values of rear 
axle relaxation length. Important dynamic response data for the oversteering vehicle are presented 
in the
4.3.1.1 First order relaxation length as function of tyre load and slip angle
Maurice (as presented in the previous section) discusses the variation o f lateral tyre relaxation 
length as a function of slip angle (the larger the slip angle, the smaller the relaxation length) and 
vertical load (the larger the vertical load, the larger the relaxation length). [23] discusses the fact 
that longitudinal tyre relaxation length tends to decrease at high values of longitudinal slip ratio.
The author of this thesis has simulated the variation o f lateral tyre relaxation length as a func­
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tion slip angle and vertical load, by introducing the corrective factors CFg and CFpz, which dynam­
ically modify the baseline value o f lateral relaxation length during the simulation. The following 
figures report the adopted values of the corrective coefficients and the (marginal) effect of the vari­
ation of tyre relaxation on the simulation results in terms of vehicle yaw rate response.
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Figure 4-24: Corrective factors of lateral relaxation length CF^ (left) and CFpz (right)
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Figure 4-25: Vehicle yaw rate response for step steering input with lateral relaxation length inclusive o f CFg
and CFpz
4.3.2 Second order tyre model
The combination of the tyre model described by Equation (3.93) with the vehicle model of 
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) leads to the development of a transfer f u n c t i o n ^ , characterized
by a 3"^  ^ order numerator and a 6"’ order denominator. As a consequence, the asymptotic value of 
the slope of the Bode diagram of the amplitude is -60 dB/decade and the asymptotic value o f the 
phase angle is -270 deg.
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However, by adopting realistic values of the involved parameters, the values of phase angles 
remain in the area of no more than -180 degree for input frequencies consistent with actual driver’s 
capabilities. During a sweep steer test, it is difficult for a human driver to go beyond an input fre­
quency of about 4 Hz.
Figure 4-26 contains the Bode plots for the understeering vehicle including the second order 
tyre model. It compares the damped natural frequency o f the vehicle model without tyre dynamics
(COj calculated by Eq. (3.27)), the peak frequency COpg^of vehicle response according to the sec­
ond order tyre model, and the cut-off frequency
(OnTyre =  J^^ ^SpatialUof the second order tyre model.
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Figure 4-26: Bode diagram of the adimensional yaw rate response for an under steering vehicle subjected to 
a steering input (model including second order tyre dynamics).
The figure illustrates that an understeering vehicle shows a similar trend to the understeering 
vehicle model with RLT in Figure 4-14. Vehicle response seems to be characterized by increased 
damping as a function of vehicle velocity, for low values of speed. Then, for high values o f speed, 
vehicle response is subjected to a reduction of its damping as a function of vehicle velocity. It may 
also be noted from the figure that coa tends to attain values closer to copeak for higher values o f vehi­
cle speed, therefore it can be concluded that higher orders o f the tyre model tend to reduce the 
overall damping o f the understeering vehicle. For oversteering vehicle with the second order tyre
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model [43]the same behaviour as with the first order (relaxation length) is observed, i.e. system 
response changing from underdamped to overdamped with increasing vehicle forward velocity.
A comparison of the Bode plots o f yaw rate response to steering angle is presented in Figure 
4-27, for a vehicle longitudinal velocity o f 60 km/h. These diagrams are plotted for the three ditfer- 
ent tyres dynamic. Vehicle response becomes more underdamped as the order o f the tyre dynamics 
is increased and the phase lag is also found to be increased as the order o f the tyre model is in­
creased.
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Figure 4-27: Comparison of the Bode diagrams considering a model without tyre delays and the two models
with tyre delays
4.3.3 Articulated vehicle models with tyre dynamics
All the axles of the articulated vehicle model described by Equation (3.71) were enhanced with 
the first order relaxation length tyre (RLT) model. Equation (3.118). Vehicle data for this linear 
articulated model is present in the Appendix B, Table B-5. Figure 4-28shows the Bode diagram of 
the adimensional yaw rate response for the articulated vehicle (with relaxation length tyre model) 
subjected to a steering input.
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Figure 4-28: Bode diagram of the adimensional yaw rate response for an articulated vehicle subjected to a 
steering input (model including tyre relaxation length)
The figure shows that there is a general divergence in copeak , ® d  and cocut-o ff  with increased ve­
hicle velocity.
Figure 4-29 is the Bode diagram of the adimensional yaw rate response for an articulated vehi­
cle (model with second order tyre model introduced for all the axles) subjected to a steering input. 
Figure 4-29generally shows the same trend as o f the Figure 4-28, but the system seems to be more 
underdamped, for the same set of velocities, compared to one presented in Figure 4-29.
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Figure 4-29: Bode diagram of the adimensional yaw rate response for an articulated vehicle subjected to a 
steering input (model including second order tyre dynamics)
A comparison o f the adimensional yaw rate response o f the articulated vehicle with the three 
different tyre models was also obtained during this research [43], it was noticed that the variation 
of vehicle performance induced by tyre dynamics was much more evident, as expected, at low 
speeds.
4.3.4 Tyre models and structure of the transfer function
The following table presents the order of the polynomials at the numerator (Num) and denomi­
nator (Den) of the transfer functions for the computation o f the yaw rate response o f rigid and 
articulated vehicles, where ;/ represents the total number o f vehicle axles.
Table 4-8: Table showing the order o f the polynomials at the numerator and denominator o f the yaw rate 
transfer functions, the asymptotic slope and phase values o f the Bode diagram for three types of vehicle
models
Mode! Type Rigid Articulated
Num Den
Asymptotic Bode
Num Deu
Asymptotic Bode
Slope Phase Slope Phase
Simple 1 2 -20 dB/dec -90 degree 3 4 -20 dB /dec -90 degree
RLT n ,/+2 -40 dB/dec -180 degree t]+2 t]+4 -40 dB /dec -180 degree
Second order ty re model 2t]-l 2//+2 -60 dB/dec -270 degree 2t]+\ 2t]+4 -60 dB /dec -270 degree
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Table 4-8shows the analytical results o f the yaw rate transfer function for the rigid and articu­
lated vehicle models with and without tyre dynamics. For the models without tyre dynamics, in the 
Bode diagram the asymptotic value of the slope o f the magnitude is -20 dB/decade. In the same 
conditions the asymptotic value o f the phase angle is -90 degrees. For the models including tyre 
relaxation length, the asymptotic value o f the slope o f the magnitude is -40dB/decade and the as­
ymptotic phase angle is -180 degrees. The table shows that with the second order tyre dynamics, 
the asymptotic slope value reaches -60 dB/decade and the asymptotic phase anglebecomes-270 
degrees. Generally it can be concluded, that by introducing higher order tyre dynamics, the asymp­
totic value o f the slope (magnitude) and phase angles are decreased by multiples (depending on the 
order o f tyre dynamics ) o f -20 dB/decade and -90 degrees respectively.
4.4 Conclusions
The simulation and analyses based on the linear vehicle and tyre model has led to the follow­
ing important conclusions;
The steady-state response to a steering wheel input for the different vehicle layouts analysed 
within the activity is characterized by a significant variation. The dynamic response for the 
different vehicle layouts is very similar. The dynamic response seems to be mainly governed 
by the inertial parameters (masses and their distribution) o f the system;
For the front wheel drive understeering vehicle dynamic yaw rate gain is reduced as the vehi­
cle experiences higher longitudinal accelerations. Moreover the vehicle becomes less 
responsive in terms o f yaw rate if  longitudinally accelerating. Driver may also feel less control 
over the vehicle as the dynamic response also becomes more under damped. Longitudinal ac­
celerations at high vehicle speed make the vehicle control even worse and oscillatory or 
instable in some conditions o f higher longitudinal accelerations at high speed;
Rear wheel drive understeering vehicle shows increased dynamic yaw rate gain with the in­
crease in longitudinal acceleration i.e. vehicle becomes less understeering with the increase in 
longitudinal acceleration. The rear wheel drive vehicle dynamic response becomes more un­
derdamped with the increase in longitudinal acceleration implying the poor control. But the 
degree o f deteriorated response/handling is still better as compared with the similar under­
steering front wheel drive vehicle;
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Yaw rate gain response o f an understeering vehicle is decreased as result o f increased vehicle 
lateral acceleration. The yaw rate response also becomes sluggish and less controllable for the 
driver due to the decreased damping o f the response;
The frequency response o f rigid and articulated vehicles is strongly dependent on tyre dynam­
ics, also at non-negligible values o f longitudinal velocity, at least up to 50-60 km/h;
Yaw damping tends to increase as function o f vehicle velocity, when considering tyre relaxa­
tion length, and to decrease when considering an ideal tyre model;
Tyre relaxation length has a very significant influence on the overall vehicle dynamics. Tyre 
relaxation length provokes an increase o f the bandwidth and the oscillatory behaviour;
A model o f a rigid understeering vehicle with a first order relaxation length model for tyre dy­
namics tends to be underdamped (in terms o f yaw rate response to a steering input) at low 
values o f velocity, then it becomes overdamped, then it becomes underdamped again at higher 
values of longitudinal velocity;
Increased values o f relaxation length o f tyre induce higher overshoots in the yaw rate response 
and the delayed settling time makes the vehicle response less stable this effect is more notice­
able at low vehicle speed. The effect almost vanishes at the higher range o f vehicle speed as 
the vehicle dynamics are dominant as compared with the tyre lag dynamics;
Relaxation length o f front axle has stronger effect on yaw rate o f the understeering vehicle. 
Large values o f front axle relaxation length cause higher overshoots and poor control. On the 
other hand degree o f transient understeering is also suppressed for the higher values o f front 
axle relaxation length;
Under steering vehicle with the higher values o f rear axle relaxation length show an increase 
in the bandwidth o f dynamic frequency response o f the yaw rate gain. Furthermore phase lag 
is also reduced for larger values o f rear axle relaxation length;
An oversteering vehicle model considering a first order model for tyre dynamics is under­
damped at low speeds and it becomes overdamped for increasing values o f longitudinal 
velocity;
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Oversteering vehicle also show a similar dynamic responses due to the introduction o f tyre re­
laxation length but the effect o f relaxation length is not found as strong as it is observed on the 
understeering vehicle especially at higher vehicle speed. This is because the relaxation length 
introduces an extra effect o f underdamping on the yaw rate gain but the inherent overdamped 
behaviour o f oversteering vehicle overwhelms this effect;
The asymptotic slopes o f the amplitudes and the asymptotic phase angles o f the Bode dia­
grams of rigid and articulated vehicles are the same, provided the adoption o f the same tyre 
model. The complexity o f the transfer functions -  in terms o f order o f the numerator and de­
nominator -  is a linear function o f the number o f vehicle axles;
Tyre relaxation length is the fundamental parameter to be analysed within goods vehicle dy­
namics. The damping o f yaw rate response o f articulated vehicles is an increasing function o f 
vehicle velocity for all types o f tyre models. Further, higher order tyre dynamics tend to re­
duce the damping o f the overall response. Variation o f response from different models seems 
to be less significant (as expected) for higher vehicle velocities;
In the case o f articulated vehicles only understeering vehicle data was considered for simula­
tions and analyses. Simulations for the oversteering vehicle(s) may also be considered as 
prospective research;
Tyre relaxation length seems to have more influence on the dynamics o f articulated vehicles 
rather than on the dynamics o f rigid vehicles.
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CHAPTER 5. NON LINEAR TYRE CHA- 
RECTERSTICS AND SIMULATIONS
5.1 Effect of Model Non-Linearities on Vehicle Handling Performance
The effects o f different non-linearities present in non-linear vehicle models on the handling be­
haviour of rigid and articulated vehicles are presents in this section. In particular, the main non- 
linearities induced by tyres, suspension ([118][119]) elasto-kinematics, springing and damping, are 
discussed in detail. The effect o f each non-linearity is analysed for the case o f step steer manoeu­
vres, which permit to deduce the overall vehicle response variation in steady-state and dynamic 
conditions.
In the past dependence o f vehicle handling performance and roll dynamics, on various parame­
ters and non-linearities included in vehicle dynamics models, at different level of complexities has 
already been addressed and a detailed literature survey is present at in the former chapters/sections 
o f this report. These correlations were investigated for various types o f steering inputs and ma­
noeuvres.
Tyre lateral force characteristics (linear and/or non-linear) play a significant role in defining the 
handling behaviour o f the vehicle and are responsible for the degree o f vehicle oversteer­
ing/understeer and its ultimate stability in steady-state and transient conditions [105].
Vehicle suspension stiffness and damping can be characterized as important non-linearities, 
which are related to the handling characteristics and ride comfort properties. Moreover, the load 
conditions of the vehicle can heavily affect the ratio between the mass distribution and suspension 
stiffness distribution especially on city cars and goods vehicles. Substantial material discusses the 
impact o f suspension stiffness impacts on ride comfort and vehicle dynamics (references [8], [84],
[85] [120]), however, a clear identification o f the effect o f shock absorber non-linear tuning on ve­
hicle dynamic response is missing.
In the later section, general trends regarding vehicle handling performance sensitivity to various 
non-linearities are derived and discussed in terms o f variation o f the yaw and roll dynamics for var­
ious values o f steering angle amplitude in step steer manoeuvres. The same procedure is repeated 
for the case o f articulated vehicles. The conclusion o f the study presents the summary o f the effect 
and the significance o f each source o f non-linearity on the overall vehicle response which could be 
useful for advanced design o f vehicle dynamics performance, handling and control.
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During the activity, a comparison has been made between the responses o f the non-linear vehi­
cle models detailed in the chapter three and simplified linear models. Matlab (code) and Simulink 
(for non-linear) based simulations have been carried out for the comparison o f the linear and non­
linear vehicle models. The data used for vehicle geometry, kinematics, body, chassis and tyres are 
available in Appendix B (Table B-6). The simulations were carried out for three different values 
(i.e. 1°, 3° and 5° at the wheel internal to the bend, vehicle turning left or +ve yawing) o f step steer­
ing angles input. Step steer was selected to analyse the handling response because it has the 
capability to excite all the system modes, and, if  implemented for different values o f steering an­
gles, also permits to characterize vehicle steady-state response.
In this research activity, the effects o f the following parameters on vehicle handling response 
have been focused:
- Shape o f the tyre cornering force characteristic;
- Toe angle;
- Camber angle;
- Roll (suspension) stifthess;
- Shock absorber (Damper) characteristics;
- Centre of gravity height.
5.2 Effect on rigid vehicles model
5.2.1 Tyres
By using Pacejka Magic Formula, three different tyre settings, represented by Tyre 1, Tyre 2 
and Tyre 3, have been adopted during the simulations o f the same rigid vehicle, as shown in Figure 
5-1 and Figure 5-2 (for the static values o f vertical load o f the axles o f the case study vehicle)
- Tyre 1, characterized by a peak o f lateral force as a function of slip angle, followed by a re­
duction for high values of slip angle;
- Tyre 2, characterized by the same non-linear cornering stiffness characteristic as Tyre 1, but 
differing from Tyre 1 for the lack o f the reduction o f tyre force for high values o f slip angle (tyre 
force approximately constant for high slip angle values);
- Tyre 3, having the same shape o f the graph as Tyre 2 and also the same cornering stiffness, but 
characterized by a lower saturation level o f the lateral force (lower friction coefficient).
The characteristics o f the three tyres analysed here, if  linearized about the origin o f the corner­
ing force vs. slip angle graph, would give origin to the same parameterization within the linear tyre 
and vehicle model (and the same results from the viewpoint o f the vehicle dynamics response).
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Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4show the vehicle yaw rate and vehicle body sideslip angle response 
(normalized with the amplitude of the steering angle input) for the linear and non-linear vehicle 
models. Non-linear models are equipped with three types o f tyres subjected to the step steer ma­
noeuvres at the three different (i.e. 1°, 3° and 5°). All the rigid vehicle model simulations are 
carried out with vehicle forward velocity kept constant at 100 km/h.
Tyre lateral foree as a function of slip angle
2
 T jre 1
 T jre 2
Tyre slip angie (deg)
Figure 5-1: Non-linear tyre lateral force characteristics vs. slip angle for two different vertical loads
Tyre lateral force as a function of slip angle
F^=3100 |k|
/ M
— —"Y - 5 deg
Figure 5-2: Non-linear tyre lateral force characteristics vs. slip angle for different camber angle values
It is observed from the yaw rate and vehicle body sideslip angle figures (Figure 5-3 and Figure 
5-4) that for small values o f steering angle input, both types of vehicle models give origin to simi­
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lar responses due to the fact that tyre cornering stiffness is the same and almost linear (for small 
values of tyre slip angle and slip ratio) for all tyre types; and for higher values of steering angle, the 
non-linear vehicle model is found to be more underdamped and more understeering in comparison 
with the linear model, which implies lower controllability of the vehicle (and which would provoke 
interventions of the Vehicle Dynamics Control, absent in these simulations). This happens for any 
tyre configuration and is due to the reduction of the rate of the cornering force vs. slip angle graph 
for high values o f slip angle. The steady-state yaw rate gain for the non-linear model is also noticed 
to be decreasing as a function o f steering angle, consistently with the characteristics of a non-linear 
tyre, whereas it remains constant in the case of the linear model. Moreover vehicle response for the 
tyres with slight fall in lateral force in frictional region (Tyre 1) exhibits a lower damping in com­
parison with the other two tyres. Tyre 1 also provokes a significant increase of the frequency of 
vehicle yaw rate oscillations, during extreme step steer manoeuvres, which is a sign o f prompt re­
sponse. Noticing the peak-to-peak amplitude of the yaw rate oscillations, it is also found that Tyre 
2 and Tyre 3 attain higher values as compared with the Tyre 1.Vehicle body sideslip angle response 
(Figure 5-4) is also in accordance with linear response for small values of steering angle input and 
exhibits the same characteristics as yaw rate response.
Yaw rate response for step steering Inpnt U=100 km/h (RV)
—  LVM
 N LV M T yre 1
—— NLVM Tyre 2 
 NLVM Tyre 3
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Figure 5-3: Yaw rate comparison for different tyre models
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Vehicle body sideslip angle response for step steering input 11=100 km/h (RV)
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NLVM Tyre 3
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Figure 5-4: Body sideslip angle comparison for different tyre models
The difference of the front and rear tyre slip angles can be adopted as one o f the parameters to 
measure the degree of vehicle understeering/oversteering in dynamic conditions (Figure 5-5). For 
the non-linear model, the average between the angles of the two tyres of the same axle is consid­
ered. It may be observed that:
- For the linear vehicle model, the negative steady-state value o f tyre slip angle difference 
shows an understeering behaviour, the same for any value of steering amplitude, given the linearity 
of the model;
- High negative peaks for transient response prove that the vehicle becomes highly understeer­
ing when the steering angle input is initially applied. This trend is valid for all the vehicle models;
- The non-linear models become asymptotically more understeering when the amplitude o f the 
steering angle input is increased.
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Tyre slip angle difference for step steering input U=IOO km/h (RV)
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Figure 5-5: Tyre slip angle difference for the linear model and the non-linear model equipped with the three
different tyres
5.2.2 Toe and camber angle
One of the main suspension parameters to be tuned in order to adjust vehicle handling is toe an­
gle. Different static values of front toe-in have been adopted within the simulations presented in 
Figure 5-6. On an axle, toe-in provokes an increase of sideslip angle on the tyre external to the 
bend, and the same decrease of sideslip angle on the tyre internal to the bend. The net effect of toe- 
in would be zero if the cornering stiffness of the two tyres was the same, but it is not, due to the 
load transfer which occurs when the vehicle is subjected to a lateral acceleration, and which pro­
vokes a variation of tyre cornering stiffness. As a consequence, for the same average value o f the 
slip angle o f the tyres o f the axle, toe-in provokes an increase of cornering force on the axle, pro­
portional to the difference between the cornering stiffness of the two tyres and to the amount of 
toe-in. In particular, for low values o f the load transfer, we can usually make the hypothesis that the 
increase of tyre cornering stiffness on the wheel external to the bend is equal and opposite to the 
variation of tyre cornering stiffness on the wheel internal to the bend, whilst at high lateral acceler­
ations, the wheel external to the bend tends to be subjected to a sort of saturation and the wheel 
internal to the bend continues to be subjected to decreasing cornering stiffness. The result is that 
the effect of toe-in is usually more evident for low values o f vehicle lateral acceleration. In particu­
lar, front toe-in tends to reduce vehicle understeer whilst rear toe-in tends to increase vehicle 
understeer (the opposite is true in case of toe-out). Toe angle analysis from the figure shows that 
introduction o f front axle toe-in seems to improve the vehicle yaw rate response for lower values o f
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steering angle input (up to about 1°) as the steady-state gain appears to be increasing for higher 
values of toe in angle. As the steering angle input is increased the steady state yaw rate response 
converges for all the values o f toe-in angle. It may also be observed that toe-in provokes a more 
underdamped response and a lower damped natural frequency. Furthermore for higher values of 
steering angle input overshoots are also found to be increasing which is not a favourable choice for 
a predictable handling of a vehicle. Vehicle body sideslip angle response is consistent with the 
trends prevailed in yaw rate response.
Yaw rate response for step steering input U=100 km/h (RV)
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Figure 5-6: Yaw rate comparison for various toe-in angle values
Yaw rate response for step steering input U=100 km/h (RV)
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Figure 5-7: Yaw rate comparison for various camber angle values
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A similar analysis is carried out for static camber. Figure 5-7 shows the results o f a step steer 
manoeuvre carried out with different values of negative camber on front axle of the vehicle. It may 
be observed that yaw rate response gain is improving as the negative camber is increased; this is 
because o f the increased contact patch area o f outer tyre with road surface hence increasing the 
total lateral force as well. A slight reduction in the damping and damped natural frequency o f yaw 
rate response o f the non-linear vehicle model may also be observed. Generally speaking, due to the 
typical characteristics o f vehicle tyres, the effect o f camber angle on vehicle dynamics is much 
lower than the effect o f toe angle. Both the effects are more evident during manoeuvres character­
ized by low values o f lateral accelerations, and are induced by the variation o f tyre cornering and 
camber stiffness as functions o f tyre vertical load
5.2.3 Dynamic camber
Under the influence o f high lateral and longitudinal forces a dynamic camber (tyre camber gen­
erated proportional to the roll angle o f vehicle) may be experienced because o f the suspension 
compliance (roll angle) and structural flexibility o f the suspension components. A study about the 
effect o f dynamic camber is also carried out [45] (Figure C-6and Figure C-7 in Appendix C). It was 
observed in the study that for smaller values o f steering angle input there is a significant decrease 
in yaw rate gain but for higher steering input values it seems to be converging for all values o f dy­
namic camber. Damping o f the yaw rate response is observed to be increasing for higher values of 
the dynamic camber value this is particularly obvious for higher values o f steering angle input. 
Considering the roll dynamics, a decrease in roll angle gain is noticed for increased values o f dy­
namic camber values and increase in the damping o f roll angle gain is also observed, especially for 
the higher values o f steering angle input.
5.2.4 Suspension stiffness
Within the simplified model adopted for this sensitivity analysis, characterized by the absence 
of vehicle chassis vertical dynamics, suspension stiffness is a synonymous o f suspension roll stiff­
ness. An increase o f suspension roll stiffness on one axle provokes an increase o f the load transfer 
on that axle while cornering. Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 plot yaw rate response and roll dynamics 
induced by three different values o f front axle roll stiffness. 100% is the standard value o f roll 
stiffness defined in the Appendix B, at the end o f this report, while 70% and 130% are the modified 
values with respect to the standard value.
The primary effect is the decrease of the vehicle roll gradient (roll angle for a reference lateral 
acceleration). For middle-high values o f vehicle lateral acceleration, this provokes a reduction o f 
the overall cornering stiffness o f the axle, as the increase o f cornering stiffness on the tyre external
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to the bend tends to be smaller than the decrease of tyre cornering stiffness on the tyre internal to 
the bend. In a two-axle vehicle, if the increase of suspension roll stiffness is carried out on the front 
axle, this provokes more understeer at high lateral accelerations, vice versa a decrease of front sus­
pension roll stiffness provokes more oversteering behaviour.
Y a w  r a t e  r e s p o n s e  f o r  s t e p  s t e e r in g  in p u t  U = 1 0 0  k m /h  (R V )
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Figure 5-8: Yaw rate comparison for different values of front suspension roll stiffness
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Figure 5-9: Roll angle comparison for different values of front suspension roll stiffness
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5.2.5 Dampers
Several textbooks and papers describe the working principle and modelling of automotive shock 
absorbers ([86] and [87]) and the typical shape of their force vs. velocity characteristic. Shock ab­
sorbers (suspension dampers) are designed with a main aim of ride comfort [88]. However, it is 
common experience for race car drivers to notice a significant impact of shock absorbers on the 
overall vehicle handling. At the moment, a detailed analysis, based on objective simulation or ex­
perimental results, of the influence of shock absorber tuning on the overall vehicle response is 
absent. Typical automotive dampers are characterized by a regressive characteristic (decreasing 
damping coefficient as a function o f shock absorber velocity), with larger values o f force in re­
bound rather than in bump. Different types o f dampers were tested/simulated with the non-linear 
vehicle models to find the effect on vehicle handling. These types include Linear Damper with 
Low Slope LDLS (where Force vs. Velocity is a linear function). Linear Dampers with High Slope 
LDHS, Non-Linear Regressive Dampers NLRD and Non-Linear Progressive Dampers NLPD 
(damper Force vs. velocity characteristics shown in Appendix). Simulations results (Figure 5-10 
and Figure 5-11) are showing that:
Y a w  r a t e  r e s p o n s e  f o r  s t e p  s t e e r in g  in p u t  11= 100  k m /h  (R V )
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Figure 5-10: Yaw rate comparison for different damper types
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Roll angle response for step steering input U=100 km/h (RV)
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Figure 5-11: Roll angle comparison for different damper types
Yaw rate (gain) response is almost same for all the damper types and the roll angle response for 
non-linear progressive damper is more underdamped as compared with the other types. Also the 
roll gradient is found to be lower and sluggish for dampers with higher values of Force vs. velocity 
curve so a better ride quality is ensured for such damper.
Therefore it may also be considered, at design time, to have proper suspension stiffness along 
with the appropriate damper type characteristics depending upon the overall vehicle structure and 
prospective loading conditions to ensure the good vehicle handling and superior ride quality as 
well.
Another parameter with damper type is the internal friction of dampers due to translational mo­
tion. Four values of damper friction torque (from 100 Nm to 400 Nm with increments o f 100 Nm) 
are introduced, [45]. It is evident from the simulation result (Figure C-8) that steady state yaw rate 
response is not affected by the damper friction but the repose becomes slightly less damped as the 
damper friction is increased. Higher damper friction also makes the roll response more damped 
especially for lower values o f steering angle input (Figure C-9).
5.2.6 Centre of gravity height
Height o f centre of gravity was also simulated with non-linear vehicle models. (Figure 5-12 and 
Figure 5-13). It is observed from the simulated results that:
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Yaw rate response for step steering input U=100 km/h (RV)
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Figure 5-12: Yaw rate response for different centre of gravity heights
- There is no significant effect on yaw rate gain for small values of step steering input but for 
higher values (i.e. 5°) the vehicle response seems to be more oversteering, less stable and less 
damped, therefore a CG location closer to the ground is recommend for extreme handling perfor­
mances.
- Roll angle response is becoming comparatively faster and less damped with the increase in 
CG height
Roll angle response for step steering input 11=100 km/h (RV)
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Figure 5-13: Roll angle response for different center of gravity heights
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5.3 Sensitivity Analysis on Articulated Vehicle Models
5.3.1 Tyres
The non-linear articulated vehicle model represented by Equations (3.100)-(3.103)is simulated 
along with the linear vehicle model as a comparison. Specifically the layout of articulated vehicle 
is a three-axle tractor towing a two-axle semi-trailer. The articulated link between the tractor and 
semi-trailer is specified as a cylindrical joint having vertical axis. With the exception o f the front 
axles, all the rear axles have four tyres (two on each side) and each tyre on an axle is specified to 
have equal static load. Vehicle data are in the Appendix B. A constant forward velocity o f 70 km/h 
is adopted within the simulations.
Normalized tyre lateral force as a function of tire slip angle
F = 19000 N
 Tyre 1
 Tyre 2
 Tyre 3
Tyre slip angle (deg)
Figure 5-14: Lateral force friction coefficient for articulated vehicles
Three different types o f tyres are also simulated with articulated vehicle model. Lateral force vs. 
tyre slip angle characteristics for three types of tyres are shown in Appendix B. Models for articu­
lated vehicle show similar behaviour as rigid vehicles for three tyre types Figure 5-15. Steady state 
gain o f the yaw rate is proportional to the saturation level of tyre lateral force and there exist a no­
ticeable difference for the highest values of steering angle input. Non-linear tyres with lower level 
of saturation show less damped behaviour for the step response. A similar trend can also be ob­
served for the hitch angle of the tractor and semi-trailer, Figure 5-16, i.e. steady-state gain for hitch 
angle is reduced for the tyres having low saturation values o f lateral force. Vehicle body side slip
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angle is found to be under damped and negatively increasing, that is vehicle become more under­
steering with tyres having lower level o f saturation.
Yaw rate response for step steering input U=70 km/h (AV)
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Figure 5-15: Tyre types and yaw rate comparison for various vehicles (articulated) and tyre models
Towing/hitch angle response for step steering input L -7 0  km/h (AV)
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Figure 5-16: Towing/articulation angle response comparison for various tyre models
5.3.2 Suspension stiffness
Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-18 show effect of suspension roll stiffness on yaw rate (gain) response 
and roll angle o f the articulated vehicle, respectively. Steady state gain for yaw rate is noticed to be
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reducing for stiffer front axle suspension and it becomes less damped as well. Roll rate gain is 
found to be reducing as a function of suspension stiffness.
Yaw rate response for step steering input U=70 km/h (AV)
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Figure 5-17: Yaw rate and roll angle comparison for various front axle suspension stiffness values
Roll angle response for step steering input U=70 km/h (AV)
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Figure 5-18: Yaw rate and roll angle comparison for various front axle suspension stiffness values 
5.3.3 Centre of gravity height
Effect of the variation height of centre of gravity of the articulated vehicle is also simulated as 
shown in Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20 and following observation were found. Steady state yaw rate 
gain is reduced and becomes less damped for higher values of height o f eentre o f gravity o f the 
vehicle. Roll rate gain is found to be increasing as the height o f CG is increased;
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Yaw rate response for step steering input U=70 km/h (AV)
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Figure 5-19 Yaw rate anci roll angle response for height of centre o f gravity
Roll angle response for step steering input U=70 km/h (AV)
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Figure 5-20: Yaw rate and roll angle response for height o f centre of gravity
5.4 Conclusions
The research activity based on the nonlinear models of rigid and articulated vehicle has permit­
ted to draw the following conclusions;
The shape of the non-linear part of tyre characteristic has a significant influence on the ampli­
tude and the frequency o f yaw rate oscillations for a rigid vehicle in step steer manoeuvres, 
especially for high values of the steering wheel input.
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Tyres characterized by a reduction o f the lateral force for high values o f slip angle tend to pro­
voke higher frequency and lower overshoot and damping o f yaw rate oscillations in rigid 
vehicles.
Yaw rate response in rigid vehicles is heavily affected by roll stiffness distribution in condi­
tions o f high lateral acceleration (but only marginally for low lateral acceleration), which are 
relevant in terms o f vehicle safety.
Yaw rate response in rigid vehicles is affected by suspension geometry (toe and camber val­
ues) especially for low lateral accelerations, and can significantly influence driver subjective 
impression, but suspension kinematics do not significantly influence vehicle safety for high 
values o f lateral accelerations.
Dynamic camber is much more significant than static camber (for reasonable values o f the pa­
rameters) in terms o f yaw rate response.
Shock absorber parameters do not seem to have any relevant effect on vehicle yaw rate re­
sponse, however they have a marginal influence on vehicle roll dynamics also in conditions o f 
flat road.
Vehicle yaw response is more oversteering, less stable and less damped, for increased values 
o f the centre o f gravity height, for high steering inputs. On the other hand, roll angle response 
becomes less damped with the increase in centre o f gravity height.
The trends for the considered articulated vehicle (a heavy goods vehicle with tractor and semi­
trailer) are similar to those for the rigid vehicle, even if  the variations in yaw rate response are 
less evident due to the higher inertia, and vehicle roll-over related problems are more signifi­
cant than extreme yaw rate dynamics during step steer manoeuvres.
Non-linearities discussed in this activity are limited other non-linearities regarding the tyres, sus­
pension, vehicle load transfer (transfer o f location o f CG) may also be considered as an option for 
future research. Other steering input may also be considered (ramp steer or sweep steer) for the 
prospective research alternative. Especially chirp manoeuvres may be proved o f great importance 
for analysing the frequency response of vehicle models.
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CHAPTER 6. Conclusion and Future works
6.1 Summary and Major Conclusions
In this report an overview of the whole research activity carried out by the author is presented. 
The first part o f the report describes the literature review regarding the vehicle parameters and their 
effect on vehicle dynamics, with special emphasis on the tyre dynamics effect on vehicle handling 
properties. Literature review about the articulated vehicles has also been included as they also con­
stitute a large proportion o f the vehicles on road these days. In the second part different linear and 
non-linear vehicle dynamics models were developed and analysed. Finally, simulations results ob­
tained from the models developed so far were discussed and analysed. Some prominent milestones 
and analyses carried out during the research are summarized below.
This research activity was started with the development o f a generic linear vehicle model to ac­
commodate any rigid and articulated layouts. The model is capable o f handling the kinematical 
layouts, the inertial properties o f free bodies, static loads for axles and linear tyre characteristics. 
The steady-state and frequency response for yaw rate, lateral motion and hitch angle (for articulat­
ed vehicles only) for different layouts were analysed in this part o f the thesis. The developed linear 
models are the extension of Milliken’s bicycle model for multi-axle rigid and articulated vehicles. 
The analyses o f the linear model transfer function show that two-axle understeering vehicles may 
have stable behaviour in terms o f yaw rate for all the range o f vehicle velocities (though the vehi­
cle becomes less stable with the increase in speed), but this may not be the case o f an oversteering 
vehicle. Understeering vehicle is also found to show overdamped yaw rate response for initial 
range o f low speed, once the vehicle speed is over this range underdamped behaviour is noticed. 
The damping o f yaw rate response o f the understeering vehicle decreases if  vehicle speed is in­
creased. Stiffer tyres are also suggested for the overdamped or at least less underdamped 
performance o f the understeering vehicle.
Payload capacity is the main design criteria for heavy goods vehicle, based on which the num­
ber o f axles and their location are selected. But the axle number and the location also affect the 
handling performance o f the vehicle. Linear model simulations demonstrate that the steady-state 
yaw rate response for the different vehicle layouts has significant variations. In particular, vehicles 
with multiple rear axles show relatively understeering behaviour due to the increased combined 
cornering stiffness o f the rear part o f the vehicle. The dynamic response for the different vehicle
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layouts is very similar but the gain is a decreasing function o f number o f rear axles, hence showing 
the reduced manoeuvrability o f the vehicles. The dynamic response seems to be mainly governed 
by the inertial parameters (masses and their distribution) o f the vehicle. Multi steered-axle vehicles 
show slight oversteering trend in the steady state response.
Tyres and suspension are among the most commonly addressed subjects within the vehicle han­
dling studies. Tyres play a significant part in defining the handling performance o f any vehicle. 
Especially tyre cornering properties are very crucial factor for explaining the handling qualities and 
stability criteria of a vehicle. Tyre cornering stiffness, defined as the gradient o f the tyre lateral 
force characteristic as functions o f slip angle, is a varying function o f vehicle longitudinal and lat­
eral accelerations. Therefore a reduction in the vehicle lateral performance (specifically yaw rate) 
is expected as a result o f vehicle acceleration in either direction. Linear vehicle model simulations 
reveal that the yaw rate gain o f the front wheel drive understeering vehicle is reduced as a result of 
vehicle acceleration in longitudinal direction further the response o f the vehicle also become more 
sluggish. Due to the reduced damping o f vehicle response driver may also feel weaker control over 
the vehicle, especially in emergency condition where sudden manoeuvring o f the vehicle is re­
quired. Oscillatory or instable yawing condition may also occur if  vehicle is accelerated hard at 
high speed. Though this is not practically possible as normal sedan cars engine do not have enough 
torque to accelerate hard at higher vehicle speed but in case o f naturally inclined road these condi­
tion may occur which can lead the vehicle to unstable handling. Therefore active vehicle handling 
control systems such as electronic stability program (ESP) may be helpful to avoid the hazardous 
conditions.
Linear simulations for the rear wheel driven understeering vehicle show that dynamic yaw rate 
gain is increased as a result o f longitudinal accelerations causing the vehicle behaviour oversteer­
ing or less understeering. This trend occurs due to the reduction o f cornering stiffness of rear axle 
as a function o f vehicle longitudinal acceleration while the front axle cornering properties remain 
unaffected. Reduced damping o f the yaw rate gain is also witnessed for the rear wheel drive vehi­
cle but this reduction is not as severe as in the case o f similar front wheel drive vehicle. Therefore a 
better handling control is assured in the case o f rear wheel drive vehicle.
Impact of vehicle lateral acceleration is very similar to that o f longitudinal acceleration on the 
handling performance o f an understeering vehicle. Yaw rate gain response o f an understeering ve­
hicle is noticed reducing as the vehicle experiences lateral acceleration and the cornering stiffness 
o f all the tyres is reduced by the same order, therefore already understeering vehicle becomes more 
understeering. The yaw rate response also becomes slow and less controllable for the driver due to 
the decrease in damping.
In the second stage the linear model already developed was enhanced and tested with the first
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order (relaxation length) and second order tyre dynamics models and vehicle lateral motion param­
eters were simulated and analysed.
Tyre transient and steady-state characteristics are different from each other. Tyre lag in transient 
operating conditions is a well-known concept i.e. a certain run-in length or run-in time is required 
to generate the new level o f the forces or moment following the input o f tyre slip angle or slip ra­
tio, in other words a tyre exhibits a phase lag in the generation o f forces or moments. The run in 
length required to build the tyre force is termed as relaxation length. It has been highlighted by the 
researchers that the relaxation length has stronger effect on vehicle handling properties at lower 
vehicle speed or at higher frequency slips. A literature review regarding relaxation length and its 
effects on tyre properties and vehicle handling characteristics has been discussed. Various thumb 
rules for the approximation o f order o f the magnitude o f relaxation length are also discussed. It was 
shown that lateral relaxation length is a decreasing function o f tyre vertical load. Lags in longitudi­
nal and lateral directions are associated with different/independent relaxation lengths variables. 
From the literature, experimental tests show that lateral relaxation length is a decreasing function 
o f tyre load whereas longitudinal relaxation length is termed as increasing parameter o f normal 
load. Generally tyre dynamics are introduced within the vehicle dynamics model as a first order 
transfer function with cut-off frequency as a direct parameter o f tyre relaxation length. Second or­
der models have also been used for this purpose where relaxation length is modelled as a spatial 
frequency and such model have the advantage to control the damping o f the tyre response over the 
previous one. It has also been proven that second order model can better simulate the tyre behav­
iours in some conditions. In this research first and second order linear models have been 
incorporated within the vehicle dynamics to analyse the effect o f relaxation length on the overall 
dynamic handling response.
Introduction o f tyre relaxation length as first order transfer function has significant effect on the 
vehicle handling behaviour especially at low vehicle speed. Higher overshoots in the yaw rate re­
sponse o f an understeering vehicle are observed as a result o f large values o f relaxation length. 
Prolonged oscillations are also observed in the yaw rate response deteriorating the stability o f the 
vehicle. Effect o f relaxation length is almost negligible on the yaw rate response as the vehicle 
speed is increased, this is because o f the dominant poles o f the vehicle dynamics as compared with 
the tyre model transfer function. Front axle relaxation length has stronger effect on the vehicle 
handling behaviour as compared with the rear axle. It has also been observed from the simulation 
results that large values o f front axle relaxation length reduce the transient understeering behaviour 
but at the cost o f less stable and oscillatory response.
Bode plot, for yaw rate gain, produced from the linear model transfer function show that under 
steering vehicle with the higher values o f rear axle relaxation length cause an increase in the band­
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width o f dynamic frequency response. Phase lag is also reduced for the plots with larger values of 
values o f rear axle relaxation length. Therefore a trade-off could be made between the agility and 
stability o f handling performance while choosing the front and rear axle tyres.
Introduction of the first order relaxation length model within an oversteering vehicle model has 
similar effects on the dynamic response that is the bandwidth o f the yaw rate gain is increased, but 
the damping is reduced. In the case o f oversteering vehicle the underdamping o f the response 
caused by relaxation length does not significantly alter the dynamic response as an oversteering 
vehicle is inherently overdamped. Therefore less understeering vehicle may be preferred to ovoid 
the underdamping effect and for the better handling performance.
The use o f the second order tyre model to include tyre lag also depicts the similar trends as that 
o f first order tyre dynamics. Yaw rate damping is found to be a decreasing function o f the vehicle 
velocity. Second order model shows larger phase lag for higher excitation frequencies in dynamic 
response this is because o f the higher order denominator the transfer function.
For articulated vehicles models inclusion o f tyre lag as first or second order tyre dynamics tend 
to reduce the damping o f the overall yaw rate response. Variation o f response from two different 
tyre models demonstrates less significant effect on the vehicle handling parameters for higher vehi­
cle speed.
Non-linear models for rigid and articulated vehicles were also developed based on the nonlinear 
equations o f motion for rigid and articulated parameters. These models also includes the character­
istics o f non-linear tyres (lateral, longitudinal forces and aligning torques), non-linear vehicle 
suspension components (roll stiffness and non-linear dampers), dynamic normal and longitudinal 
load conditions on vehicle axles, aero dynamics effect, rolling resistance o f the wheels, internal 
combustion engine powertrain including realistic gearbox model, cruise control and braking. Tyre 
and suspension nonlinear parametric variations were examined using the nonlinear models. It has 
been revealed by the non-linear simulation in time domain that the non-linear part o f tyre force and 
slip angle curve significantly influences the yaw rate properties o f the vehicle therefore the tyres 
with higher value o f lateral coefficient and wider range o f linear operations are recommended for 
better handling performance . Suspension roll stiffness has also considerable effect on vehicle han­
dling performance especially when vehicle is laterally accelerating. Stiffer suspension is found to 
be offering better roll stability o f the vehicle but marginal compromise in yaw rate gain is also ob­
served. Toe and camber angle are also found actively contributing to the vehicle handling 
properties. Toe angle has prominent effect on yaw rate gain as compared with the camber angle and 
static toe-in improves the vehicle handling performance. Dynamic camber has stronger effect on 
vehicle handling and tends to reduce the damping o f yaw rate gain for higher values o f lateral ac­
celerations. Similar variations for the articulated vehicles handling performance are also noticed
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for the non-linearities addressed. But due to higher mass and inertial conditions the effect o f differ­
ent non-linear parameters are less effective.
Overall in this activity vehicle handling performance for rigid and articulated types has been 
examined with the special emphasis on tyre and suspension characteristics. The study could pro­
vide significant insight regarding the dependence o f vehicle handling qualities on different 
parameters which may help to improve future designs.
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6.2 Future Work
In future the work carried out in this activity may be expanded in the following directions:
Effects o f coupled lateral and longitudinal relaxation length may be studied;
For better vehicle handling performance control systems capable o f varying the tyre character­
istics (i.e. tyre cornering properties, longitudinal friction coefficients and relaxation lengths) 
by dynamically changing the tyre inflation pressure may be proposed and simulated. For vary­
ing the inflation pressure advanced techniques such as dynamic tyre inflation control system 
can be used [107];
Dynamic response analyses o f modem development tyres such as ‘Tweels’ may be considers 
as future research objective.
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Appendix A: Linear Vehicle Models and State
space
A.I. State Space Formulation of Linear Models
( X ) \ c o s ( i p )  s i n ( T / ; ) l m |  
l ÿ J  L -  s in (i/» ) c o s ( i /; ) J  I v J (A .1 )
XsT
S^T
u c o s ( i p )  -  V s in (i/» ) +  î/;c s in ( i/ ;)  +  (ip  -  0 ) a ^  sm(_ip -  6 )  
u s i n i i p )  -  V cos(xp)  +  î/»ccos(t/>) +  ( ip  -  0 ) a n C o s ( ip  -  0 ) (A .2 )
Qyv -  Ü  (C stiffp +  CstiffRi +  -  +CstiffRnK +  CstiffsTi +  -  +  C stiffsTnr)
s = ï ï
aCstiffp -  b iC stiffR ^  bnKCstiffRnK -  G r i  +  c)C stiffsT i
 G riiT +  c)CstiffsTnT
Qya = ÿORlCstiffsTi + -  + iRlCstiffsTnT)
Qye =  CstiffsTi -  +  CstiffsTn 
Q ysi =  “ ^stiffsTi
(A .3 )
aCstiffp -  b iC s t if fR i  bnKCstiffRnK ~  G r i  +  c)C stiffsT i
 G rhT +  c)CstiffsTnT
a^Cstiffp +  b fC stiffK , +  ••• +b^KCstiffRnK +  G r i  +  O ^ C stiffs^ i 
+  -  +  G riiT +  c)^CstiffsTnT
^ ' i ^ e  ~  “ Ü  p R i ^ ^ R i  +  c ) C s t i f f s T i  +  ” • +  1r i G r i i T  +  O C s t i f f s T n J
Qvii0 =  - G r i  +  c)C stiffgT i -  -  G r i  +  O C stiffs^ i 
Qii/gi = “ ^Cstiffs^ ri or -  biCstiffsTi
(A .4 )
Q êv =  Ü  O R lC stiffsT i +  -  +  iR lC stlffsT nr)
^  “ Ü  P r i G r i  +  c)C stiffsT i +  ” * +  Ir i G rht +  c)CstiffsTnT]
Q êé “  " ÿ p R i G R i  +  c)C stiffsT i +  -  +  Ir i G rht +  c)CstiffsTnT]
^ 0 0  “  “ Ü  P r i G r i  +  c)C stiffsT i +  ••• +  IL k G r h T  +  O C stiffsT n j]
Qogi = 0
(A .5 )
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Qev = 0 
Qe^ =  0 
Qej = 1 
Qse = 0
Qbsi =  0
(A .6 )
M =
niT —m sT (aR  +  c )  msxRR 0
-m sT (aR  +  c )  — J2 0
rosT^R ~ J z  J3 0
0 0 0 1 .
(A .7 )
N =
tyv Qy  ^-  myU
Qgv
— msTRRU
Qe.-,.
Qye 
Q,“ Q^v Q4/^ +  m sT (aR  +  c )U  Q ^.
Qêv Qe,,, -  s a  Qg. Qg.
Qga Qge J
(A .8 )
K =
^ysi ^yg2 
Qli/gl Qij;52
Qêgi Qêgz 
■Qsgi Qôgs
QygnT
Q'i^ SnT
Q®6nT
QsgnT
(A .9 )
'V ' ■ V r
(A .1 0 )  ^ _ ( A l l )  ^  _ 0 p i
ë 9 ^ s te e r  ~
- 9 . . 9 . ■^RnT-
(A .1 2 )
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m -mR (br+ c) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-mR (rr + c) J, -h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-h h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Elu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 R^1u 0 0 0 0 0 0
= 0 0 0 0 0 R^2u 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R^ku 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S^Tlu 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S^Tn
0 
0 
0 
0
ÏÏ ^
IT -b|
U 
(A.13)
-b.
"(c + 1ri)
Ü  -(c+ L )
-mU 0 Cstiffp CstiffR, S^tiffsTi CstiffsTn
(aR + c)U 0 aCstiffp ■biCstin-R, -bkCstifl-RR ■(c + ^ Rn)Cstiffgp„
0 0 0 0 0 0 R^l^ StiffsTn 1 r‘Rn'-StififsTn
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
1r. 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
L 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
(A.14)
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z, =
V
ë
è
àp
àpi
^RTk
% ri
-^ STnK-
(A.15) Z, =
r V  -,
è
e
ap
^R1
^RTk
^STk
■^ STn
(A.16) K, =
r 0 
0 
0 
0 
1
Di
^nk
0
0 -I
(A.17)
Where A  is the gain for ail steered axles and 0 for all non steered axles o f the truck/tractor.
nT nK
Nij; -  UCstiffp + bi)CstiffRi ^  InjCstiffs^ j (A.18)
j=i
Di =
nT nT-1 nT
Cstiffp^Ca + bi)^ CstiffRi + ^  ^  (bj + bj) CstiffR^  
i=l i=i j=l+l
nK
z
j=l
iR jC stiffsT j
nK—1 nK nT
~ X  S^tiffsTi CstiffsTj + c)^ Cstiffp -  ^ (b i  + c)2CstiffRi
i=i j=l 1=1
(A.19)
nK r nT
Ü2 = aRüisT CstiffsTj Cstiffp(-a -  c) + ^ (b j  + c)CstiffRj 
j=l i=l
nK
+ ^  iRjCstiffsTj 
j=l
nT
(mxa + msTc)Cstiffp -  ^ (rn x b j + msTc)Cstiffj .^
(A.20)
A.2. Pacejka Tire Model (magic formulas)
A.2.1. Longitudinal force equations (pure longitudinal slip)
Fxo =  D x  sin[A  tan H ^ x k x  -  E x i B x k x  -  t a n - ^ ( B x k x ) ) } ]  +  5,V x (A.21)
Where
kx = k +  Shx 
Q  — Pcxl^Cx
(A.22)
(A.23)
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E>x = PxPz
P x  =  ( P d x I  +  P D x 2 d f z ) ^ n x
(A.24) 
(A.25)
Ex  =  (P e x I  +  P E x z d f z  +  P E x 3 d f z ) f { l  ~  P E x A sg n {k x ) ]X E x  (A.26)
k-xk =  E z i P k x l  +  P k x 2 d f z ) e x p ( ^ —p i ^ x 3 d f z ) k k x k  
ExkBy. =
(A.27)
“  CxDx  (A.28)
Eh x  =  (jpHxl  +  P H x 2 d f z ) ^ H x
Evx — EziPvxl +  Pvx2dfz)^Vx\■fix
(A.29)
(A.30)
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A.2.2. Lateral force equations (pure side slip)
Fyo =  D y  sin[Cy t a r \ - ^ [ B y a y  -  E y i B y U y  -  tan -i(gy< Z y))}] +  S,
Where
«y =  a  +  Sliy
Yy =  yAyy
Ey — Vcyl^Cy 
D y  =  PyFx
Fy =  (poyl +  PDy2dfz)0- ~  PoysYy)^,
Ey = (pEyl +  P£y2d/z){l ~  (Pgyg +  PEy4y)sgn(^ay)]ÀE
py
2 ta n “ ^ i ^
Pky2EzO^FzO),
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(A.32)
(A.33)
(A.34)
(A.35)
(A.36)
yJV'-Ey  (A.37)
~  P K y3\Y Ï)^ F z0 ^ kya  (A.38)kya = PkyiEzo sin
B y = ^
^ C y D y  (A.39)
^Hy — {P H y l  +  P H y 2 d fz  +  P H y 2 d fz Y H y )^ H y  (A.40)
E y y  =  +  P v y 2 d f z  +  {P vy3  +  P v y 4 d f z ) Y y ] ^ V y ^ n y  ( A . 4 1 )
A.2.3. Longitudinal force equation (combined slip) 
Ex = Dxa cos[Qa tan“Hfixa(« + W )} ]
Where;
Exa =  rBxi cos[tan-i(7g^2 k) ] À^a
Exa ~  "^ cxl
J) = __________________^ __________________
C0S[A«tan-l(5;ta-^//;.a)] (A-45)
SHxa=r„^i (A.46)
(A.43)
(A.44)
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A.2.4. Lateral force equations (combined side slip)
Fy = Dyy. COS [C y„  tH Il ^ {S y^  (fc + 5„yfc)}] + S yy^
W here
Byk = rsyi cos[tan [^rBy2 ( a - r B y 3 )}]A^y„ (^ .48)
E y k  — T c y l  
0 . .  =
(A.49)
cos[Cyfetan-i(Byfe5„yfe)] (A.50)
^H yk  =  r „ y i  (A.S1)
Bvyk — Dyyk Sin[(JVyS^)]'^Vyfc V (A.52)
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Table B-3: Pacejka’s tyre coefficients data 
Lateral Force Coefficients
aO 1 aS 0.07534
al -3.046 a9 -0.001504
a2 854.7 alO -0.1193
a3 5101 a l l l -9.652
a4 61.33 a ll2 0.02423
a5 0.0001315 al2 4.428
a6 -0.02965 al3 -37.94
al 0.6865
Table B-4: Values of the equivalent cornering stiffness for the different axles of the considered vehicle lay­
outs
Cornering stiffness [ kN/rad ]
Type Truck/Tractor Trailer
Axle No. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3
Config-01 -492 -867 - _
Config-02 (Empty) -380 -139 -139 - — —
Config-02 (Laden) -402 -568 -568 - — —
Con fig-03 -216 -310 -620 -432 - _
Config-04 -216 -310 -620 -432 - — B.
Config-05 -436 -618 -538 -538
Config-06 -431 -554 -397 -397 -397
Config-07 -375 -399 -399 -514 -514
Config-08 -376 -359 -359 -397 -397 -397
Table B-5: Vehicles data for chapter 4
Rigid US Rigid OS Articulated
mx [kg] 1130 1130 7150
Jz [kg m j^ 1325 1325 27000
msT [kg] - 32000
JsTz [kg m ]^ " 285000
a [m] 1.05 1.4811 1.175
b [m] 1-33 0.8989 2.310
c [m] - 1.860
IsTl [m] - 5.490
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IsT2 [m]
•sT3 [m]
[kN/rad]
[kN/rad] 
Qti%n [kN/rad]
Stift'sn [kN/rad]
Qtiffsi3 [kN/rad]
Lf [m]
Lr [m]
Lsti [m]
Lst2 [m]
Lst3 [m] 
<Ospatiai[rad/m]
53.9
83.1
0.3
0.3
3.28
83.1
61.2
0.3
0.3
3.28
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7.395
8.715
422
806
641
665
416
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
3.28
Table B-6: Vehicle data used in chapter 5
Rigid US Articulated
nix [kg] 1150 8812
Jz [kg m ]^ 1850 46100
Jx [kg m ]^ 530 27000
msT [kg] - 16484
JsTz [kg m2] - 452010
Xl,2 [m] 1.064 2.062
*3,4 [m] 1.596 2.064
5^,6 [m] - 2.390
IsTl [m] - 10.599
1S T2 [m] - 11.887
C [m] - 2.539
h e [m] 0.57 1.10
c
[kN/rad]
69.6 642
c
[kN/rad]
55.9 617
^stiffsTi [kN/rad]
617
[kN/rad]
741
^stiffsx3 [kN/rad]
741
LF [m] 0.3 0.50
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LR |m| 0.3 0.50
L s t i [m] - 0.50
L sT2 |m| - 0.50
L sT3 [ml - 0.50
p |Kg/m’l 1.20 1.20
s Im'l 2.06 7.5
C . 0.36 0.25
Table B-7: Axle data for rigid vehicle in chapter five
Fzo [N| 6174 5023
RCH [cm] 8 11
Mkj [Nm/rad] 2883 2313
Md [Nms/rad] l d l s 556 359
Md [Nms/rad] l d h s 4329 2875
Table B-8: Axle data for articulated vehicle in chapter five
Fzo IN] 37656 55381 55381 49868 49868
RCH [cm] 16 22 22 30 30
Mkj [Nm/rad] 209280 307790 307790 277140 277140
Md [Nms/rad[ l d l s 3515 5170 5170 4655 4655
Md [Nms/rad[ l d h s 6093 8962 8962 8070 8070
N on-linear regressive damper (force vs. velocity  profile)
1500
1000
500
z
u7
-500
-1000
-0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6
V [ m /sec ]
N on-linear progressive damper (force  vs. ve loc ity  profile)
1500
1000
500
z
-500
-1000
-0.6 -0,2 0.2 0.4
V [ n i/sec
Figure B-1: Non-linear Damper Force vs. Velocity Profile (Regressive and Progressive)
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Tyre longitudinal force coefficient as a function of slip angle (RV)
F = 3100N
b
s
s
i
Ë
:
1
 Tyre 1
 Tyre 2
—  Tyre 3
Tyre slip ratio (-)
Figure B-2: Tyre longitudinal force coefficient as a function o f slip angle for rigid vehicle
Tyre longitudinal force coefficient as a function of slip angle (AV)
F =19000 N
 Tyre I
 Tyre 2
’•*•"* Tyre 3
Tyre slip ratio (-)
Figure B-3: Tyre longitudinal force coefficient as a function o f slip angle for articulated vehicle 
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Appendix C: Figure and plots
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Figure C-1: Polar plot for a rigid vehicle with RLT tyre model, at 25 km/h of speed and natural frequency of
2.23 Hz
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Figure C-2: Polar plot for a rigid vehicle with RLT tyre model, at 25 km/h of speed and natural frequency of
2.23 Hz
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Figure C-3: Polar plot for a rigid vehicle with RLT tyre model, at 75 km/h of speed and natural frequency of
1.12 Hz
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Figure C-4: Bode diagram of the adimensionalarticulation angle for an articulated vehicle subjected to a
steering input (model including RLT tyre model)
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Figure C-5: Bode diagram of the adimensionalarticulation angle for an articulated vehicle subjected to a 
steering input (model including second order tyre dynamics)
Yaw rate response for step steering input U=100 km/h (RV)
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Figure C-6: Yaw rate comparison for different dynamic amber angle values
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Roll angle response for step steering input U=100 km/h (RV)
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Figure C-7: Roll angle comparison for different dynamic camber angle values
Yaw rate response for step steering input U=100 km/h (RV)
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Figure C-8: Yaw rate comparison for different damper friction values
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Roll response for step steering Input 11=100 km/h (RV)
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Figure C-9: Roll angle comparison for different damper friction values
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